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THE SOCIETY’S YEAR: 2015 

 

 

My dear Friends, 

 

 For those of us who remember it, 1990 was a momentous year. It was the year in which, in no 

particular order, the USSR was dissolved; the Nobel Peace Prize was awarded to Mikhail Gorbachev; 

the Cold War officially ended; Nelson Mandela was released from prison and became leader of the 

ANC; there were riots in the UK at the introduction of the poll tax; Iraq invaded Kuwait; Germany was 

reunited; the Wimbledon singles titles were won by Stefan Edberg and Martina Navratilova (her ninth); 

Margaret Thatcher resigned as British prime minister; Greta Garbo died. Cynics demurred, but there 

was I think a spirit of cautious optimism in most people’s minds. Some of the greatest threats to world 

peace had been removed. Eastern and Western blocs were making plans to work together as the Berlin 

Wall was formally demolished. Could this herald the beginning of a better, more peaceful world? 

This was the context in which, also in 1990, the Friends of Mount Athos was founded. No 

such world-changing aspirations moved the founders. As our late President, Sir Steven Runciman, 

wrote in his Foreword to the first Annual Report (1991),  

 

This is not a society that aims at producing sensational results. Our role is described by our 

name. We know that the monasteries of the Holy Mountain form an autonomous religious 

republic whose members are proud to be living under the shadow of eternity, outside the 

modern materialistic world. But they cannot entirely separate themselves from the world; and 

we believe that they are grateful to have friends who are in it, and who will gladly give them 

such support and advice as they may need. 

 

What, you may well ask, was happening on Mount Athos in 1990 that made us think that the Mountain 

needed friends? Was it not rather presumptuous of us to imagine that an institution that had survived 

perfectly well for over a thousand years without us should welcome us now? For sure, it never entered 

our minds that we would try to change anything. 

 Our first charitable object was educational. We set out primarily to provide information – 

historical information for those who might be interested in the past and the present of the monasteries, 

and practical information for those who might wish to visit them and would welcome some assistance 

in doing so. Only later did we also acquire a religious object, which enabled us to raise funds on behalf 

of the monasteries and their dependencies both on and off the Mountain. But from the start we made it 

clear to the monks that we were here to help them if ever they needed help, but that we would never 

interfere in their affairs unless we were invited to do so. Those principles remain unchanged. 

 Athos is not a place where newsworthy events happen very often or even at all. Almost by 

definition, it is a place of continuity and stability, where conscious efforts are made to resist change. 

Even so, things do occasionally happen, but perhaps more slowly than in the outside world, sometimes 
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so slowly that they are almost imperceptible. Every year we aim to include in these pages a ‘Report 

from the Mountain’ which is supposed to cover events that have taken place on Athos over the past 

twelve months and the author of the report usually manages to uncover a few, though more often it is a 

case of trends rather than actual happenings. But 1990 did see some noteworthy happenings. Most 

notable, perhaps, was the change from the idiorrhythmic to the cenobitic way of life at both Vatopedi 

and Iviron, two of the most senior monasteries. These events, pretty sensational by Athonite standards, 

were in fact symptomatic of an underlying trend, namely the monastic renewal that was now visibly in 

full swing, at least in nearly all the Greek monasteries. (Idiorrhythmic Pantokrator was to hold out 

against making the change for another two years.) But the situation in the non-Greek houses was very 

different. They were still very low in terms of numbers and morale and the Greek government was 

showing signs of taking advantage of the situation: at least one ruling monastery was threatened with 

closure and another with being Hellenized. This precarious situation was the subject of the initial 

exchange of letters in The Times between Derek Hill and myself and was still very much in our minds 

when we came to found the society. In the event the ruling monasteries all survived, but in the course 

of the 1990s two former Russian sketes were Hellenized on the orders of the Constantinople 

patriarchate, reprisals were taken against several of the monasteries that had been outspoken in support 

of the non-Greek monks, and the Friends were asked to do whatever they could to publicize the plight 

of the persecuted minorities. The result of that request was the publication in The Times of a full-page 

article on Easter Monday 1995 signed by Sir Steven Runciman. Whether this article was instrumental 

in changing attitudes to the non-Greek monks we cannot know, but attitudes have changed, and the 

autonomy and the pan-Orthodoxy of the Mountain have now been given the respect they deserve. 

 Twenty-five years on, what changes do we find on the Holy Mountain today? There has been 

a consolidation of the monastic renewal that took place in the second half of the twentieth century. It 

finally caught up with all the monasteries and sketes, both Greek and non-Greek, all are enjoying an 

increase in numbers as well as improvements in their spiritual life, and relations with the patriarchate 

are restored to normal. Meanwhile the opening of international borders has resulted in a considerable 

influx of both monks and pilgrims from the countries of Eastern Europe. Each of the Romanian sketes, 

for example, now has a complement of at least fifty monks, while the St Panteleimonos monastery has 

a brotherhood of more than eighty, making it one of the largest on the Mountain. It has also refurbished 

its guest house and can provide accommodation for at least 500 pilgrims in advance of the celebrations 

for the millennium of the Russian presence in 2016.  

 

* * * * * 

 

In what ways have we been able to help the Mountain in 2015? From a European perspective at least, 

the international news this year seems to have been dominated by the enormous influx of refugees 

fleeing from the devastating civil war in Syria and the heart-rending stories of their often unsuccessful 

attempts to cross from Turkey to Greece or from Tunisia to Italy. The reports of these events have 

touched the hearts of many of us. There was a tide of goodwill visibly flowing from those of us who 

lead comfortable lives in the West towards these displaced persons, though exactly what we could do to 
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offer practical help was far from clear. Several people wrote to us asking if this mass migration had 

made any impact on the Holy Mountain. We thought this was an interesting question that deserved to 

be investigated, so we wrote to the Holy Epistasia in Karyes, offering assistance if help was needed. 

Our letter was passed to Abbot Elisaios of Simonopetra, that being the monastery which has 

historically had the closest links with the patriarchate of Antioch and is therefore best informed about 

events in Syria. The result of that correspondence is the appeal that we have recently launched on 

behalf of a group of Syrian nuns who under the auspices of Simonopetra are attempting out of nothing 

to create a religious community somewhere near the border of Mount Athos. Here is a small-scale 

project, a tiny microcosm of the immeasurable totality of the humanitarian disaster, ‘a situation of dire 

deprivation’, as the abbot described it, to which we can each make a real difference. We sent them an 

immediate contribution of 7,000 euros. Donors to the appeal may rest assured that every penny that is 

donated will go to the nuns, and every penny will help. We shall hope to report back on their progress 

in due course. 

At the same time we are renewing our efforts to help the monastery of Hilandar, half of which 

was destroyed in a disastrous fire in March 2004. By the end of 2015 the rebuilding was said to be 70 

per cent complete and, according to what we are told is a ‘reliable and realistic professional 

assessment’, the work of reconstruction as a whole should be finished by the end of 2019. A meeting 

took place at the monastery on 29 September of the State Commission for Hilandar which comprises 

all the stakeholders (architects, restorers, art historians, experts on the monastery, elders), chaired by 

the Serbian Minister of Culture, at which funding for 2016 at least was guaranteed by the state of 

Serbia. Naturally all available funds have to be directed to this one major enterprise. Meanwhile an 

emergency has arisen in another part of the monastery that was not in fact damaged by the fire and so 

cannot be covered by current funding. This concerns the bell-tower which dates originally from the 

twelfth century and so is one of the oldest buildings still standing. Its wooden roof and the wooden 

frame that supports the bells are in a serious state of disrepair and are very close to collapsing. Total 

costs for the renovations are estimated to be just under 40,000 euros. We were asked if we could help 

and we gladly agreed to direct the next tranche of our appeal to repair of this tower. It is our aim to 

raise the entire sum, for which once again we are reliant on the generosity of our members and Patrons. 

Please help if you can. 

Another women’s monastery with close links to the Holy Mountain that we have been able to 

assist this year is that of St John the Baptist at Anatoli near Larissa. Several of the sisters are known to 

us personally, having participated in FoMA pilgrimages in the past, and indeed they have themselves 

provided accommodation for one such pilgrimage and for many individual members of the society. We 

received a letter from Sister Theoktisti about the disused church in the old monastery which contains 

important frescos and is in a dangerous state of decay. They are attempting to stabilize the walls and 

conserve the frescos and are in need of funds. We agreed to send them 3,000 euros towards the cost. 

Any individuals who wish to make a personal contribution should contact the Treasurer. 

 

* * * * * 
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The principal celebration of our silver jubilee took place on Thursday 7 May when our Royal Patron, 

HRH The Prince of Wales, kindly invited 150 of us to attend a reception at his Gloucestershire home, 

Highgrove House. We were fortunate with the weather and, divided into small groups, we were able to 

tour the famous gardens which were looking their best in the spring sunshine. After the garden tour 

Prince Charles joined us for an open-air champagne reception at which I think he managed to have an 

informal word with everyone who was there before departing and leaving us to make the most of the 

retail opportunities provided by the Highgrove shop. We are most fortunate to have enjoyed His Royal 

Highness’s active support now for more than twenty years.  

 But our silver jubilee was not the only anniversary to be celebrated in 2015. Our President, 

Metropolitan Kallistos, had reached the age of eighty in September 2014 and so we decided to hold our 

residential conference at Madingley Hall, Cambridge, in his honour over the weekend of 6-8 February. 

An interesting and diverse programme of talks by theologians, hierarchs, and members of both the 

Eastern Orthodox Church and the Western Church was devised, bearing testimony not only to the wide 

range of concerns to which Bishop Kallistos has devoted attention in the course of his long career but 

also to the immensely high regard in which His Eminence is held by former students, colleagues, 

spiritual children, and friends. All the accommodation at the hall and in neighbouring establishments 

was booked within a few weeks of the notice being sent out and it was gratifying to be able to 

welcome, in addition to the speakers, such a numerous and distinguished galaxy of delegates. 

Archbishop Gregorios opened the proceedings by reading a tribute from His All-Holiness Ecumenical 

Patriarch Bartholomew and followed this with some reminiscences of his own. A volume is now in 

preparation which will take the form of a Festschrift. Meanwhile the entire programme was captured on 

video and may be viewed without charge on YouTube (to which there is a link from the society’s 

website). And there is a short report on the symposium printed below (pp. 44-48), jointly written by 

Robert Binyon and Stefan Reynolds, as it were from the floor. 

 Another anniversary in 2015 was the centenary of the ill-starred Gallipoli campaign which 

was fought in the second year of World War I. Sydney Loch, long-term resident of the Ouranoupoli 

tower and author of that wonderful book, Athos: The Holy Mountain (1957), was a veteran of the 

campaign; so was Patrick Shaw Stewart, whose biography was written (under the name Miles Jebb) by 

our member, Lord Gladwyn. Shaw Stewart is best known for his poem about Gallipoli which begins, ‘I 

saw a man this morning Who did not wish to die’ and ends, ‘Stand in the trench, Achilles, Flame-

capped, and shout for me.’ Visiting Gallipoli in September this year, Lord Gladwyn was struck by the 

sight of the summit of Mount Athos, 100 miles away from where he stood. He himself was moved to 

write a poem about this sighting, which with his permission is printed below (p. 76). 

 And while we are on the subject of anniversaries, it is sixty years since our member David 

Machin first visited the Holy Mountain when he was an undergraduate at Trinity College, Cambridge. 

We are delighted to be able to print the journal that he compiled of his pilgrimage in the summer of 

1955 (pp. 68-75), which begins and ends with a sojourn at the Ouranoupoli tower as the guest of 

Sydney Loch’s widow, Joice. Sydney died in 1954, Joice in 1982; neither of them was in fact 

Orthodox, but Bishop Kallistos, who happened to be visiting the Mountain at the time of Joice’s death, 

conducted her funeral according to the Eastern rite. Not so many people remember the Lochs 
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nowadays, though their memory is kept alive by older residents of Ouranoupoli, and it is good to have 

a first-hand account of what it was like to stay as a guest at the tower. 

 

* * * * * 

 

But I stray from my account of the society’s year. We celebrated the new year, as is our wont, with a 

Vasilopitta party, this time staged in the plush surroundings of the Oxford & Cambridge Club in Pall 

Mall, kindly hosted by Alasdair Cross. Here too it was a pleasure to welcome Archbishop Gregorios to 

perform the blessing of the pittas and to wish us all a happy new year. His Eminence is of course a 

Patron of the Friends, as is Archbishop Elisey of Sourozh, and we are as always most grateful for their 

support of our activities. 

 Passing over events already described above, in May we dispatched a team of twenty 

volunteers to Athos where they spent two weeks surveying, clearing footpaths, and erecting signposts. 

For the first time a detachment was accommodated at the Great Lavra, which enabled them to survey 

the paths through the desert on the southernmost point of the peninsula. This was the fifteenth year of 

the project’s operation (perhaps this should have been mentioned among the anniversaries to be 

celebrated) and it is quite remarkable how much has been achieved since 2001. Nearly all the paths of 

the entire peninsula have now been surveyed and the website carries descriptions (in Greek as well as 

English) of routes that cover 240 kilometres, i.e. most of the peninsula. This is a tremendous 

achievement, for which particular credit is due to those who have guided the project with such care 

since its inception. Equally creditable is the care with which they plan for the future and the priorities 

that they list as essential to its continuity (see below, p. 60). They have succeeded in creating a strong 

team spirit among the participants, a spirit that is further strengthened by the publication of an 

occasional newsletter entitled the Footpath Pilgrim’s Progress. The Prince of Wales has good reason to 

be proud of this project that he instigated. We are also deeply grateful to the Latsis Foundation for its 

generous assistance with funding. It is particularly gratifying to note that the results of these labours are 

appreciated in equal measure by both monks and pilgrims. Long may they continue! 

 On Saturday 13 June we held our twenty-fourth Annual General Meeting at St Anne’s 

College, Oxford, which was attended by about fifty-five members and guests. Metropolitan Kallistos 

was away, so the Divine Liturgy was served at the Orthodox church in Canterbury Road by Fr Ian 

Graham. We had hoped to welcome Abbot Sava of Decani monastery as our morning speaker, but 

sadly the political tensions in Kosovo were such that he was advised by his bishop not to travel. We 

were grateful to Fr Seraphim of Oxford and the Isle of Mull for stepping in at short notice and giving 

an illustrated presentation entitled ‘The Silent Uses of Monasticism: Athos, Bucovine, and the 

Hebrides’. Our afternoon speaker was Dr Athanasios Papathanasiou of Athens, a lecturer in theology at 

the Hellenic Open University, who gave a talk entitled ‘Monastics as Missionaries of a Subversive 

Hope’, of which a version is printed below (pp. 21-31). A third talk, on the subject of the 2014 

pilgrimage to Turkey and the Dodecanese, was given by our Treasurer, Simon Jennings.  

 After the usual excellent lunch, the official business of the AGM was transacted. The 

Secretary reported that membership now stood at 983, including 202 life members, but this total 
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included a surprisingly large number who would be deleted from our lists for failure to renew their 

subscriptions. After reporting deaths and new members, he proceeded to summarize the events of the 

past year and closed by thanking all those, particularly the staff of Rawlinson & Hunter, who contribute 

so much to the smooth running of the society. Andrew Buchanan was then invited to report on the 

progress made by the path-clearing team which has already been mentioned above. The Treasurer 

presented the accounts for the year ended 31 December 2014 which had been examined by Peter 

Stevenson and were adopted by the meeting. Finally elections were held. David Cadman and Graham 

Speake had reached the end of their term of office and were duly re-elected. Alasdair Cross was not 

standing for re-election and was thanked for his unstinting efforts on behalf of the society over the 

years. He has subsequently been replaced on the committee by Mrs Frances Jennings who inherits his 

brief for running events and appeals. There being no other business, and having thanked the Secretary 

and Treasurer for their hard work, the Chairman closed the meeting at 2.45pm. 

 In the second half of the year there were three events that should be recorded. On 4 July a 

group of fifteen pilgrims spent the day at the monastery of St John the Baptist at Tolleshunt Knights 

and were made very welcome by members of the community. In late October there was a nine-day 

pilgrimage to the Holy Land, organized once again by Dimitri Conomos, in which fifty-three members 

participated. There is a report on this event below by Natalia Doran (pp. 49-54). And finally the 

autumn meeting took place in London on Wednesday 9 November and was attended by about forty 

members and guests. As usual, vespers was served at the Romanian church of St Dunstan in the West, 

after which we adjourned to the St Bride Foundation for a glass of wine and a lecture. The speaker this 

year was Professor Veronica della Dora and her talk was entitled ‘A Pilgrim and Enlightener on the 

Holy Mountain: Vasilij Grigorovich Barskij’s Journeys to Mount Athos 1725-1744’, a version of 

which is printed below (pp. 32-43). 

 

* * * * * 

 

I regret to report the deaths this year of the following members: the Revd Canon Professor Edward 

Bailey, Mr Philip Dinnage, the Very Revd Wsesolod Dutikow, Dr John Foreman, Sir Nicholas Monck, 

Professor Oliver Rackham. May their memory be eternal! 

 The following new members have joined the society: Michael Asser, Aristedes 

Assimacopoulos, Albano Begaj, Joannes Bockx, the Revd David Boddy, the Revd Noel Bordador, the 

Revd Oyvind Borgso, Jerome Bugnet, the Revd Silviu Bunta, Paul Cassedy, Michael Cereghino, 

Christophe Chalier, James Charters, Valeria Viscountess Coke, Stephen Colbert, Christophe Coste, 

Richard Cowper, John Crossan, Julian Day, André DeBattista, Professor Christopher Doepel, 

Konstantinos Dolmas, Brendan Dowling, Jorge Fernandes, Thomas Fitzgerald, George Georgiadis, the 

Rt Revd Jonathan Goodall, Richard Goodman, Aharon Grossbard, Silvia Gusmaroli, Juri Hamiti, 

Benjamin Hammond, the Revd Thomas Haynes, Rune Johnsson, Bas Kamps, the Revd Sven Thore 

Kloster, Geoff Knight, Kames Kotsanos, Brian Krenzelak, Luciano Leite, Paul Lepik, Matthieu 

Leveille, David Machin, Henri Macuk, Pietro Marchetti, Gustavo Mehas, John Mole, Daniel Morgan, 

Matthew Novic, George Palaidis, Metodija Papazoski, Geoffrey Pingree, Archbishop Lazar Puhalo, 
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Andrew Sanders, John Sanders, Frederic Scholtes, Hieromonk Silouan, Darren Sleeman, Mark 

Sleeman, Michael Slifka, Robert Smyth, Vassili Spiroglu, Denis Stepanyak, Sister Theoktisti, Walker 

Thompson, the Revd Case Thorp, Jim Vlahos, Herman Voogd, Michael Weeks, Professor Paul 

Williams. 

 In the spring we were pleased to publish the proceedings of our 2013 Madingley conference 

under the title Spiritual Guidance on Mount Athos, edited by Graham Speake and Metropolitan 

Kallistos Ware (Oxford: Peter Lang, 2015). Copies of this book, as well as many others that have been 

produced under the society’s auspices, may be purchased at a favourable discount from the Treasurer. 

Details are given on the ‘books’ page of the website. 

 Speaking of the website, we should record our gratitude to our American Membership 

Secretary, Bob Allison, who created the site (at a time when most of us did not even know what a 

website was) and has for many years managed it for us. Bob has for some time been developing a new 

site that will shortly be launched. There will of course be an announcement of this when the time 

comes. 

 I mentioned earlier the ‘Report from the Mountain’ which for a good many years has been 

compiled for us by our Thessalonian member Bill Lillie. We are greatly indebted to Bill for his many 

reports, every one of which has been put together with great wit as well as meticulous attention to 

detail, and we are truly sorry that his other commitments no longer leave him sufficient time to 

continue with it. This section of the Annual Report has always been entitled ‘Report from the 

Mountain’ but in fact it has always been written by someone with his ear very close to the Athonite 

ground but not physically resident on Mount Athos. That situation has now changed and we are pleased 

to record that this year’s report has been compiled by Phaidon Hadjiantoniou in close consultation with 

the authorities in Karyes itself. 

 

GRAHAM SPEAKE 

Chairman 
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REPORT FROM THE MOUNTAIN: 2015 

 

As prayer and divine worship are the primary concern of the monks, the festive days on the Holy 

Mountain far outnumber the days of half a year. Apart from the major feasts of the patronal saints in 

each of the twenty ruling monasteries and the plethora of their dependencies, there are certain 

celebratory events in the annual festive cycle that are of essential importance for Athonite monasticism 

as a whole. Examples include the feast of the Mother of God ‘Axion Esti’ (Karyes, Easter Monday); 

the feast of St Athanasios the Athonite, founder of cenobitic monasticism on Athos (Great Lavra, 5/18 

July); the feast of the Transfiguration (chapel on the summit of Athos; also monasteries of 

Koutloumousiou and Pantokrator, 6/19 August); the procession of the Mother of God ‘Portaïtissa’ 

(Iviron monastery, Easter Tuesday); the feast of the Holy Belt of the Mother of God (Vatopedi, 31 

August/13 September), to name but a few.  

On the various Athonite feast days the monasteries open their gates to welcome many 

hundreds of pilgrims seeking spiritual refreshment, just as flowers open their petals for honeybees 

collecting nectar. On these special occasions, distinguished hierarchs, well-known politicians, famous 

men of letters and artists from all corners of the world are included among the multitude of 

‘anonymous’ visitors, a human throng enhancing the image of cosmopolitanism that Mount Athos 

already had anyway. It is worth noting that, while the economic crisis that has hit Greece in recent 

years has deepened, applications to visit Mount Athos in 2015 were not noticeably fewer. This is 

attributed to the fact that, precisely because of the crisis, the people feel a greater need for strong 

spiritual support.  

On the other hand, the visit of a prelate to a certain holy destination may also have special 

significance beyond the pilgrimage itself. Such was the official visit to the Holy Mountain of His 

Eminence Metropolitan Athenagoras of Cydonia of the Ecumenical Throne on 20 May. On the 

following day, 21 May, His Eminence visited the canonical brotherhood of Esphigmenou monastery, 

now settled in its newly restored konaki (representative’s house) in Karyes. It was the great feast of 

Esphigmenou, the Ascension of Christ, and Metropolitan Athenagoras’s attendance at the vigil 
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signified the support of the Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople for the legal brotherhood, as 

against the rebel squatters in the monastery.1  

The regular cycle of feasts is a perpetual manifestation of Athonite monasticism operating as a 

spiritual seed vessel traversing time that has established strong spiritual bonds between the Holy 

Mountain and the outside world in a long process of mutual inner maturation. However, in recent 

decades we have observed a more extrovert attitude among the Athonites, which may be due to the 

increase of existential anguish of mankind at the turn of the twenty-first century.   

If we were to make a list of the most memorable events that took place, or were referred to, on 

Mount Athos in 2015, we would find that, from a total of seventy-three events, forty-seven of them (62 

per cent) relate to lectures and discourses given by scholarly monks and lay academics, and to the 

transport and display of miraculous icons and holy relics for public veneration in various parts of 

Greece and abroad.  

 

Agioritiki Estia 

This list includes many of the activities of Agioritiki Estia, the cultural centre of Mount Athos in 

Thessaloniki, which in 2015 celebrated the fifteenth year of its operation. Agioritiki Estia (also known 

as Mount Athos Center) is a non-profit corporation in which the Holy Community of Mount Athos and 

the municipality of Thessaloniki share equal involvement, the chairman being the mayor of the city, the 

honorary chairman the Protos of Mount Athos, and the board consisting of representatives of both 

parties.  

From 7 to 15 May Agioritiki Estia participated in the twelfth Thessaloniki International Book 

Fair, exhibiting its rich editorial production consisting of catalogues of exhibitions, conference acts and 

proceedings, reprints of rare early editions, special publications accompanying congresses and 

scientific meetings, all organized by the staff of Agioritiki Estia and their associates. Subsequently, the 

pavilion of Agioritiki Estia was transferred to Belgrade where it represented Thessaloniki in the context 

of cultural exchange between the two municipalities.  

                                                             
1	On	the	situation	at	Esphigmenou	and	the	violent	incidents	that	took	place	in	2013	in	

the	occupied	building	of	the	monastery	in	Karyes,	see	W.	J.	Lillie,	‘Report	from	the	

Mountain:	2013’,	Friends	of	Mount	Athos	Annual	Report	(2013),	pp.	13-14.		
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The first meeting of the new board of Agioritiki Estia was held on 15 May in Karyes, with the 

participation of Mayor Yannis Boutaris and Protos Fr Symeon of Dionysiou. A presentation recording 

the activities of Agioritiki Estia from 2000 to 2015 was made by the mayor before the Protos and the 

representatives of the twenty monasteries.  

Housed in an elegant neoclassical building in the centre of Thessaloniki, Agioritiki Estia has 

on its ground floor a large bookstore with all the latest publications including many rarities concerned 

with Mount Athos and a shop selling handicrafts made by Athonite monks, while a rich library and the 

exhibition halls are on the first floor. In the same building is located the Mount Athos Pilgrims’ Bureau 

which provides information and issues diamonitiria. 

 

The cultural heritage of Mount Athos  

An event of major sentimental and symbolic importance for Mount Athos took place in early 2015, 

namely the repatriation of an exquisite relic that was stolen several decades ago from Dionysiou 

monastery. This is an illustrated Byzantine manuscript known as the Menologion for September, 

attributed to Symeon Metaphrastes and dating to the mid-eleventh century; in its 266 parchment leaves 

the lives of the saints celebrated in the month of September are described. Concerted efforts by the 

Greek Ministry of Culture and the Greek Embassy in Washington over a long period of time in co-

operation with the US authorities led to the identification of the manuscript. The administration at 

Duke University, North Carolina, in whose collection it had been shelved since 2011, handed over the 

manuscript when they were informed it was being sought by the Greek authorities as stolen property. A 

statement issued by Andy Armacost, curator of Duke’s collections, read as follows: ‘As a cultural 

institution, it’s important to make sure that culture and heritage is maintained and preserved. We had 

no indication when we purchased the manuscript that it had been stolen, and we’re happy to make 

things right.’2   

 It is very rare for valuable objects, stolen from Mount Athos, to be as lucky as the Menologion 

of Dionysiou. A major difficulty in identifying stolen relics is that many of them are not catalogued. As 

the educational level of younger generations of Athonite monks rises, it becomes more and more 

apparent that this goal cannot be achieved without the contribution of science and technology. The 

                                                             
2	See	https://today.duke.edu/2015/01/greekmanuscript.	
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happy ending of the repatriated Menologion coincides with the establishment by the state of a vehicle 

to promote the recording of Athonite cultural heritage.  

 The ‘Athonite Digital Arc’ is the name of an ambitious digitization programme for the 

Athonite cultural heritage described in a statement issued on 26 November by the special management 

authority of the operational programme ‘Digital Convergence’. The latter was created by the Ministry 

of Economy, Development, and Tourism, through which the funds of the EU Regional Development 

agencies, destined to finance the preservation of Greek cultural heritage, are passed. The ‘Athonite 

Digital Arc’ was designed to meet the constant demand of the Athonites for the assistance of the state 

in the recording and preservation of the cultural heritage of Mount Athos. The amount set aside for this 

purpose is approximately € 9.5 million, of which the EU contribution exceeds € 8.5 million. This 

amount will be allocated through the Ministry of Macedonia and Thrace and administered by the Holy 

Community of Mount Athos, the latter having held a competition for awarding the contracts. Fifteen of 

the twenty monasteries are participating in the programme. All digitized and documented material will 

be available to researchers and educators.    

 In the draft contract the cultural property to be digitized, recorded, and documented is 

categorized under the following headings:  

- libraries and archives, containing about 17,000 manuscripts, several thousand printed books and 

incunabula, thousands of Byzantine, Ottoman, Russian, and Romanian documents;  

- portable icons, over 15,000; and wall paintings, about 100,000 square metres;  

- metalwork and miniature sculpture: objects of both liturgical and practical use, the Athonite 

collection being the biggest in Greece;   

- textiles, ceramics, engravings and old maps, coins, stamps, medals, badges, seals: most of which 

collections have never been catalogued;  

- folklore collections from hospitals, pharmacies, carpentry shops, smithies, mills, arsenals, and 

general objects of daily use: very few such collections have been catalogued;  

- archives of photography and sound;  

- digital printing of monuments: architecture and technical infrastructure.  

- digital relief of the terrain of the Athonite peninsula, and inventory of flora and fauna.   

 

Athonite art abroad 
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Although chiefly admired for its cultural treasures of the past, Mount Athos is also a place where 

modern artistic production may reach high levels of inspiration and mastery, while working within the 

frame of tradition. Such is the case of the group of painters at Xenophontos monastery. Apart from the 

portable icons and large mural compositions to be seen at Xenophontos, important works by this group 

of painters are to be admired in the refectory of Iviron, in the katholikon of Simonopetra, in the 

refectory of Pantokrator, and at the recently completed Orthodox church of the Twelve Apostles in 

Hatfield, Hertfordshire, UK, among others. The leading figure among the painters at Xenophontos is 

Fr Loukas, generally considered to be the most influential Athonite painter of our time. 

On 23 October Archbishop Demetrios of America made an official visit to Xenophontos 

monastery and had a meeting with the famous group of painters there. The purpose of the meeting was 

to arrange for the wall decoration of the new church of St Nicholas (by the Spanish architect Santiago 

Calatrava) at Ground Zero in New York City, the old church having been destroyed in the attack on the 

World Trade Center on 11 September 2001.  

 

Canonization and double loss  

On 13 January, in accordance with prevailing ecclesiastical practice and tradition, the Holy Synod of 

the Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople canonized Elder Paisios the Athonite (1924-94), whose 

name is now added to the Greek Orthodox Church’s register of saints. The canonization of Fr Paisios 

and his enrolment in the chorus of saints serves to confirm the feelings of people who long ago 

identified in his life the signs of sanctity. St Paisios is the second Athonite monk to be canonized in the 

twenty-first century, the first being Fr Porphyrios of Kafsokalyvia (1906-91), who was canonized on 1 

December 2013.   

The passing of Fr Ierotheos of Karyes (b. 1934) on 25 April is a memorable event for the 

contemporary community of Mount Athos. Self-educated, Fr Ierotheos was an ardent bibliophile, and 

the founder of the first bookstore on Mount Athos, in Karyes. He also was the publisher of the 

periodical Protaton (since 1982) and of many academic and literary books (‘Panselinos Editions’), 

including the reissue of the monumental volume To Agion Oros by Gerasimos Smyrnakis (first 

published in 1903). In Fr Ierotheos’s bookstore, ‘Panselinos’, in the square of Protaton, all kinds of 

books could be found, from the works of the Fathers of the Church to poetry, art, and fiction of the 

twentieth-century avant-garde, from St John of Damascus to André Breton. Although living outside the 
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world, Fr Ierotheos gathered around him well-known personalities of letters and arts, attracted by his 

unique temperament that was a cross between a fool for Christ and a Diogenes the cynic, one of his 

frequent guests being the British theatre director Peter Brook.  

The most recent editor of Protaton was Fr Moses (b. 1952) from the St Panteleimon skete 

(dependency of Koutloumousiou), who passed away in 2014. To honour his memory, the Greek 

Association of ‘Friends of Mount Athos’ organized an event dedicated to his life and work on 20 

February 2015 at the Archaeological Society of Athens. As Fr Moses was one of the most prolific 

Athonite authors of books of theological and historical content, and a poet of philosophical thinking, 

this event provided an opportunity to make a first assessment of his voluminous intellectual production.      

The passing of Elder Spyridon Mikragiannanitis (of Little St Anne’s skete) (b. 1951) on 11 

May was another heavy loss for the monastic community, especially for the chanting tradition of 

Mount Athos. Having graduated from the Athonias Ecclesiastical Academy (1968-9), he was tonsured 

a monk at the brotherhood of Elder Gerasimos the Hymnographer, at the kalyve of the Dormition of the 

Mother of God, Little St Anne’s skete. Several private recordings from Athonite vigils are preserved, 

bearing witness to Fr Spyridon’s mastery in chanting.  

 

Mount Athos in Syria  

A delegation of Athonite monks, led by Archimandrite Elisaios, abbot of Simonopetra, standing 

shoulder to shoulder with both Christian and heterodox Syrians suffering from the war, attended the 

celebration on Christmas Eve, 24 December, at the town of Safita, province of Tartous. During the 

feast a Christmas tree 22 meters high was illuminated in honour of the martyrs and victims of the war.  
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MONASTICS AS MISSIONARIES OF A SUBVERSIVE HOPE3 

 

I think the difference between Christians and other people can be summarized in one 

word: hope (1 Thess. 4: 13). Not hope in general, but specifically Christian hope. This 

hope radically differs from worldly optimism, which in reality is positive speculation 

on the deterministic route of history. On the contrary, Christian hope does not stem 

from worldly factors. It springs from the living God’s action in history, an action that 

brings about something totally new and engrafts the world with what cannot be borne 

by the world itself. Resurrection, for example, cannot be produced by the world: it has 

to be offered by God. So, Christian hope can flourish even when all worldly optimism 

collapses, exactly because Christian hope intervenes in the world as a gift from 

outside.  

But a gift is offered, not imposed. The faithful have not only to accept it, but 

also to live it out, which means that constant endeavour, not autopilot, propels human 

progress. That means that the entire Christian life is fundamentally risky. Ernst Bloch 

(1885-1977), the German philosopher, was really very theological when he said that 

‘hope is the opposite of security. It is the opposite of naïve optimism. The category of 

danger is always within it’, not in the sense (I would add) that the Lord’s promises 

will fail, but in the sense that humans have to be proved faithful to these promises. All 

Christians have hope, but no one possesses the outcome. Worldly criteria for success 

are decisively questioned by the Gospel. There is nothing more subversive than the 

Lord’s statement that ‘many who are first will be last, and the last first’ (Matt. 19: 30) 

and that many who accomplished the most godly achievements – that is, many who 

prophesied in Christ’s name and cast out demons in His name – will finally be proved 

workers of lawlessness, unknown to Him whose name they had successfully invoked 

(Matt. 7: 22-3). 

It is obvious that Christ has explicitly warned us that the Last Judgement will 

be a surprise. But here a question arises. How can the surprise be a surprise at all, if 

we are warned about it in advance? Why will Christians, ultimately, be surprised, 

when they were alerted about it from the very first moment? I think that the answer is 

quite simple and lies in a fundamental contradiction that rules most of our lives. 
                                                             
3		A	talk	given	at	the	society’s	AGM	on	13	June	2015.	
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Though we declare faithfulness to the hope that is in us (1 Pet. 3: 15), in reality we 

continue to live according to the criteria of the old world. Christian hope is too 

subversive and unbearable for us, bourgeois-minded persons.  

Christian hope is subversive because it urges humans to repent, which 

demands willingness for self-criticism and reorientation, far away from the 

convenience of self-justification. At the same time, Christian hope subverts the order 

of this world. It invites humans to distrust worldly leaders, not to count on the security 

of kinship and ancestry,4 to prefer forgiveness to revenge, to accept the 

underprivileged (women and children and prostitutes) as principal witnesses of the 

truth, to deem the most admirable deeds as rubbish if not imbued by love, to place 

solidarity above theoretical orthodoxy.  

Yes, Christian hope is by definition subversive, a stumbling block, and folly (1 

Cor. 1: 23), but not only to the world. Even Christians cannot easily bear it. 

Stagnation and the old status quo have too frequently been the easy way. That is why 

very often prophetic voices emerge to remind Christians of their own vocation. To a 

great degree, monasticism sprang from the guts of the Church, as a lay movement, 

exactly to serve this awakening.  

The ideal of monasticism, said Fr Georges Florovsky, the Church Father of the 

twentieth century, was to remind and to fulfil the task common to all the members of 

the Church. The monastic endeavour was not a search for extraordinary deeds for the 

few. Its main ascetical emphasis was rather on accomplishing the common and 

essential vows, which every Christian took at his baptism.  

Florovsky became really daring when he proceeded to elaborate on this 

precious notion of the common ecclesiastical task. Though monasticism, he said, 

served as a powerful challenge and reminder in the midst of several compromises,  

 

a worse compromise has been invented, when monasticism had been reinterpreted as an 

exceptional way. Not only was the Christian Society sorely rent asunder and split into the 

groups of ‘religious’ and ‘secular’, but the Christian ideal itself was split in twain and, as it 

were, ‘polarized’, by a subtle distinction between ‘essential’ and ‘secondary’, between 

‘binding’ and ‘optional’, between ‘precept’ and ‘advice’. In fact, all Christian ‘precepts’ are 

                                                             
4		Luke	3:	8:	‘Do	not	begin	to	say	to	yourselves,	“We	have	Abraham	as	our	father.”	

For	I	tell	you,	God	is	able	from	these	stones	to	raise	up	children	for	Abraham.’	
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but calls and advices, to be embraced in free obedience, and all ‘advices’ are binding. The 

spirit of compromise creeps into Christian action when the ‘second best’ is formally permitted 

and even encouraged. This ‘compromise’ may be practically unavoidable, but it should be 

frankly acknowledged as a compromise. A multiplicity of the manners of Christian living, of 

course, should be admitted. What should not be admitted is their grading in the scale of 

‘perfection’. Indeed, ‘perfection’ is not an advice, but a precept, which can never be 

dispensed with.  

 

So it is the vocation of all Church members and their faithfulness to the subversive 

hope that defines to a great degree the monastics’ mission: subversive not by way of 

revolutionary violence, but by a ground-breaking way of life. Allow me please to 

touch upon some parameters of this challenging mission, to rehearse the tasks 

common to all members of the Church. 

 

Subversion of the convenient bonds 

‘Convenient bonds’ is what I call the situations in which humans hasten to divest 

themselves of their heaviest burden, freedom. Freedom, the precious seal of God on 

humans, appears as torture: it implies responsibility, dilemmas, decision-making. On 

the contrary, remaining bound in different ways relieves you from all this adventure.  

Not biology per se, but confinement to biology is a convenient bond. It offers 

psychological security, since the human subject is given a certain place in a given 

biological series. Truth appears to be what derives from or what is confirmed by this 

biological framework. 

Monasticism has to be a living reminder of the truth that the faith and Church 

membership are based on biological discontinuity. No one is born a Christian: all are 

invited to become Christians. There is no Christian identity without a personal 

conversion, even if one is born in a Christian family or a culturally Christian nation. 

What can be transmitted from generation to generation, in the case of Christian 

families or people, is the invitation to faith, not faith itself. The acquisition of faith 

remains always a matter of personal podvig, of ascetic struggle.  

It may sound peculiar, but in this respect monasticism resembles marriage – 

not procreation, but marriage. Both monasticism and marriage are based not on pre-

existing blood relations, but on a personal and free option, which establishes a new 

relationship with a hitherto stranger. The members of the marital community as well 
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as of the monastery are not relatives by blood and they are never going to become so. 

The same happens with our relationship with Christ. It is the blood of a stranger (that 

is, Christ) that may save me, not my ancestors’ blood, however great or holy my 

ancestors may have been. And it is certainly not by accident that these relationships, 

based on freedom, can be broken, while biological relations are compulsory and so 

cannot be annulled, even when love vanishes from them.  

In the course of history, many Christians have bypassed a precious passage in 

St Paul’s First Epistle to the Corinthians. Speaking of two categories, the celibate and 

the married, St Paul says, ‘each has his own gift from God, one of one kind and one of 

another’ (7: 7). Not only honest (that is, genuine) celibacy corresponds to a gift (a 

charism), but also honest, genuine marriage. And this is confirmed by several Church 

Fathers who interpreted this text and underlined the charismatic character of both 

celibacy and marriage, if chosen freely and out of love. Even procreation has to be 

baptized in the waters of freedom. It is the upbringing of children, not procreation, 

that matters, says St John Chrysostom. I would add that parents, after the physical 

birth of their children, have to enter a process of ‘adopting’ them, that is, they have to 

enter a procedure of building a relationship based on love generated from freedom, 

not on love dictated by biology. Note that ‘adoption’ is the word St Paul uses to 

describe the communion between two ontological strangers, the Creator and creatures 

(Gal. 4: 5).   

It is true that, in modern times, certain circles of Orthodox monasticism have 

fallen prey to feelings of cultural superiority – ethnic competition and nationalism – 

which Metropolitan Kallistos has aptly described as ‘the bane of Orthodoxy in the last 

ten centuries’. When this happens, not only monasticism ‘loses’, but also the vision of 

the entire Church, which is then overcome by mundane bonds (blood and soil). 

Freedom, however, is not only the antipole of the confinement to biological 

bonds, but also the antipole of false spirituality, which enslaves the human person. 

Much has been written about monastic obedience, and it is true that obedience to the 

spiritual father has very often been misconceived as annulment of the subject’s free 

will and eventual annihilation of the personality. And, sadly enough, this perversion 

does happen in many cases. Nevertheless there is no Christian Gospel if we remove 

from it the strong call for personal responsibility. This Gospel appeal is manifested by 

monastics, such as St Symeon the New Theologian (late ninth to early tenth century), 

who wrote: 
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Plead God with prayers and tears for Him to send you a guide who is dispassionate and holy. At the 

same time, study the divine Scriptures by yourself and particularly the practical writings of the Holy 

Fathers; so that by cross-examining the teachings and works of your leader with the Scriptures and the 

patristic works you may become able to see and comprehend. And in the case of those teachings that 

are in agreement with the Scriptures, you should adopt and hold them dear in your mind, while with 

regard to the adulterated and foreign ones you should learn to consider them as such and to turn them 

away, in order not to be deceived. For know this: many deceivers and false teachers have come forth in 

these days. 

 

This call was summed up by Elder Sophrony in Essex. The institution of the 

spiritual father, he said, never exists in order to deliver the submitted person from 

responsibility. The one who impinges on his brother’s freedom falls from the divine 

life of love. Fourteen centuries earlier, in the same country, a fiery monk who 

vehemently denounced the corruption of the clergy, Gildas, also called for 

responsibility, the vocation of all the baptized: ‘What do you expect, unhappy people, 

from such beasts of the belly? […] In the words of our Saviour, if you do not swiftly 

flee these rapacious wolves of Arabia, like Lot fleeing to the hills from the fiery rain 

that fell on Sodom, then, the blind led by the blind, you will fall together into the pit 

of hell.’ 

 

Subversion of the idolized past 

For many people, ‘tradition’ has been a magical word, the clue that reveals the very 

mind of Orthodoxy. But no word can stand alone, that is, without interpretation. The 

notion of tradition is inherently connected with the notion of the past. But does it 

mean that the past by itself is the mouth of the truth? Admittedly, many ecclesiastical 

circles affirm this and understand tradition as the sum of what we have inherited from 

our fathers. 

However, taking the past wholesale as true is deeply different from judging 

everything (the past included) on the basis of truth. As early as the third century, St 

Cyprian of Carthage articulated his famous golden watchword: ‘Antiquitas sine 

veritate vetustas erroris est’ (Antiquity without the truth is an ancient error). 

‘Dominus Ego sum, inquit, veritas. Non dixit, Ego sum consuetudo’ (The Lord said, I 

am the truth. He did not say, I am the habit). 
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As is well known, in the late eighteenth century, St Nicodemus of the Holy 

Mountain, together with the hieromonk Agapius, edited a kind of corpus of the holy 

canons of the Orthodox Church, known as the ‘Rudder’ (Pedalion in Greek). The editors 

maintained that the canons are important to Church life and thus have to be distinguished 

from other texts that have been added to them through history, such as the minutes of the 

synods, introductory notes, annotations by Byzantine canonists, etc. In other words, the 

texts that were handed down from generation to generation were certainly sources of 

information, but not a sacred and untouchable entity. In a direct though respectful 

manner, Nicodemus charged the Byzantine commentators with unwillingness to face 

the disarray of the texts. ‘It is amazing’, he says, ‘how those blessed commentators were 

so remiss, and made no inquiry and no distinction between the canons proper and other 

interpolations.’ 

Evidently, editorial work like that of St Nicodemus is not some kind of 

revolutionary initiative! However, for his ecclesiastical milieu it was both revolutionary 

and blasphemous! So he met with opposition from the learned hieromonk Dorotheos 

Voulismas, to whom the patriarch and the Synod had entrusted the task of checking the 

‘Rudder’ when it was in press. Dorotheos strongly believed that everything handed 

down by tradition was God-given. ‘No falsehood lies in the ancient things’, he said. In 

his view, the past was holy and constituted the criterion by itself. So he accused 

Nicodemus of being an innovator, deviating from the traditional approach. 

 On the contrary, Nicodemus and Agapius put forward an axiom that fosters 

critical theological thought. ‘Our concern’, they said, ‘is not with what certain 

Fathers said, or what they thought. Rather, we are concerned with what Scripture 

says, and the Ecumenical Councils and the common opinion of the Fathers; because 

the opinion of some people in the Church does not constitute dogma.’ Nicodemus 

brought to the fore the criterion that must inspire the stance of the entire Church: the 

criterion not of antiquity, but of the truth. It is notable that in order to compose the 

Lives of the saints (the Synaxaristes), Nicodemus collected numerous manuscripts 

from several monasteries. But he did not treat them as sacrosanct and therefore 

untouchable. In his Preface he declared that he purged the text of what was contrary 

to the Holy Scripture, improbable to rational thought, and unacceptable to the critics. 

Note the three criteria he takes into account: Scripture, rationality, and critical 

scholarship.  
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 Similarly in his work on Christian ethics (Chrestoetheia ton Christianon) he 

criticizes distortions that have been legitimized in human life as tradition: ‘There is no 

other cause, my brothers, for sin becoming established and increasing in the world, apart 

from […] the irrational superstitions of some foolish people, and the unlawful and ill-

considered traditions devised by men of old, and blindly followed and preserved by later 

generations.’  

 I have singled out some highlights of a renowned monastic father by way of 

example in order to bring to the fore some valuable dynamics of the Church event. 

There is no need to enter into a detailed analysis of whether Nicodemus himself avoided 

the same mistakes or contradictions. The dynamics I referred to have to do with the 

everlasting courage of the Church to perpetuate Christ’s incarnation in every era, 

avoiding incarceration in the past. This dynamic has been characteristically served by 

two milestones of the living Church. On the one hand, the monk Maximus the 

Confessor, who argued that ‘the Son of God desires the mystery (or the sacrament) of 

his incarnation to take place continuously and everywhere’. On the other hand, Basil 

the Great, founder of cenobitic monasticism, who anticipated modern discussions on 

textual interpretation, suggesting that every text has a context: ‘I am laughing’, St Basil 

said, ‘at those who do not discern the circumstances behind the laws.’ 

 

Subversion of the social order 

Monasticism exists in a great variety of forms, communal and solitary. In either case, 

however (and once again I am making use of Florovsky’s approach), monasticism 

does not reject the notion of society. On the contrary, it opposes the existing social 

shape and proposes the formation of a different type of society. Georgio Agamben, the 

Italian philosopher and political theorist, makes a delicate comparison between the 

monastic ideal of common life on the one hand and the Aristotelian concept of the 

polis (the city) on the other. ‘The idea of a “common life”’, he says, ‘seems to have an 

obvious political meaning. In the Politics, Aristotle defines the city as a “perfect 

community” […] and makes use of the term syzēn, “to live together”, to define the 

political nature of humans […]. Yet he never speaks of a koinos bios [common life].’ 

So, what is the different type of society that monasticism proposes? A 

common life inspired by the Gospel and the eschatological vision of the Kingdom; a 

society based on love, equality, and freedom. It is not by accident that St John 

Chrysostom interprets cenobitic monasticism as a model for the entire society, and as 
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a reminder of the first Church community in Jerusalem. It is the life of the entire 

Church community, which has to be inspired by the Gospel criteria and bring the light 

of the future Kingdom inside history, through word and deed. It is noteworthy that St 

Nicholas Cabasilas (fourteenth century) pointed out that not only the celebration of 

the holy Eucharist, but also solidarity with the victims of history, constitutes in history 

a sign and a manifestation of the Kingdom. The vision has to be reflected in the 

Church community and witnessed to in the broader society, but not imposed on 

society. Imposition would turn it into a totalitarian regime. 

In the perspective of this vision, the monastics’ initiatives can be truly ground-

breaking. For example, it was St Theodore, abbot of the Stoudios monastery in 

Constantinople (late eighth to early ninth century), who reformed the monastic rules 

and prohibited slave ownership by monastics, at a time when neither the empire nor 

the Church expressed abolitionist feelings. St Theodore was also the one who 

disagreed with the criminal persecution of heretics and opposed the emperor and the 

patriarch for this, just as St Nilus of Sora did in fifteenth-century Russia. 

As is well known, many monastics espoused the ideal of a strong monastery, 

with considerable property and support by the people in power. But aside from this 

model, we can also discern the prophetic voices that adopted a critical position 

towards the powerful of this world. When St Nikon the Metanoeite (which means ‘repent’ in 

Greek, that being the main phrase in his preaching; tenth century) asked his abbot for permission to 

leave the monastery in order to become an itinerant missionary, the abbot gave him some advice of 

momentous importance:  

 

Walk […] in an evangelical way, without carrying knapsack and money [probably an allusion to Mark 

6: 8-9] […]. I want you to avoid the untimely meetings and cohabitation with secular people, as well as 

the houses of the rich and the nobles. Keep yourself away from conversations with many people. But 

be sociable and affable with the poor and foreign men. 

 

An echo of this exhortation may be found in twentieth-century Liberation 

Theology and in Gustavo Gutierrez’s famous phrase, ‘God’s preferential option for 

the poor’. Needless to say, this concept was not an invention of the twentieth century. 

In the biblical vocabulary the poor, the orphans, and the widows (that is, the persons 

largely deprived of any worldly security) are the friends of God par excellence. 

Obviously it is not by chance that St Nikon, shortly before his death, urged his 

spiritual children to defend and deliver those who suffer from unjust and unlawful 
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hands. And certainly a liberating activism like this does not contradict the spiritual 

duties of the faithful; quite the contrary, it is an integral part of Christian spirituality. 

St Gregory Palamas (fourteenth century), the teacher of mankind’s deification, is 

quite clear: authentic fasting does not consist in merely observing rituals and 

subjugating the body; the fasting that pleases God (St Gregory says) is ‘to loosen the 

chains of injustice and untie the cords of the yoke, to set the oppressed free and break 

every yoke’ (cf. Isa. 58: 6) – ‘every yoke’ meaning today hunger as well as 

consumerism, greed as well as marginalization, lack of meaning in life as well as lack 

of hopeful faith in the Resurrection, lack of faith in the living God. But this liberating 

work can be done only by faithful people who themselves do not rest on worldly 

security and count not on knapsack and money... Remember, for example, the passionate 

work of an unusual nun in the twentieth century, St Maria Skobtsova.  

In this perspective, even the greatest cultural achievements, such as the finest 

Byzantine architecture and the erection of splendid church buildings, are judged by 

the subversive criteria of the Last Judgement. It was a monk from Egypt, St Isidore of 

Pelusion (fifth century), who stressed that any magnificent structure that is erected at 

the expense of love and solidarity is nothing other than pharaonic arrogance and 

lithomania (a passion for building stones). St Isidore was also the one who pointed 

out that struggle for the truth of Christ is not really a Christian stance if not waged in 

the way of Christ, that is, without fanaticism and aggression.  

 
Subversion of witchcraft 

The sacraments lie at the heart of ecclesiastical life. And they are the free encounter of 

an active working God with co-operating humans. Sadly enough, however, the 

celebration of the sacraments can easily degenerate into witchcraft or, to speak more 

academically, into sacramentalism. In witchcraft and sacramentalism, the ritual alone, 

that is the precise execution of a recipe, produces results in an automatic manner, 

regardless of the faithful’s disposition, intentions, faith, and way of life. Christianity is 

clearly the antithesis of both witchcraft and ritualism. Nevertheless witchcraft remains 

the most powerful and the most popular religion, always flexible and always eroding 

healthy religiosity. The reason is painfully simple: witchcraft and ritualism are the 

easy way. It does not demand personal responsibility, decision-making, and ethical 

conformity to God’s commandments. The mechanical execution of a recipe is enough.  
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Again by way of example, I will mention the contribution of two distinguished 

monastics in the battle against sacramentalism, St Nicodemus of the Holy Mountain 

and St Cosmas of Aetolia, both from the eighteenth century. Their teaching touches 

upon the sacraments of baptism and confession. Nicodemus claimed that whoever has 

acquired property by voracity and injustice is not forgiven merely by repenting, even 

if he is baptized after the completion of the injustice. The baptism does not produce 

salvific results if not accompanied by an evangelical way of life. The wrongdoer, 

Nicodemus concludes, must restore justice and return to the wronged parties all that 

he took from them. In the same spirit, St Cosmas maintained that, even if all the 

spiritual fathers, priests, bishops, and patriarchs forgive the exploiter, the perpetrator 

remains unforgivable if he is not forgiven by the person wronged – whether the 

wronged person be an Orthodox Christian, a Western Christian, or a Jew. 

There is a special danger lurking in ecclesiastical life: not the lack of 

achievements and great deeds, but actually the achievements and the great deeds 

themselves. Absolutely subversive of worldly logic and religiosity, the Gospel invites 

Christians to keep in mind a blessed antinomy: that, even when their feats do exceed 

usual measures, they themselves are still unworthy servants who have only done what 

was their duty (Luke 17: 10). If this blessed antinomy passes into oblivion, then 

vanity and narcissism fill everything. And if the monastics, who are called to remind 

the whole Church of the common task, themselves forget this blessed antinomy, the 

virtues will prove to be a demonic deception. ‘There is no need for a demon to fight 

an arrogant monk’, St John of Sinai said. ‘An arrogant monk is himself a demon and 

an adversary to himself.’ 

I think that there is no better way for me to conclude than by quoting a passage 

from a special work of St Nicodemus of the Holy Mountain. The work is entitled 

‘Confession of Faith, or Apology’ and was a response to Athonite monks who 

accused him of heresy, an accusation which certain circles easily launch in order to 

demolish their theological adversary, even in our own day. Let us listen to St 

Nicodemus: 

 
Isn’t it really lamentable to see so many brothers who left the world, inhabit mountains and caves in 

order to save their souls, shed bleeding sweat, endeavour with fasting, vigilances, and suffering, carry 

on their own shoulders heavy provisions and water, walk through rough places and along paths with 

cliffs on both sides; isn’t it lamentable to see that, in spite of all these toils, they feed a venomous snake 
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in their own heart, that is hatred against their brothers? […] Brothers and fathers, if you do not uproot 

the hatred from your hearts and plant love instead, if you do not stop defaming your brothers, then you 

have to know that in vain you inhabit caves and mountains. All your ascetic labors, toils, and sweat are 

futile. And may I tell you something heavier? Even if you suffer martyrdom for the sake of Christ, but 

you have hatred and you do not love your brothers, even your martyrdom is futile. These heavy words 

are not mine, but St John Chrysostom’s […], who says: ‘Nothing is greater than love or even equal to 

love, not even martyrdom, which is the peak of the good things. Love makes the human a disciple of 

Christ, even without martyrdom. But martyrdom without love cannot make you a disciple of Christ.’ 

 

ATHANASIOS N. PAPATHANASIOU 

Hellenic Open University, Athens 

_________________ 
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A PILGRIM AND ENLIGHTENER ON THE HOLY MOUNTAIN 

Vasilij Grigorovich Barskij’s Journeys to Mount Athos 1725-17445 

 

 

Life is a journey. We are all pilgrims on this earth. We are pilgrims passing through this 

world on the way to heaven. How many times have we heard or read statements like 

these? To some of us such claims might echo with deep meaning; to others they might 

just sound like commonplaces. Either way, in our modern experience, life-as-a-

journey remains a metaphor. The protagonist of my talk tonight is a man who 

managed to turn the whole of his life into a journey, or rather into a pilgrimage, in 

much more than in a metaphorical sense.  

Vasilij Grigorovich Barskij was born to a rich merchant family from Kiev in 

1701. He studied theology at the Kiev Mohyla Academy, the leading centre of higher 

education in the Slavic world at that time. However, he never completed his degree. 

At the age of twenty-two he left his family, his riches, and his country. He returned 

home only twenty-four years later. And one month after his return he died. During 

these twenty-four years, Barskij traversed by foot central Europe, the Italian 

peninsula, and the Ottoman empire; he visited their main Christian shrines; he 

perfected his Latin; he learnt Greek; he received the monastic habit; and he kept 

walking over the land.  

As he travelled, Barskij produced over a thousand pages of accounts and 

sketches of the places that he visited.6 While to date most of this work remains 

untranslated from Slavonic, a Greek translation and critical edition of the accounts of 

his two visits to Mount Athos appeared in 2009.7 Only by looking at the sheer size of 

the volume (over 700 pages), even readers not versed in modern Greek can grasp the 
                                                             
5  A version of a talk given at a meeting of the society in London on 4 November 2015. 
6  The accounts, known as The Travels of Vasilij Grigorovich Barskij in the Holy Lands of the East, 

survive in the autograph manuscript of 503 folios, and are accompanied by approximately 150 

drawings. The manuscript is preserved at the Akademiia Nauk Archive, Kiev v, No. 1062. The 

manuscript was first published in 1778, but the most accurate edition is N. Barsukov (ed.), 

Stranstvovaniia Vasil’ia Grigorovicha-Barskago po sviatym mestamvostoka s 1723 po 1747 g., 4 vols 

(St Petersburg: Tip. V. Kirshbauma, 1885–7). 
7  B. Mparski, Βασίλη Γκρηγκορόβιτζ Μπάρσκι: τα ταξίδια του στο Άγιον Όρος, 1725-26 και 1744-45, 

ed. P. Mylonas (Thessaloniki: Ageioritike Estia and Benaki Museum, 2009). All the translations from 

this text in the following pages are mine.  
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level of detail of Barskij’s writing and his interest in the Holy Mountain (the accounts 

of his journeys to Athos cover one fourth of his entire work). 

Barskij visited the Holy Mountain at the outset of his travels (in 1725-6) and at 

the end of them (in 1744). Each journey resulted in a separate account. The former is 

short, anecdotal, focused on happenings and curiosities encountered on the road and 

in the monasteries, and it does not include illustrations. By contrast, the latter is much 

more extensive and analytical. It includes philological disquisitions and sometimes 

even assumes the tones of a theological treatise. It is illustrated with drawings, 

including scores of sketches of the twenty monasteries (seventeen of the sketches 

survive). Set side by side, the two accounts reflect Barskij’s process of self-education 

and self-enlightenment throughout his lifelong journey.8  

Altogether, their extreme, almost obsessive, detail makes Barskij’s accounts 

and sketches invaluable mines of historical information on Athonite monastic life in 

the first half of the eighteenth century. Their documentary value is even higher when 

we consider the scarcity of travel-writing about the Holy Mountain from that period, 

one of the bleakest in its history, with various monasteries reduced to the edge of 

bankruptcy by Ottoman taxation and demographics at its lowest.9 At the time of 

Barskij’s visits, Athos had yet to enter the itineraries of Grand Tourists. Besides 

Orthodox pilgrims, it was the destination of only rare Western adventurers and 

manuscript hunters more interested in discovering vestiges of classical antiquity than 

in recording monastic tradition.10    

The value of Barskij’s accounts and drawings, however, lies deeper than in the 

factual information they convey. His texts and images are unique in that they blend 

                                                             
8  This reflects a broader trend in Barskij’s writing, which is discussed by A. Grishin, 

‘Bars’kyj and the Orthodox Community’, in M. Angold (ed.), The Cambridge History of 

Christianity, vol. 5: Eastern Christianity (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), pp. 

210-28. 
9  G. Speake, Mount Athos: Renewal in Paradise, 2nd edn. (Limni: Denise Harvey, 2014), pp. 

115-17. 
10  Eighteenth-century manuscript hunters visiting Athos included  Paul Lucas, the last 

emissary of Louis XIV dispatched to the Levant to collect antiquities, and the famous 

Hellenist Jean Baptiste d’Ansse de Villoison. See V. della Dora, Imagining Mount Athos: 

Visions of a Holy Place from Homer to World War II (Charlottesville, VA: University of 

Virginia Press, 2011), p. 136. 
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the Orthodox pilgrim’s world view with the world view of a curious, and often 

sceptical, Enlightenment enquirer. In a sense, Barskij embodies the hybridity of the 

Orthodox Enlightenment culture from which he came. Split between the Orthodox 

Russian empire and the Roman Catholic Polish-Lithuanian commonwealth, early 

eighteenth-century Ukraine was a cultural crossroads between East and West. 

Education rested on Orthodox dogma but adopted the teaching methods and curricula 

of Jesuit schools, including Latin as the main language of instruction. For example, 

for its founder, the purpose of the Kiev Academy, which Barskij attended, was ‘to 

master the intellectual skills and learning of contemporary Europe and to apply them 

to the defence of the Orthodox faith’.11  

Here I would like to put text and image in dialogue and use them not only as 

‘windows’ on early eighteenth-century Athos, but also as windows on Barskij’s own 

perceptions of Athos as a ‘pilgrim’ and ‘enlightener’. But first of all, why did Barskij 

visit the Holy Mountain? 

Mount Athos was an obvious destination for Barskij. As a pilgrim, and later as 

a monk, Barskij was attracted by the Church of the origins, by a form of pure 

Christianity, perhaps as a response to Peter the Great’s ecclesiastical reforms. Athos 

and its twenty Byzantine monasteries provided Barskij with a living fragment of that 

ancient world, and therefore with a model for his own Church. At the outset of his 

first visit he enthusiastically wrote: ‘My soul longed to visit this holy place and its 

amazing monastic community so much . … I promised the Lord that I would visit all 

the monasteries on the Mountain.’12 However, on this occasion Barskij was generally 

not well received on the Holy Mountain. He was just a poor student. He spoke Latin 

and Italian, but very little Greek. And when the monks learnt that he had visited Rome 

and the Catholic countries, they initially even denied him Holy Communion. ‘God 

knows how they victimized me, what insults I had to endure’, he lamented.13 

                                                             
11  Enclyclopedia of Ukraine, text available at: 

http://www.encyclopediaofukraine.com/display.asp?linkpath=pages\K\Y\KyivanMohylaAcad

emy.htm (accessed on 7 Nov. 2015). See also I. Sevcenko, ‘Ukraine between East and West’, 

Harvard Ukrainian Studies, 16 (1992), 174-83. 
12  Mparski, Τα ταξίδια στο Άγιον Όρος, p. 127. 
13  Ibid., p. 156. 
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Furthermore, he worried about the arrival of the winter, so he resolved to spend a very 

short time in each monastery in order to see all of them.14  

The second visit occurred almost twenty years later, on his way back home. 

By now circumstances had changed. Barskij was now fluent in Greek, he wore the 

monastic robe, and he possessed a travel permit signed by a Russian chief minister. 

This time Barskij was received as a well-respected scholar and was given free access 

to libraries and skeuofylakia.15  He was therefore able to spend a much more extended 

period of time in each of the monasteries, to sketch them, to conduct detailed 

observations, to compile inventories of relics and chrysobulls, and even transcribe 

parts of manuscripts.16 

Unlike the accounts of eighteenth-century Western travellers to the eastern 

Mediterranean, Barskij’s accounts provide us with a rare Orthodox perspective. They 

provide us with an insider’s compassionate gaze, as opposed to the cold, detached 

gaze of the outsider. Early Western travellers to Athos were usually more preoccupied 

with its classical past than with its Christian present. For example, in the account by 

Richard Pococke, who visited Athos only four years before Barskij’s second visit, 

monasteries and hermitages feature as little more than names. Descriptions of the 

landscape are nearly absent. The monks are, at best, exotic objects of orientalist 

curiosity; at worst, they become easy targets for the ‘enlightened’ scholar, Western 

politician, and ‘activist’ clergyman: ‘The priests lead very idle unprofitable lives: and 

considering them in a political view, anyone would think that two or three thousand 

persons would be much better employed in the world in propagating the Christian 

race in a country where the number is daily diminishing; … these priests are so 

extremely ignorant, that they can neither talk nor read the vulgar Greek.’17 An 

ideological wall separates the ‘enlightened classicist’ from the ‘ignorant priests’. 

Pococke’s true interests were ‘the antiquities’, that is, classical (and not Byzantine) 

                                                             
14  With the exception of the Roussikon, where he spent the entire winter season (1 October 

1725 – 1 Feb. 1726). 
15  Mparski, Τα ταξίδια στο Άγιον Όρος, p. 216. Greeks, and especially the monks of Athos, 

were looking at Russia with hope, as their possible liberator from the Ottomans. 
16  Overall on this occasion Barskij spent seven months on the peninsula. 
17  R. Pococke, A Description of the East, and Some Other Countries, vol. 2 (London: W. Bowyer, 

1745), p. 145. 
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antiquities.18 He thus wandered on a pre-Christian map of Athos, excavating layers of 

memory to recover forgotten objects (e.g. ‘two antient heads’ embedded in the walls 

of Xeropotamou, or the marble font of Lavra made out of ‘an antient vase’) and place-

names. In Pococke’s account Cape Laura thus becomes ‘the promontory of 

Nymphaeum of the antients’, whereas ‘the cape of Monte Santo seems to be the 

promontory Acrathos’.19 Apollonius Rhodius’ description of the shade of Athos 

reaching Lemnos is confuted on the basis of rational computation, as is the existence 

of Xerxes’ canal: ‘it seems [to me] very improbable; nor did I see any sign of such a 

work.’20 

By contrast, Barskij’s primary focus was not on classical vestiges, but on 

Athonite monastic life. For him, monasteries and churches were not simple 

monuments, or empty shells, but sacred places populated with life. Likewise, clergy 

were not picturesque ‘others’, but repositories of ancient ecclesiastical traditions and 

virtues. Even before that, they were brothers in Christ struggling for survival under 

the Ottoman yoke. Mount Athos, Barskij noted, ‘would be a paradise for the monks, if 

there was no Turkish taxation’.21 On his first journey he was deeply struck by the 

monks’ hard physical labour (monks working the land or fishing became a key feature 

in most of the drawings of the monasteries during his second journey): 

 
Trust me, dear reader, as I honestly tell you that our Russia could not endure very long here …, except 

for those who wish to mimic Job in his patience. Because in our country the monks live in peace and 

abundance like the saints in paradise. They have no worry other than their salvation, because the 

monasteries have their own fields and servants who supply them with everything. [By contrast,] on 

Mount Athos there is nothing like that. The monks pour their sweat day and night. During the day they 

work the land, they look after the vines, they sow the grain on which they live, whereas at night they 

look after their salvation. For this reason the Russians leave quickly, because they are not used to 

working the land. There is no other way one could survive here, because it is only through [such hard] 

work that the monks can afford to pay the Turks … they give them a lot of money in order not to be 

chased away.22 

 

                                                             
18  Ibid., p. iv. 
19  Ibid., pp. 145-7. 
20  Ibid., p. 144.  
21  Mparski, Τα ταξίδια στο Άγιον Όρος, p. 157. 
22  Ibid., p. 148. 
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Working the land, however, was not sufficient. ‘Regardless of whether [the 

monks] have any income or not,’ Barskij observed, ‘the Turks will collect [the tax] 

and … sometimes, besides the tax to the Porte, either through deceitfulness or 

violence, they will take extra money from the monks.’23 In order to attract donations, 

the monks undertook long alms-begging missions to often distant lands. They took 

miraculous icons and relics from the Holy Mountain on pilgrimage, offered spiritual 

support to local populations, and of course sought to raise funds for their 

impoverished foundations.24 Barskij recorded how in most of the monasteries large 

numbers of monks were engaged in these alms-seeking expeditions abroad. On his 

second visit to Xenophontos, his heart broke as he found the monastery sunk in debt 

and inhabited by only three monks: 

 
I tried to comfort them in their sorrow as much as I could; I told them to be patient under the Turkish 

yoke and not to abandon this amazing monastery until God will provide. … I was consumed by sadness 

seeing this beautiful monastery receive no help from anywhere. The only comfort was the thought that, 

through Divine Providence, some compassionate Christians might have mercy of them.25 

 

Here one can see the compassionate gaze of the Orthodox insider and his empathy for 

his Greek brethren. Elsewhere in his account, Barskij claims to be describing the 

beauties of those impoverished monasteries in order to persuade readers to send them 

alms.26 And in order to persuade them, he strives to make the monasteries visible 

before their eyes – or rather, to take Athos to their homes. How did he achieve that? 

In both accounts Barskij takes the reader on a circuit of Athos’s twenty 

monasteries, in a fashion akin to proskynetaria, or Greek pilgrims’ travel guides. 

Proskynetaria listed the shrines in the order in which they were encountered. They 

included lists of relics and icons to be found at each monastery, but usually ignored 

what lay in between (the landscape). In the first Mount Athos proskynetarion, which 

was published in 1701 (and which Barskij used in his second journey), for example, 

                                                             
23  Ibid. 
24  M. Theocharis, ‘Church Embroidery’, in M. Chatzidakis (ed.), Treasures of Mount Athos 

(Thessaloniki: Ministry of Culture, 1997), pp. 441-6; S. Kadas, Το Άγιον Όρος: τα µοναστήρια και οι 

θησαυροί τους (Athens: Ekdotikē Athēnōn, 1998[1980]), p. 15. 
25  Mparski, Τα ταξίδια στο Άγιον Όρος, pp. 483-4. 
26  Ibid, p. 403. 
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the pilgrim is invited to venerate the icons and relics in each monastery and then 

quickly press on to the next one.27 This is a sort of ‘collection of blessings’ (of 

eulogies) in the shortest time possible. 

Barskij’s accounts are likewise arranged by monastery. In the first account, he 

starts from Zographou, surveys the monasteries of the east coast, and then moves to 

those on the west coast.  In the second account, he starts from Lavra and follows a 

similar pattern. Unlike Komnenos, however, Barskij does not limit himself to listing 

the monasteries, their relics, and their icons. Rather, he uses the monasteries as 

narrative containers for incredibly detailed descriptions and for all sorts of 

information: their foundation, the origins of their names, legends and traditions 

associated with them; numbers of monks, their nationality, their daily occupations, 

their rituals; the location of the monastery, the types of plants and terrain surrounding 

it; plus long catalogues of relics and chrysobulls. In his second journey he also 

devotes several pages to edifying tales of monks and miracles, including the story of 

the fourteenth-century angel-voiced chanter John Koukouzelis who secretly escaped 

the riches and honours of the imperial palace, disguised himself as a shepherd , 

became a humble monk at Lavra, and was given a golden coin by the Mother of God 

as he fell asleep during a vigil.28 Portraits of virtuous monks include contemporary 

figures he personally met, such as the fathers of the skete of St Anne, devoted, as they 

were, to the arts of calligraphy, miniature painting, bookbinding, and melody: ‘among 

them hide famous people, scholars of philosophy, who abandoned the honours, the 

glory, and the wealth of this world, and pay their [monastic] obedience in humbleness, 

wearing very poor clothes, and poor slippers instead of sandals.’ Among them was the 

famous ex-archpriest Joseph, ‘a man well versed in Greek, philosophical, and 

theological studies, with whom I had many conversations on spiritual themes’,29 a 

very different portrait from Pococke’s generalized ‘ignorant priests’. 

In both accounts Athos’s monasteries feature as sequential narrative units, or 

self-enclosed worlds in miniature [fig. 1]. Taken together, they form a sort of micro-

itinerary within Barskij’s broader lifelong journey. Barskij calls Athos a ‘small 

                                                             
27  J. Komnēnos, Προσκυνητάριον του Αγίου Όρους του Άθωνος  (Venice: Para Nikolaō 

Glykei tō ex Iōanninōn, 1745 [1701]). 
28  Ibid., pp. 245-7. 
29  Ibid., p. 251. 
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country’ in which the monasteries are ‘like cities’.30  Indeed, one can trace interesting 

graphic parallels with the way in which he represents cities elsewhere in his 

accounts.31 Captured in his sketches from a bird’s-eye perspective, the monasteries, 

like cities, appear as serene, self-contained, and self-sufficient microcosms, as islands 

on the land, or islands suspended between the land and the sea.  

As with Pococke, Barskij’s descriptions are based on first-hand observation. 

As with the sceptical British orientalist, the Kievan pilgrim does not take anything for 

granted; he always offers a critical reading, which is one of the main characteristics 

and peculiarities of his approach. He goes so far as to question the Mother of God’s 

landing on Athos during her journey to Cyprus to visit Lazarus. Barskij argues that he 

‘did not find any information in reliable Greek books’ and therefore concludes that 

the Panagia never travelled outside Jerusalem, Galilee, and Egypt, and Athos was just 

‘blessed by her intercessions and because of the virtuous monks who settled there’.32 

Critical enquiry wins over hearsay, and even over tradition. 

Other times faith and reason are in tension. For example, at Vatopedi Barskij 

finds an unusual and beautiful cup. The monks call the stone of which it is made 

iaspis (jasper) and say that drinking holy water from this cup heals all sorts of 

infirmities. Barskij closely investigates the object, but concludes that the stone is not 

iaspis, ‘because I haven’t heard of any such stone in imperial treasuries’. On the 

contrary, the name of the stone, he argues, comes from the Greek verb iaō, which 

means ‘to heal’. However, when it comes to the process of healing, he admits: ‘It is 

not our job to investigate whether the healing occurs naturally or supernaturally. We 

should not examine this, but thank our wise Lord who grants humans such gifts for 

their own benefit.’33 

For Barskij, direct observation acts as a form of authentication. Throughout his 

accounts he constantly reminds readers that ‘he saw this or that with his own eyes’. 

And the stranger his descriptions and stories, the higher the concentration of these 
                                                             
30  Mparski, Τα ταξίδια στο Άγιον Όρος, 152. 
31  A defining feature of both is their walls; see P. Doukellis, ‘From Physical and Religious 

Geography to Monastic Landscapes: Vasili Grigorovits Barskij’, in G. Grivaud and G. Tolias 

(eds), Cyprus at the Crossroads: Geographical Perceptions and Representations from the 

Fifteenth Century (Athens: Sylvia Ioannou Foundation, 2014), pp. 137-49. 
32  Mparski, Τα ταξίδια στο Άγιον Όρος, p. 218. 
33  Ibid., p. 396. 
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formulae. When it comes to miraculous icons of the Mother of God, sight is 

complemented by touch: ‘All these things’, Barskij writes, ‘I saw with my own eyes 

and I kissed with my sinful lips.’ Of course direct observation had long been a 

common feature in pilgrimage writing, as it was in eighteenth-century travel-writing. 

For example, the fourth-century Spanish nun Egeria was just as insistent on ‘having 

seen’ the sites of the Bible ‘with her own eyes’.34 Abbot Daniel of Kiev, in the twelfth 

century, also emphasized direct sight: ‘With God’s help I visited the Holy City of 

Jerusalem and the Holy Land … And with my sinful eyes I saw everything our God 

and King let me see, things that I had long craved to see.’35 From his totally different 

perspective, Pococke, the sceptical orientalist, also insisted on ‘having seen’ places 

and people. 

Barskij, however, goes well beyond that. He literally takes the reader by the 

hand. He scrutinizes plants and marbles with the eye of the naturalist and the 

antiquarian. He measures objects, churches, and distances. He pays close attention to 

everything he deems beautiful or curious. He wants the reader really to understand 

what he is writing about. At the same time, he wants the reader to pray for him, so 

that his art becomes an instrument of salvation: ‘when you contemplate this drawing, I 

beg you to pray for me.’36 Barskij embeds his physical presence not only in the text, 

but also in his drawings. The many depictions of himself are not only reminders of his 

authorship (and thus visual pleas to pray for him); they are also visual equivalents of 

the ‘I-saw-with-my-eyes’ formula. Most of the times, Barskij portrays himself on the 

move [figs. 1 and 2]. Walking grants him detachment. It is a form of xenitia, or 

ascetic self-exile. By giving up home, the pilgrim makes heaven his home. And in 

making heaven his home, he takes a distance from earth. He puts earthly things ‘into 

perspective’. 

In Barskij’s sketches Athos’s monasteries are captured from impossible 

vantage points in order to show the reader as much detail as possible. For example, 

Simonopetra is observed from an imaginary spot above the sea [fig. 2]. We are 

                                                             
34  J. Wilkinson, Egeria’s Travels (Oxford: Aris & Philips, 2006). 
35  Abbot Daniil, in P. Steeves, The Modern Encyclopedia of Religions in Russia and the 

Soviet Union, vol. 6 (Gulf Breeze, FL: Academic International Press, 1988), p. 216. 
36  A. Grishin, A Pilgrim’s Account of Cyprus: Bars’kyj’s Travels in Cyprus (Altamont/New 

York: Greece and Cyprus Research Center, 1996), p. 8.     
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presented with a distanced, totalizing view. At the same time, however, we are also 

drawn into the picture; we are invited to follow Barskij as he approaches the 

monastery, or as he walks up and down the zigzagging pathway to the arsanas. As in 

Byzantine icons, different temporal dimensions here are conflated within the same 

scene. Time is mapped on space. Time is turned into space. The oblique view allows 

detachment, clear vision. It allows the gaze of the viewer into the monastic 

compound. It likewise allows the reader to follow the monks in their daily activities, 

such as cultivating the land or fishing.  

Barskij does not limit himself to bird’s-eye views. He also sketches individual 

objects and people, and uses ground plans to illustrate the dynamics of liturgical 

performance and other aspects of monastic routine, so that, as he writes, the reader 

‘can better understand his account’ [fig. 3].37 Barskij explains how the beautiful 

marble floors of Lavra’s katholikon are decorated with coloured patterns which have a 

practical function: they help the monks know exactly where they need to stand in the 

different parts of the service, so that the church itself becomes a large three-

dimensional map. ‘Because’, he writes, ‘the deacon stands afar when he reads the 

Gospel, farther from the centre of the main nave … The ektenis takes place in front of 

the Royal Door, whereas the Apostle is read on another spot, … and in another spot 

the verses “Blessed is the man” are pronounced, and yet in another spot the tone is 

announced, and elsewhere the Psalms are read.’38 Text and drawing complement each 

other. The text provides detail; the sketch allows us to locate detail in space; space is 

animated through performance. 

Clear vision, however, is not just an artistic or narrative trope for Barskij. It is 

a powerful metaphor that pervades his accounts and his life itself. It is that mysterious 

force that brings Barskij-the-faithful and Barskij-the-enlightener together. As he 

moves along his journey, Barskij finds himself in a continuous state of instability. He 

walks over the land suspended between light and darkness, between safety and peril, 

between clarity of vision and lack of vision. Light is Barskij’s ally. It allows him to 

see his path; it allows careful observation; it allows him to sketch. Light is truth, light 

is hope, light is knowledge – light is God. Light is also beauty. Barskij’s favourite 

features seem to be marble floors ‘that shine like mirrors’, or churches filled with 

                                                             
37  Mparski, Τα ταξίδια στο Άγιον Όρος, p. 277. 
38  Ibid., p. 297. 
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natural light through their many windows. By contrast, darkness, and lack of clear 

vision in general, are Barskij’s enemy. On various occasions, at night, or in the dense 

fog, Barskij is assaulted by thieves and loses his way. 

During his second visit, Barskij ascends the summit of Mount Athos. As he 

climbs, he is initially disappointed that ‘he cannot see distant landscapes, as he had 

wished’. ‘The fog was so thick that I marched in the darkness, and I couldn’t see 

ahead of me more than a stone’s throw and I could barely see the path.’ Suddenly he 

hears loud cracks. A rain of pebbles falls right in front of him: ‘In the midst of the 

darkness I could not see anyone and I got so scared, thinking it could be some bad 

demon. I started to cross myself … then above me I saw black wild goats … I was so 

scared … I wasn’t sure whether they were goats or demons, for painters represent 

demons in such a fashion.’39  

On the mountaintop, as the wind blows the clouds away, Barskij finally sees 

the whole peninsula unfold under his feet like a giant map, ‘like a green valley with 

beautiful thick forests and the many monasteries and sketes and cells and huts’. He is 

so happy that he strikes the sēmandron in the small chapel on the top of the mountain 

and remains there contemplating the landscape for three or four hours.40 The view 

from the mountaintop is for Barskij a sort of epiphany; it is a moment of almost 

complete clear vision through which he can finally grasp the whole peninsula.  

If for Barskij light and clear vision stand for knowledge, darkness and lack of 

vision stand for ignorance. For example, he defines the Bulgarian monks of 

Zographou as ignorant fanatics; their elder, he writes, was a ‘one-eyed among the 

blind’. Barskij discusses with them the problem of second baptism, a practice that 

zealot Slav monks applied not only to Catholic Ruthenians converting to Orthodoxy, 

but also to Orthodox who had spent time in the Catholic countries. He spends several 

pages questioning the validity of this practice, but all his words are in vain: ‘I did not 

achieve anything with those stubborn ignorant.’41 Close to the end of his journeys, 

Barskij no longer limits himself to observing the monks from a distant ‘bird’s-eye 

perspective’; he ‘teaches’ them what is right and what is wrong; what is theologically 

                                                             
39  Ibid., pp. 257-8. 
40  Ibid., pp. 258-9.   
41  Ibid., p. 456. 
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correct and incorrect. From simple pilgrim, he has now come to envisage himself as a 

true Orthodox enlightener. 

*** 

For twenty-four years Barskij walked upon the land, from place to place. For him, 

walking was both travel and destination. On the one hand, through his descriptions 

and drawings he pinned down places. On the other hand, there is something ineffable 

about his story and his walking. There is that continuous push towards the infinite; 

there is a deep quest for something, if only his own transformation. Barskij wrote to 

educate his readers, to open their eyes on distant worlds. He also wrote to move them 

to send alms to the impoverished monasteries of Athos. Ultimately, however, he 

wrote, or so he claimed, for the benefit of his soul: 

 
When I was testing myself in my studies in Kiev I could never imagine I would travel to distant lands 

... and venerate the holy sites, and see and describe beautiful buildings and monasteries, church rituals, 

and the deeds of many virtuous men, and other remarkable things… I have described everything for the 

glory and praise of God and for the benefit of readers and listeners without any other purpose but your 

prayers over my unworthiness.42 

 

VERONICA DELLA DORA 

Department of Geography 

 Royal Holloway University of London 

 

                                                             
42  Quoted in K. Kolesnyk, ‘The Strategies of Self-Representation in the Travel Notes of 

Vasyl Hryhorovych-Bars’ky’, unpublished MA dissertation (Budapest: Central European 

University, 2014), p. 19.  
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‘RIGHTLY DIVIDING THE WORD OF TRUTH’  

A Symposium in Honour of Metropolitan Kallistos of Diokleia 

6-8 February 2015: Madingley Hall, Cambridge 

 

 
Eightieth birthday celebrations or commemorations are notoriously difficult to get right: twenty years 

too early to receive the coveted telegram from the Palace, they can collapse into a wistful and nostalgic 

retrospective with an inevitable valedictory air about them. The best is the past; the future best left 

unspoken. It will be no surprise that the symposium at Madingley Hall in February to celebrate 

Metropolitan Kallistos’s eightieth avoided all these pitfalls.  

The weekend played out to a capacity audience; the presentations and papers are freely available on the 

Friends’ website and, it is to be hoped, will soon be published in book form. The programme was full 

of tributes and lectures recalling Bishop Kallistos as spiritual guide, pastor and bishop, as monk and 

theologian and historian of the patristic Church, a voice for ecumenism, and, above all, as a pilgrim on 

Mount Athos. There was, of course, an element of looking back but the spirit that hovered was of today 

and tomorrow: work in progress rather than achievements commemorated. Even an occasional hint or 

nudge about that eagerly awaited work in progress: volume 5 of the Philokalia. 

 It is best, as often, to start at the end, or almost at the end, with the beautifully elegiac and 

effervescent talk by the Metropolitan himself: ‘Fifty-four Years as an Athonite Pilgrim: Then and 

Now’. He celebrated the Holy Mountain as a point of light in sacred space, a spiritual sun concentrated 

with luminous intensity. There were reflections on the changes over fifty-four years but a focus on the 

inner meaning and spiritual significance of Mount Athos today. How does the Athonite monk serve and 

help others?  

One can picture the young Kallistos on his quest, little red notebook in hand, walking where ‘every 

stone breathes prayers’, at a time when monastic numbers were declining (and when the pundits were 

confidently declaring that the Holy Mountain would be deserted by the end of the century), but where 

there was space and nature: choirs of frogs croaking antiphonally, apophatic signposts on the journey to 

the summit, encounters with snakes where he emphasized the need for ‘a good relationship with 

characters that one may not like’.  

From nature to the Spirit. The Holy Mountain symbolizes the world as a sacrament, a realm of creative 

silence, in Eliot’s words, ‘at the still point of the turning world’. It offers the gift of hesychia – not a 

negative silence but the art of listening to the divine presence. Does that still pertain? There were, fifty-

four years ago, no roads, few vehicles, no running water, elderly monks in diminishing numbers, few 

‘black beards’, infrequent Holy Communion. Today, many black beards, restored buildings, hot water, 

and electricity. Outward change but, as Kallistos says, ‘there is no intrinsic sanctity in primus stoves 

and oil lamps.’ Silence may be impaired, not least with the advent of mobile phones, but the 

improvements in singing, in spiritual works, the fervent commitment of younger monks, all amount to 

a renewal of significant proportions. Above all, there stand the ancient Athonite gifts of spiritual 

guidance to the laity (both on the Holy Mountain itself and beyond) and of prayer, the essence of the 

monastic vocation. Each monastery is a house of living prayer, ‘guarding the walls’ against demons 

and evil, upholding the universe by reconnecting everything to the heart.  
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These reflections in a sense encapsulated the whole weekend. The Metropolitan’s contribution to 

Orthodox life, through his lectures and books, his work in Oxford and his witness as a pilgrim, was 

evoked in a message of greeting written for the occasion by His All-Holiness the Ecumenical Patriarch 

Bartholemew and delivered by Archbishop Gregorios. The first session on Friday evening comprised a 

number of personal reflections that went to the heart of the Metropolitan’s still continuing role in a 

variety of capacities. Frances Jennings and Marcus Plested spoke of him respectively as spiritual father 

and teacher, emphasizing his humour, accessibility, and ability to listen; Fr Ephrem Lash spoke of his 

role as a translator and writer of rare insight and sympathy; Fr Stephen Platt of his role as pastor and 

bishop, noting his advice to him always to respond to God’s will but never to forget his human 

vulnerability;  Fr Andrew Louth spoke about Kallistos the theologian, except that, as he said, that was 

too narrow a definition – much more than an academic, the Metropolitan had created a bridge between 

the Fathers and today; and Fr Nikolai Sakharov spoke of how the monastic habit was integral to the 

Metropolitan’s life and personality. And there on a screen, as a finale to the evening, was a picture of 

the Metropolitan in a punt (on the Backs or on the Cherwell), a summation of the monk-priest living 

life in all its dimensions. It rather said it all.  

The sessions on Saturday were of a different order, concentrating on various aspects of Bishop 

Kallistos’s more academic work over the last decades but always with the emphasis on what that meant 

for now and for Orthodox and Christian life generally. Archdeacon John Chryssavgis, Special Adviser 

to the Ecumenical Patriarch on Environmental Issues, spoke on the Philokalia. Drawing on the classics 

of prayer and the ancient faith but in a modern vocabulary, it still has ‘impact’ in what it teaches, 

guiding our spiritual life today. He spoke of how the Philokalia highlights the need for detachment, 

patience in prayer, for self-knowledge and watchfulness, the need to surrender to tears and allow failure 

to be a passage for divine grace. As St Gregory Palamas said, ‘the life of the soul is the authentic life.’  

In the next session Metropolitan Nikolaos Hatzinikolaou addressed us on ‘The Desert, Hesychia and 

Askesis: Then and Now’. He gave a wonderful tour d’ horizon of the development of the monastic life 

in the patristic age but concentrated, again, on the ‘ now’ and the revival of monasticism both in the 

East and in the West, not least on the Holy Mountain. There were some penetrating observations on the 

quality of modern monasticism and especially on whether progress in spiritual life corresponds with 

what one sees of the external revival. He identified the negatives: a diminishing quality of ‘faith’, the 

intrusion of technology (to the detriment of hesychia) and of consumerism, the volume of information 

resulting in detachment from the natural world, a falling away from spiritual guidance. But withal, he 

concluded, monastic withdrawal and cultivation of the inner state remain essential bulwarks to modern 

life. In the struggle of asceticism against the internet, we can but try.  

‘Patristic Texts as Icons’ was the subject of Fr John Behr’s afternoon address. He reminisced on his 

time as a doctoral student supervised by Bishop Kallistos. The ‘mind of the universal Church’ evoked 

by the Fathers needs to be read, he said, without the slicing and dicing of modern theology with its 

many subdivisions and frequent lack of a sense of historical and scriptural background. Theological 

texts, Fr John said, should be read as icons that witness to faith by revealing God’s real presence.  

The final session on Saturday was given by Metropolitan Hilarion Alfeyev, another of the Bishop’s 

doctoral students, who spoke on ‘St Simeon the New Theologian and the Studite Monastic Tradition’. 
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He offered a portrait in historical miniature of the relationship of a spiritual father and his disciple, 

emphasizing the importance of prayer, contemplation, the role of confession, obedience, and trust and 

of not jumping between spiritual fathers. The particular has a resonance beyond its time: the 

Metropolitan was pointing us to today and issuing a challenge. 

We adjourned for Vespers, sung beautifully in the church, followed by another excellent dinner. The 

day ended with Compline, after which we retired to our beds – or the bar, according to greater need. 

The Divine Liturgy on Sunday was in many ways the highpoint of the weekend, celebrated by 

Metropolitan Kallistos and supported by a marvellous choir. It was a timely reminder that what we had 

been sharing was something we are invited to live in the liturgy. The medieval parish church at 

Madingley provided a picturesque and adaptable setting for the little taste of heaven that is the 

Orthodox liturgy.  

The Sunday talk, afterwards, was given by Lord Williams of Oystermouth, affectionately known as 

Rowan.  Lord Williams’s DPhil thesis at Oxford was examined by Metropolitan Kallistos in 1975. He 

revisited what he then wrote on Vladimir Nikolaievich Lossky, speaking of Lossky’s understanding of 

diversity within the Church as ‘The One Face of Christ, the Many Faces of the Spirit’. Lord Williams 

felt that Lossky’s vision could be augmented in the light of the ‘Passion mysticism’ of Archimandrite 

Sophrony (Sakharov), for the fruitfulness of the Church comes through its sharing in the humanity of 

Christ.  

This was a wonderful conference which, given the beautiful grounds and frequent times of prayer, also 

seemed a time of retreat. As one of the speakers said, we felt that the spirit of Mount Athos was with us 

in this beautiful corner of Cambridgeshire. The conference celebrated the fruitfulness and humanity of 

one of Christ’s followers, Metropolitan Kallistos Ware. One of the Bishop’s great gifts is his humour – 

never solemn, his teaching is never dry (the root of the word humour is ‘moisture’). Bishop Kallistos’s 

sonorous yet musical voice, for those who know him, always brings light and warmth into our hearts. 

This conference was full of the variety of the people who do know him. For all of us, Metropolitan 

Kallistos in all his erudition and ecclesiastical dignity has always remained human, humble, and 

humorous. For many he is a beautiful icon of the humanity of Christ. 

  

ROBERT BINYON 

London W8 

  

STEFAN REYNOLDS 

Glenville, County Cork, Ireland 
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NOT EGERIA’S TRAVELS  

A Modern Pilgrimage to the Holy Land 

 

At some point in the 380s a pious woman, possibly a nun, called Egeria, set out on a 

pilgrimage to the Holy Land. She travelled for three or four years, and eventually 

wrote down an account of her travels that became invaluable both for liturgical 

studies and for studies in the development of Vulgar Latin. 

In October 2015 a group of fifty-three men and women, of varying ages and 

degrees of piety, but all FoMA members, set out to visit some of the same places. 

I will begin with a similarity between the two pilgrimages that is perhaps easy 

to overlook. Within Christian thought pilgrimages are, and have always been, a 

problematic concept. On the one hand, many Christians regard certain places as holy, 

or ‘thin’, to use a currently popular expression. They make a point of going to these 

‘thin’ places and report heightened religious experiences that they consider unlikely to 

occur in another location. On the other hand, there is a significant body of opinion 

that would consider this attitude to be bordering on the idolatrous. One may be 

forgiven for thinking that I have Protestants in mind. Not necessarily: there is in fact 

well-established Patristic opinion on this matter. St Gregory of Nyssa, who lived at 

the same time as Egeria and, as one of the Cappadocian Fathers, wrote theology for 

all times and places, composed a treatise ‘On Pilgrimages’, which might as well be 

entitled ‘Against Pilgrimages’. St Gregory explains that our experience of God’s 

grace depends on the condition of our hearts, not on the geographical position of our 

bodies. There is another Patristic source on this subject, St Clement of Alexandria, 

who points out that ‘any place in which we entertain the idea of God is, in reality, 

sacred.’  

Pilgrimage, however, can be justified from the writings of St John of 

Damascus, whose monastery, Mar Saba, we visited on our trip. St John wrote in 

defence of the holy icons at the time of the iconoclast controversy in Byzantium, 

incidentally contributing so much to semiotics that Saussure, Peirce, and Wittgenstein 

can sit down and rest, as the Russian idiom goes. St John pointed out that what is at 

stake in the veneration of the holy icons is the doctrine of the Incarnation itself, the 

whole materiality of our faith. ‘I will not cease to venerate matter, through which my 

salvation has come’, he said. Pilgrimage is about venerating matter.  
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Mar Saba, where St John of Damascus lived out his monastic vocation, is a 

spectacular structure in a spectacularly beautiful location; extremely influential in the 

Orthodox world both because of St John, and because the monastery’s typikon 

(charter) became the universal foundation for further liturgical development. Women 

are not allowed in, but the monks brought out the relics of the monastery’s fifth-

century founder, St Sabbas, for us to venerate, and gave us some holy oil as a 

blessing. One member of our group, a plein air artist, took the rare opportunity to 

work, while others went for walks on the desert paths pointed out to us by local self-

appointed guides. Whatever else has changed in the Holy Land in the last 2,000 years, 

the impact of the desert upon the human psyche must be roughly the same. After 

turning a couple of corners on the hill paths, the sense of stillness and isolation 

becomes overwhelming. If the heart is right, one could be alone with God, and yet 

houses and a car park are within a few minutes’ walk. 

While driving through the Judaean desert, the leader of our group, 

Metropolitan Kallistos of Diokleia, talked to us about the spiritual significance of the 

terrain we were looking at. The word ‘desert’ in this sense has a double meaning. It is 

a place that God has forsaken, cursed by the absence of water, but also a place where 

Israel received the Law and was shaped into the people of God. Also a place where 

hermits and ascetics sought to find God. 

One such ascetic was St George of Kozhiba, who lived in the fourth century 

and founded a desert monastery that now bears his name. Pilgrims with slightly 

limited mobility have to make an ascetic effort of their own to reach it on foot. 

Members of our group with more severe mobility issues rode in a kind of horse-trap 

pulled by a small tractor. The valley that the monastery overlooks, said to be the 

inspiration for ‘the valley of the shadow of death’ of the Psalms, is breathtakingly 

beautiful and does not deserve that association at all, its only fault being the fact that 

the last section of the journey is as difficult for modern-day pilgrims as it would have 

been for Egeria. 

Overall, of course, our pilgrimage was physically much more comfortable than 

Egeria’s. Our flights were smooth, our bus was well sprung, the two hotels we stayed 

in were the kind where everybody and everything worked in the way they should. The 

food was good, especially ‘St Peter’s fish’, eaten in a restaurant overlooking the Sea 

of Galilee, where we later had a boat trip. There was perhaps a slight problem with the 

lunch boxes. When our very attentive and very efficient guide, a Ukrainian nun, 
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invited us ‘to eat our boxes’, quite a few people looked as if they would have 

preferred that literal option to actually eating the contents. The problem was easily 

solved by people making up their own lunch boxes at breakfast, so it was nothing 

compared with the hardships Egeria would have had to put up with. 

However, for all the physical difficulties, cognitively she had a much easier 

time than we did. In terms of the history of the places she visited, she only had two 

layers to deal with: the biblical one and the Byzantine one contemporary to her. Our 

group had to deal with numerous interpenetrating layers: biblical, Byzantine, 

Crusader, Ottoman, Franciscan, nineteenth-century Russian, modern Israeli, and 

modern tourist.  

Many churches that commemorate important biblical events stand on 

Byzantine foundations (sections of beautiful mosaic floors can often be seen) and 

have walls of a later period. A prime example of this was our local church in 

Bethlehem – local to our hotel, that is – the Church of the Nativity. It is the oldest 

church in the Holy Land and goes back to the time of St Helena, the empress who 

‘rediscovered’ the Holy Land in the first half of the fourth century, shortly after her 

son, the emperor St Constantine, stopped the persecution of Christians by the Roman 

empire. The birth-place of Jesus is marked by a silver star, and we were fortunate 

enough to venerate it. 

The absolute heart of the Holy Land, and the obvious centre of any pilgrimage 

is, of course, the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. According to the Church historian 

Eusebius of Caesarea, first-century Roman authorities wanted to stop followers of the 

crucified Christ from venerating the place of his death and resurrection, and, in a 

thoroughly counterproductive measure, marked the spot for future generations by 

building a pagan temple over it. When the Roman empire itself became Christianized, 

and morphed into what we now call Byzantium, the holy places of Golgotha and the 

tomb were cleared for believers to venerate, and the first church in this location, 

which could be seen within the Christian paradigm as the centre of the world, was 

built. This church was damaged and restored on numerous occasions, and now gives 

the impression of a Crusader fortress: solid walls unite several shrines into a city 

within a city.  

The highest point of our pilgrimage must have been the midnight liturgy at the 

Church of the Holy Sepulchre. A response to such an event is radically subjective; 

mine was a feeling of something enormous, solid, with a life of its own, with people 
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being no more than a sort of mould on its surface. We visited the church again in the 

daytime for more of a guided tour. The tourists with their selfies and their 

conversations were certainly a shock to begin with. However, just as one’s eyes 

eventually adjust to a very bright light or to seemingly complete darkness, after a few 

minutes one stops noticing the tourists and does what one came to do, leaving them to 

do what they came to do.  

Tourists appear less out of place in sites where Franciscan influence 

dominates. One such example is the excavation site in Capernaum, where the first-

century synagogue and a house from the same period, said to be the house of St Peter, 

were uncovered. A modern church hovers over the remains of the house and over the 

Byzantine church that was built to incorporate the house in the fourth century.  

The Franciscan influence in general seems to receive rather a bad press. Their 

style of preserving ancient monuments has been described in the following way: if the 

Franciscans owned the Sea of Galilee, they would drain it, build a church over it, and 

put up a plaque saying, ‘The Sea of Galilee was here.’ It is both fair and unfair, as our 

group discovered in visiting the Mount of Beatitudes. Franciscan sisters keep the 

garden immaculate, and leave plenty of designated places for group devotions. The 

church, built, predictably, on a Byzantine site, is by Antonio Barluzzi and is 

exquisitely lovely, if somewhat one-dimensional to eyes more accustomed to 

Orthodox structures. 

Whatever one thinks of aggressive gardening and modern churches, it is 

certainly fortunate that Franciscans managed to buy some sites from the Ottoman 

empire, when it was nearing the end of its days, and preserve them for Christian use. 

One such site is Mount Tabor, the Mountain of the Transfiguration (well, one of the 

two mountains that put forward rival claims, this one enjoying more popular support 

in the matter). We visited the Greek monastery; there is a Catholic one as well, built 

on earlier Byzantine foundations. One can either lament the lack of historical and 

ecclesiastical certainty, or follow the modern Orthodox theologian Christos Yannaras 

in telling oneself that it is an unsophisticated mind that seeks for certainties. 

The tomb of Lazarus and the place of the Ascension remain in Muslim hands, 

a very pale shadow indeed of the splendid Lazarium and Imbomen that Egeria 

described in her writings. We were able to follow our usual custom of reading a 

relevant passage from the Gospels, but the idea that the actual liturgy can only be 

celebrated at the place of the Lord’s Ascension once a year is disconcerting. 
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Egeria would not have had to worry about this. She encountered a thriving 

Christian community enjoying lavish imperial support. We encountered Christianity 

in the modern Middle East. This was, in fact, one of the subjects covered in our 

meeting with Patriarch Theophilos of Jerusalem. In response to a question about the 

attitude of the West to the present refugee crisis, he pointed out that his patriarchate 

avoided the terms ‘refugees’ and ‘migrants’, and preferred the term ‘displaced 

people’, particularly in relation to Christians, whose forced exile from their homes is a 

tragedy and who hope that one day it will be safe for them to return. 

Against the background of this Christian exodus from the Middle East, 

Christian presence in the Holy Land is particularly important, so visiting churches and 

monasteries that are not hugely significant artistically and historically – I will tactfully 

not name them – was still very important as a gesture of Christian solidarity. During 

his recent visit to the UK the Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew talked about the 

present refugee crisis as a crisis of solidarity. Christian solidarity is a notable aspect of 

any present-day pilgrimage to the Holy Land. 

The importance of pilgrims’ visits was further emphasized for us by our hosts, 

the Russian Ecclesiastical Mission (literal translation ‘Russian Spiritual Mission’). On 

a visit to their central Trinity Cathedral in Jerusalem we heard how important 

continuous prayer in front of the Lord’s tomb is, and how grateful local Christians are 

for the fervent prayer that pilgrims bring with them. 

A request for prayer would therefore be a fitting way to close this account, an 

account that is, by its very nature, extremely subjective, choosing certain highlights 

while leaving out many unforgettable others, such as a trip to another spectacular and 

difficult-to-reach desert monastery, the one on the Mountain of Temptation, a visit to 

one of the possible baptismal sites on the river Jordan, where many members of our 

group immersed themselves wearing white shirts of Christian neophytes, a visit to the 

icon-painting school in Bethlehem that is responsible for an icon of Our Lady of the 

Wall, written on the separation wall between Bethlehem and Jerusalem, and many 

others. 

 

NATALIA DORAN 

London SW15 
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PROJECT TO RESTORE AND MAINTAIN THE FOOTPATHS ON THE 

HOLY MOUNTAIN 

 A Progress Report 

 

The beginnings 

The stimulus for the project came initially from the Prince of Wales. At a reception 

held at Highgrove in the summer of 2000 for members of the Friends of Mount Athos, 

His Royal Highness made a speech in which he pointed to the poor condition of the 

footpaths, their declining use, and their replacement by dirt tracks for vehicular 

traffic. These footpaths are as old as the monasteries on the Holy Mountain and have 

in the past been the main arteries for communication and for the transportation of 

goods by mule. Whilst their replacement by roads that can take modern transport is to 

some extent inevitable, they still have value to the pilgrim looking for a contemplative 

opportunity to travel between the monasteries. The Prince hoped that something could 

be done to preserve them. 

 In response to this challenge from His Royal Highness, a plan was put together 

and presented to him and, with his approval and support, the first investigative team 

was dispatched to the Mountain in the spring of 2001. This included leadership from 

the British Trust for Conservation Volunteers (BTCV) who brought their considerable 

experience of footpath renovation and maintenance to the task. This initial team 

worked out the standards for the restoration of the paths, how they should be 

recorded, the requirement for tools and equipment, and the team sizes and skills 

required. Whilst it was appreciated that a reasonable level of fitness was required, 

first-aid qualifications, some knowledge of Greek, and leadership skills were all 

valuable ingredients to a team. It was also a pilgrimage, offering the opportunity to 

live in and contribute to a monastery and gain some experience of the monastic life. 

 In the early years our work was concentrated on the monasteries of Vatopedi, 

Koutloumousiou, and Pantokrator. Each monastery would host a team of six to eight 

men, and the teams would be moved around after the first week so that, in the two 

weeks of the programme, most team members would experience life in at least two 

monasteries.  

 After some years it became apparent that this was a serious ongoing project 

which was bringing value to the monasteries, and others began to express an interest. 

The team also realized that the renovation of an old overgrown path was only the 
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beginning. It then needed to be inspected each year and cut at least every three years. 

It also became apparent that visitors to the Mountain needed to be encouraged to use 

the paths. There had been stories of people getting lost and injured and another aspect 

of the project had to be developed to address these issues. 

 

Footpath descriptions 

We looked at many ways of describing footpaths before agreeing a method that would 

also facilitate their reproduction on the internet and enable them to be made freely 

available. They had to be precise, easily understood, and, above all, accurate. 

Accuracy was facilitated by the use of GPS to measure distances. To accompany these 

descriptions, it was necessary to produce a list of the paths that had been described 

together with their condition. The most recent description and condition report of each 

path is now available on the FoMA website and updated both by our own efforts and 

by reports from users of the footpaths. 

 At the same time, we realized that adding signposts at particular points on the 

paths would add a further level of security. A FoMA signpost was designed and 

ordered together with suitable posts and attachments. To date, over 150 signposts 

have been erected and are checked every year.  

 As we collected the GPS data to produce these descriptions, we realized we 

were collecting the basic data to produce a new and up-to-date map. 

 

The map project 

Collecting data to produce the footpath descriptions and a footpath condition list, and 

the annual task of maintaining both this database and the footpaths themselves, was as 

much as we could manage – until about four years ago when one of the team members 

decided to turn his hand to the production of a new map. Peter Howorth, a New 

Zealander, had to look first for maps and data that did not have copyright protection. 

He used base data from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission which obtained 

elevation data to generate the most complete high-resolution digital topographic 

database for most of the world. It consisted of a specially modified radar system that 

flew on board the Space Shuttle Endeavour during an eleven-day mission in February 

2000. Using this as a basis, Peter added the GPS data collected by the footpath teams 

and a considerable volume of data from other sources and colleagues to produce a 
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new map. This has proved to be a huge task: although we hope the first maps will be 

available this year, we shall need to check and update the detail at every opportunity. 

 Whilst FoMA resources have been vital in the development of the map, its 

production has in the main been due to the effort and investment expended by Peter 

Howorth. With this in mind, all proceeds from the sale of the maps will go to Peter for 

an initial period to enable this investment to be recovered.  

  

Where we are today 

We now have over 250 kilometres of cleared and monitored paths, we have produced 

almost 100 footpath descriptions, and we shall soon have covered all of the major 

paths on the Mountain. These descriptions, in both English and Greek, are available 

on the FoMA website (athosfriends.org). Arrangements are in hand to enable 

translations into other languages. These will most likely be hosted on non-FoMA 

websites but on the understanding they are kept up to date and in line with our 

descriptions. 

 We are also adding GPS tracks to the descriptions that can be downloaded on 

to a GPS device and used as a navigation aid.  

 The map should be available later this year (2016) as an A4-size atlas together 

with a detailed twenty-page gazetteer. It will include altitude profiles of the major 

paths as well as detailed maps of Karyes and the major sketes. It is also planned to 

produce a folding map at the same time. 

 We have a list of over 100 members of FoMA who are hoping to join the 

team, but it is not easy to take a two-week break from work and family. We normally 

have teams of about twenty-four people each year. In the main we manage to take all 

who actually have the time available over the selected dates, so there is no reason to 

be put off by the size of the list. Because this does give natural preference to the 

retired who find it easier to make the time available, we found our experienced 

leaders were getting to the age where the physical effort was becoming less enjoyable. 

To overcome this, we are now offering a few places for just one week in the hope this 

will encourage a younger group who will be able to gain experience and lead elements 

of the project in the future. This, as well as all the other aspects of getting together a 

strong, balanced team each year, takes considerable organization. Andrew Buchanan 

leads this effort but is aided by a number of experienced team members. 
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 The enthusiasm of a number of members has made possible the recent 

substantial progress with maps and descriptions. Specifically, David Bayne has been 

the driving force behind the footpath description database and the signposts as well as 

providing the rigorous management and verification of all of the data we collect. 

Dimitri Bakalis and Roland Baetens have been tireless in opening new paths, 

promoting our work to an increasing number of monasteries, and visiting the 

Mountain many times each year to accomplish this. In addition, Dimitri has translated 

the footpath descriptions into Greek and these are now held on the FoMA website. 

Many of our members visit the Mountain several times during the year to collect 

further data. 

 We acknowledge the considerable debt owed to our sponsors, HRH The 

Prince of Wales, the community of monks on the Holy Mountain, and not least the 

members and leaders of the teams that have made this project such a success and laid 

such a solid foundation for the future. 

 Pilgrimage means different things in different parts of the world. In Greece, 

pilgrimage, proskynesis, relates more to activity when you arrive at a destination. In 

northern Europe, pilgrimage relates more to the journey and hardship necessary to 

reach your destination. Hence it is not surprising that much of the work to maintain 

and promote the footpaths has been done by non-Greeks. However, as the footpaths 

have been promoted and become more reliable, they are increasingly being used by 

many nationalities as the rewarding way to travel between the monasteries.  

 

JOHN ARNELL 

Bishops Stortford 
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THE 2015 PATH-CLEARING PILGRIMAGE 

 

 

Twenty FoMA members from five different countries took part in the 2015 path-clearing pilgrimage 

between 8 and 24 May 2015. We divided the group into four and, as usual, tried to ensure that each 

person spent time in two different monasteries. The monasteries that welcomed us were Vatopedi, 

Hilandar, Zographou, Konstamonitou, Koutloumousiou, Dionysiou, Grigoriou, Pantokrator, and, for 

the first time, Great Lavra and the skete of the Prophet Elijah. 

Over the years, the project has added to the footpaths it describes and maintains, so we now 

have over 240 kilometres of described routes covering much of the Holy Mountain. Many of these are 

along roads and tracks, and there is some duplication within the various routes, so, fortunately, only 

about 50 kilometres need regular clearing. 

Work completed included clearing to a high standard those footpaths that get the most use, for 

instance Vatopedi to Zographou. Less well-used footpaths, such as Hilandar to Zographou, were 

checked and cleared sufficiently to allow pilgrims to pass easily. New signposts and waymarks were 

installed, and existing signposts checked. In addition, members of the team helped the monasteries as 

requested, which included opening up paths to cells, clearing an old vineyard, and even offering a legal 

opinion on a contract. (This may not be path-clearing, but it certainly fits our aim of helping the 

monasteries in any way we can.) We also tested the new map being prepared by Peter Howorth and 

will be supplying corrections and suggestions to him along with GPS tracks and other information. 

It is encouraging to hear that the number of people using the paths continues to grow, albeit 

slowly, and to find that an increasing number of the monks are not only aware of but also very 

supportive of our efforts. It is also encouraging to see that some of the paths we have been clearing 

regularly over the last decade are becoming a bit easier to keep clear. In a number of places softer 

plants are gradually replacing hard, woody shrubs, and there are fewer times when we need to use 

saws. 

The footpath descriptions are currently available on the Friends’ website in English and 

Greek, and there is clearly a demand for Russian, Serbian, and Bulgarian translations. We hope that we 

shall be able to find volunteers to make these. 

Thanks are due to many people and organizations. In no particular order, these are the Holy 

Epistasia for supporting the project, the monasteries that hosted teams, SETE for funding and arranging 

travel, and the path-clearers for hard work and good companionship. My particular thanks go to 

Dimitris Bakalis for his firm and unstinting support, to David Bayne for his meticulously detailed work 

on the footpath descriptions, and to Roland Baetens who brings his encyclopaedic and practical 

knowledge of the Holy Mountain to the project. I must also thank John Arnell for his continued 

guidance and wise counsel.  

For the future, there are three issues that need attention to ensure that the Footpaths Project 

continues successfully: 
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1. To	widen	the	pool	of	volunteers	to	include	fitter	and	younger	members.	Walking	

and	working	on	the	footpaths	in	the	southern	half	of	the	Holy	Mountain	and	on	

the	remote	section	of	the	ridge	path	from	Karyes	to	Esphigmenou	is	challenging,	

so	needs	a	good	level	of	fitness	and	stamina.	We	understand	that	it	is	often	

difficult	for	younger	members	to	take	a	full	two	weeks	away	from	family	and	

work	commitments,	so	as	a	trial	in	2016	we	shall	offer	a	number	of	one-week	

places.		

2. To	find	and	encourage	future	team	leaders.	This	year	there	were	only	four	out	of	

twenty	members	who	had	leadership	skills	and	the	necessary	level	of	knowledge	

of	the	Holy	Mountain.	We	have	identified	two	potential	future	leaders	within	this	

year’s	team,	but	would	like	to	have	more.				

3. To	find	and	train	replacements	for	David	Bayne	and	Andrew	Buchanan	over	the	

next	two	years.	Both	will	continue	to	support	and	work	for	the	project,	but	feel	

that	their	years	of	‘active	service’	are	numbered.	

 

Planning for the 2016 pilgrimage is now well under way, with seventeen FoMA members going for 

two weeks, and nine for one week. The team will arrive on the Holy Mountain on Saturday 14 May and 

leave on Friday 27 May, and we hope ten or eleven different monasteries will welcome us during our 

pilgrimage. Once again SETE and the Latsis Foundation are most generously supporting our travel 

costs. 

Overall the project is in good shape. Despite the amount of work needed on the paths, it still 

fulfils its other purpose of allowing participants to experience Orthodox monastic life, to share 

worship, and to build their knowledge and understanding of Orthodoxy and the Holy Mountain. 

 

ANDREW BUCHANAN 

Westbury-sub-Mendip 
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THE IVIRON TOWER CLOCK CONSERVATION AND 

RESTORATION PROJECT 

 

During my first visit to Mount Athos fifteen years ago I visited the monastery of 

Iviron. My interest in horology led me to visit the bell-tower over the katholikon in 

the hope of finding a tower clock. There were a few external indicators to suggest the 

possibility of a clock and, although there was no clock dial to be seen, there was a 

small hole in the wall just below the bell-tower that would have accommodated a 

shaft to rotate a clock hand. Another tell-tale sign was a break in the top moulding 

near the roof edge that would have allowed for the positioning of the dial. My 

suspicions were well founded when I gazed on what appeared to be a rare horological 

treasure. Little did I know then that fifteen years later I would be undertaking the 

conservation of this clock. 

During my many years of research on Athos I have become fascinated by its 

rich horological history. On every visit to the Holy Mountain I discover something 

new. Horology on Mount Athos is rooted in its earliest foundation, in what is 

considered to be the first major monastery, Lavra. It is also very likely that one of the 

earliest water-clock makers was an Athonite saint, St Athanasios, the founder of 

Lavra. 

St Athanasios was born between 925 and 930 to a wealthy family in the city of 

Trebizond.43 He was orphaned at an early age and was raised by a nun. Her lifestyle 

was an inspiration that influenced his life. After her death he was taken to 

Constantinople, to the court of the Byzantine Emperor Romanos I Lepakenos, and 

was enrolled as a student under the renowned rhetorician Athanasios. In a short while 

the student attained the skills of his teacher and he himself became a teacher. We can 

safely assume that time-measurement devices were familiar to him and that he 

probably relied on them in his day-to-day activities as a teacher during his time in 

Constantinople. According to a paper by Benjamin Anderson, public clocks in the 

centre of Constantinople were positioned at key points, including the Basilike, the 

entrance to the imperial palace, and Hagia Sophia.44 These were sophisticated water 

                                                             
43  Graham Speake, Mount Athos: Renewal in Paradise, 2nd edn (Limni, 2014), p. 44. 
44  Benjamin Anderson, ‘Public Clocks in Late Antique and Early Medieval Constantinople’, 

Jahrbuch der Österreichischen Byzantinistik, 64 (2014), 23-32. 
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clocks as opposed to the simple clepsydra used in antiquity. They performed a useful 

function in society not only by their obvious intended use as timekeepers but because 

they also inspired wonder, curiosity, and a sense of technical superiority.  

When Athanasios moved to Mount Athos in 961, he started work on the 

construction of the Lavra, completing the katholikon in 963. This date is generally 

taken to be the foundation date of the monastery. At the same time he set about 

establishing an orderly, organized monastic system by writing a set of rules and 

guidelines which became the template for the other monasteries that followed. One of 

the chief tools that he used in applying and implementing these rules was a means of 

noting time by the use of a water clock. It is feasible to assume that Athanasios with 

his academic education would have been entirely capable of designing and 

constructing a mechanical water clock together with its associated sundial – essential 

for setting and calibrating the water clock on a daily basis.  

Athanasios refers to the monastery’s water clock in the set of rules he 

formulated: ‘The water clock strikes, and at this signal they immediately rise and 

sound the wooden semantron.’45  The semantron was a typical communication system 

for disseminating a time signal throughout the monastery because the water clock was 

limited as to the level of sound it could emit and would usually be employed to alert 

only the monk responsible for timekeeping. 

 

The advent of the mechanical clock 

The water clock remained one of the principal methods of tracking time for another 

300 years, until the advent of the mechanical clock in around 1280. These early clocks 

were basic machines that had no dial or hands to visually indicate the time because 

few people were capable of reading them. The time was announced audibly by the 

striking of a bell once every hour. 

The descent of a heavy weight suspended on a rope that was wrapped around a 

wooden horizontal barrel was used to drive each mechanism. The weight of the 

mechanism that marked the time has its descent controlled by a regulator called the 

foliot. This is the principal part that led to the invention of the mechanical clock. 

                                                             
45  John Thomas and Angela Constantinides Hero (eds), Byzantine Monastic Foundation 

Documents: A Complete Translation of the Surviving Founders’ Typika and Testaments, 5 

vols (Washington, DC, 2001), vol. 1, p. 221. 
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Four hundred years after its invention, the foliot gave way to the pendulum 

that is still in use today. This gave a vast improvement in timekeeping, from an 

accuracy range of plus or minus thirty minutes per day to less than one minute per 

week. 

The pendulum was the death knell of the foliot clock, although initially it was 

economically prudent to convert the foliot to pendulum rather than replace it 

altogether. Eventually the foliot clock like the dodo became extinct except for the few 

that survived in remote regions. Two fine examples exist on Mount Athos, one at 

Pantokrator monastery, which I restored a few years ago, the other at Iviron, which I 

am in the process of restoring. 

  

The Iviron clock 

The clock frame construction is of heavy wrought iron. The design is typically known 

as ‘birdcage’ construction. It has a decorative feature at the top end of each vertical 

post in the form of a pommel, similar to that found on the handle of a medieval sword. 

The whole of the mechanism sits on a wooden base frame in the tower under the bell 

room.     

The overall dimensions of the clock are: length 1.47m, depth 1.00m, height 

1.54m. The clock mechanism occupies a space of 2.3cu.m. The clock dial was painted 

on the rendered wall of the facade of the clock tower. The dial was divided into 24 

divisions and marked in conventional arabic numerals to indicate the time.            

The clock has three gear mechanisms. The first, the going train with foliot, 

drives a single hand to indicate the hours on a dial that was painted on the tower wall 

of the katholikon. The second gear mechanism, the striking train, sounds the hours on 

a large single bell. The mechanism divides the period of striking into 24 units per day, 

so that on the 24th hour the bell is struck 24 times. This method was confusing and 

later abandoned in favour of the 2 × 12 system that we are familiar with today. The 

third mechanism is the chime. It plays a short melody on six small bells. 

This type of clock is generally known as an ‘end-to-end birdcage’. The name 

refers to its construction, where the winding barrels are positioned end to end and its 

frame resembles a birdcage. The foliot escapement dates the clock as pre-pendulum, 

therefore before 1657. Other features in the clock’s make-up place it in the late 

medieval period. These include the material of construction – wrought iron – and the 
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absence of screw threads in the assembly of the clock, which instead utilized primitive 

fastening techniques such as rivets and wedges. These features place the clock 

between the first half of the fourteenth century and the middle of the seventeenth 

century. 

A more precise method of assessing the age of the clock is to consider its 

mechanical features, such as the unique design of the gear wheel spokes. This exact 

design feature has  been discovered in a repair sketch note (1529) by the clockmaker 

Lazarus Kreger von Bare for the going train of the monumental clock in the cathedral at 

Frankfurt.  Another significant feature is the 24-hour system as opposed to the more 

modern 2 × 12.  

The first mechanical striking clock was probably built in Milan in about 1336-

9, although there are other references that date earlier. The Iviron tower clock strike 

mechanism is fitted with a subsidiary count wheel, which is another major feature of 

early clocks. Its purpose is to signal ‘canonical hours’, the hours of prayer. 

 

Restoration 

The clock tower has recently been restored on the inside and the outside, with new 

beams and floors replacing damaged materials. The rendering on the tower walls was 

removed to expose the original stonework and windows that were previously hidden. 

The roof of the building was reconstructed and covered with new lead. 

Work was started on the clock in January 2015 with the assistance of Geoff 

Knight who spent the first week documenting and assisting in dismantling the clock. 

Another member of the Friends of Mount Athos, Mark Newton, joined the team 

during the second week. He was actively involved in many aspects of the project. The 

clock was dismantled completely and each component was documented, measured, 

and photographed before it was subjected to a process of cleaning and application of 

protection against corrosion. Rust was removed from the iron parts by electrolysis. A 

large plastic tank was filled with water, to which were added a few kilograms of 

baking soda acquired from the monastery’s bakery. Then a simple battery charger, 

borrowed from the garage, was used to power and run the system. The process was 

run overnight and the parts were removed in the morning and cleaned by removing 
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the residue with wire brushes. Any repairs that may have been required were then 

executed before the final protective treatment was applied.   

A new wooden base stand was reconstructed for the clock from photographs, 

adopting the original design and method of construction. The beams used were felled 

from locally grown chestnut trees and cut to size by traditional methods and tools 

such as the axe. Lime was then applied to age (darken) the wood and finished with a 

blend of white spirit and wax obtained from used candles. The completed structure 

weighs nearly half a ton and was held together by its own weight and simple lap 

joints, with no fasteners being used.  

 

History 

Currently very little is known as to when, where, and from whom the clock was 

acquired, although some deductions can be made from examining the clock 

mechanism. The 1529 sketch by the clockmaker Lazarus Kreger von Bare, the municipal 

clock keeper in Frankfurt, shows an unusual construction of the gear wheels, where 

the spokes deviate from the conventional simple straight design by forking into two.46 

These similarities suggest that there is a strong possibility that the Iviron clock is of 

German origin. The sketch also gives a date marker for consideration that improves 

the accuracy in assessing the period in which the clock was made. 

There is evidence of many repairs having been performed on the clock; these I 

have preserved as a record of rarely seen early examples of mechanical repairs. A 

Greek inscription, found on the side of the crown wheel, reads: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

It was thought that it may have been the clockmaker’s mark, 

showing his name (Matthew) and the date that a major repair was carried out on the 

clock; indeed he may have made a new crown wheel, on which he placed his mark. In 

                                                             
46	 Gerhard Dohrn-van Rossum, History of the Hour: Clocks and Modern Temporal Orders 

(Chicago, IL: 1996), pp. 191, 400. 
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my researches I have discovered two chamber clocks inscribed with this same name. 

The significance of the letters ΓΙΡΑ and Μ Θ’Ι  is puzzling and I would welcome 

suggestions as to the meaning. 

 

The clock jack 

A clock jack is a term for a model of a human figure or other automaton that is 

articulated to perform a task, in this case to strike a bell in order to signal the time. 

There were four monasteries on Mount Athos that were known to have had an 

automaton attached to their clock: Xeropotamou, Esphigmenou, Vatopedi, and Iviron. 

From these, only the ones at Vatopedi and Iviron remain. The clock jacks on Athos 

are referred to as the ‘Arab’ (Αραπης), as they were modelled as a black-skinned man 

holding a hammer in one hand and a bell in the other, harking back to the Saracen 

raids.47 

However there appears to be some controversy as to whether or not the 

automaton at Iviron should be reinstated in the clock tower. It appears that there have 

been complaints from pilgrims and monks who question whether a non-Christian 

image should adorn the tower of the katholikon, whilst others see this figure as a 

demon and ask the same question. Yet others argue the political incorrectness of 

having what looks like a subservient figure doing a menial task. One can sympathize 

with all these reasons as to why the jack should not be reinstated and it may have been 

these same motives that led to the demise of the other two jacks, at Xeropotamou and 

Esphigmenou. Should the monasteries bow down to these pressures and erase or 

eradicate all these images, such as frescos of demons on walls, stone gargoyles, and 

wooden carvings? Surely we have a duty to preserve history in all its forms that has 

been handed down to us by successive generations of monks to study, appreciate, and 

conserve, so that this generation may pass it on to the next?  

 

Record breaker 

The few remnants of foliot clocks still working in Europe were replaced by the 

pendulum by the middle of the eighteenth century. Athelstan Riley, during his travels 

to Mount Athos in the 1880s, visited Iviron and made the following observation:  

 

                                                             
47  R. M. Dawkins, The Monks of Athos (London, 1936), p. 296. 
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I may here notice in passing that in the clock tower of the monastery is an ancient clock of Venetian or 

Genoese construction, probably one of the earliest timepieces in existence. It has no pendulum, but an 

escapement somewhat resembling that of a verge watch; this having been broken, was fastened to the 

beam above by two wires. [It is interesting to note that this makeshift repair was still evident on the 

beam before the recent refurbishment of the clock room.]   O— [his assistant] asked one of the monks 

how it went, and jokingly suggested it might lose an hour in a week. ‘O yes,’ replied the monk, not at 

all astonished, ‘quite that’.48 

 

This statement is important as it confirms that the Iviron foliot clock was still working 

in the late nineteenth century, which is very rare and possibly unique. Furthermore I 

have recently been made aware that this clock was in service and working until 1952. 

A monk responsible for the clock resided in the clock tower, in a room beneath the 

clock, where he would have been on hand should a problem arise. He would have 

maintained the clock, and oiled it on a daily basis, and set it by a sundial or an 

accurate regulator clock. Confirmation of this would elevate the importance of the 

Iviron clock as the last known working foliot clock in existence. Worthy of an entry in 

the Guinness Book of Records.  

 

SPIRIDION AZZOPARDI 

Rhondda Cynon Taff 

 

 

 

                                                             
48  Athelstan Riley, Athos or the Mountain of the Monks (London, 1887), pp. 142-3. 
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SIXTY YEARS ON 

A Visit to Mount Athos 25 June–1 July 1955 

 

In the summer vacation of 1955 three fellow undergraduate friends from Trinity College, Cambridge, 

and I bought a second-hand Land Rover in order to drive to Istanbul. Unfortunately one of them badly 

damaged his knee in Germany and had to return home. The three of us carried on via Belgrade and 

Salonika (as it was then called). 

I cannot now remember exactly why we decided to visit Mount Athos or who may have given 

us the invaluable introduction to Mrs Loch. After returning home, I wrote up the journal of that brief 

visit which is reproduced below from the notes I kept while there. After sixty years I feel some 

awkwardness about the rather naïve manner in which we appear to have approached the Holy 

Mountain and our inability to communicate more closely with the monks, not to mention our reaction 

to their life-styles. But it is a true record of our experiences and feelings at the time (when we were 

aged twenty-one) and perhaps has some value as a snapshot of the Holy Mountain at one of the more 

difficult periods in its history. It is good to learn from Graham Speake’s book that a renaissance is 

under way. 

Very recently I have discovered that I was not the first member of my family to visit Athos. My 

great-great uncle, William Machin, who for some forty years worked at the Russian imperial court, 

was in the entourage of the Grand Duke Alexei when he visited St Panteleimonos monastery in 1867. 

 

25 June 

We left the hotel [in Salonika] at 7am for Mount Athos. Most of the way the road was appallingly bad, 

in spite of the fact that it was supposed to be in very good condition in time for the Aristotle 

anniversary celebrations at his birthplace some time this year. The country was very hilly and became 

luxuriantly fertile as we approached the peninsula of Athos. We left the Land Rover at the end of the 

road with the sole inhabitant of the hamlet of Tripiti. We took a caique to the village of Prosphorion or 

Pyrgos near the border of the holy territory, where lives an Australian widow, Mrs Loch, to whom we 

had an introduction. 

Her home is a restored Byzantine tower on the sea-edge, most of which, however, was made 

uninhabitable by Communist guerrillas c.1947, on to which she has built an annexe of some four or 

five rooms. 

As we approached the little fishing village, people came out of the white houses to meet us 

and small boys seized our packs and carried them up towards the tower as soon as we mentioned the 

magic words ‘Mrs Loch’. 

We soon located Mrs L, a plump, plainly dressed, elderly lady, who, though she had not been 

expecting us on that particular day, made us welcome and showed us up to a room overlooking the sea, 

equipped with simple home-made furniture – apart from the beds – and sent one of her maids for jugs 

of (cold) water. 

Then we found ourselves ushered into her office-cum-sitting room – a room separate from the 

rest of the house and built over a sort of stone barn from which came the chanting of women’s voices 
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and the rattle of – what we later discovered were – looms. There we sat down to a typically English 

afternoon tea! 

It is indeed a fantastic set-up – the widow of a Scottish Quaker missionary who originally 

came with her to this spot to write a book on Athos in the 1920s and who liked it so much that they 

made a permanent home in the tower – still living there and acting as ‘grande dame’, doctor, teacher, 

and adviser in the adjoining little village on the borders of Athos. In this isolated spot in northern 

Greece she still manages to grow lovely carnations as if she were in a Sussex village. 

She has in the summer a constant stream of guests to and from Athos. Also in the house with 

us were a Swiss woman and an English art student learning about the rug industry which Mrs L has 

revived among her villagers and which explained the noises from beneath us, and a young American 

woman waiting for her Dutch husband to return from Athos. 

The tower is truly romantic, being almost lapped by the waves on two sides. It has the most 

splendid lavatory built on a wooden platform alongside one wall of the tower with a 50ft drop beneath! 

It was fascinating to hear Mrs Loch talk of the hard life and petty problems and amusing 

incidents in the lives of the villagers to whom she is obviously devoted and of her efforts to find 

enough work for this little community (e.g. revival of the rug industry) which was transplanted from 

Turkey in the exchange of populations in the 1920s and dumped down in this rather godforsaken spot. 

And so to bed after ouzo, local wine (filthy), and spaghetti pie supper. The ouzo was 

apparently of the highest quality having been smuggled to her by the monks whom she is obviously 

well in with both as doctor and friend. A wonderful old lady – I should say not without a great deal of 

shrewdness viz. her taking a half-share in one of the few village fishing boats in order to make sure of 

regular fish supply for her household. 

 

26 June 

We caught the 7 o’clock post boat along the coast of the Athos peninsula. A pleasant trip amongst 

chattering fishermen over a beautifully clear sea below green, wooded cliffs. At 10 we landed at the 

monastery of St Panteleimonos. We were shown around by a police sergeant who appeared to live there 

and were given a disgusting fish meal with wine. This enormous barrack-like monastery was founded 

by the Russian tsars in the last century as a sphere of influence in northern Greece and consequently 

since the 1917 Revolution has been unable to draw any novices from the Fatherland. There are about 

eighty old boys left doddering around with an average age of about the same amount. It was pathetic to 

find their principal rooms filled with photographs and memorials of long dead European royalty. It was 

like a great mausoleum of Victoriana. 

From there we walked for an hour to reach Xeropotamou at 1.30 where we were shown 

around the church, but did not see the fragments of the True Cross as the monk i/c did not seem to 

understand our requests for same. Then an hour’s siesta in the guest room; the sheets had obviously not 

been changed for ages. An on the whole uninteresting monastery in the process of being restored. 

From there we had an arduous and hot hour and a half’s climb and descent on stony paths to 

Karyes, the capital of Athos, a pleasant little town with some interesting buildings snuggling in a 
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hollow under Mount Athos. It reminded me for some reason of the towns in Arthur Ransome’s Missee 

Lee! 

The police checked our documents but being Sunday the Epistasia or patriarchal council did 

not not sit this evening so that we have to wait until tomorrow before we get the final permission. After 

coffee in a filthy café we went to the nearest monastery, Koutloumousiou, for the night. Apart from 

water and a morsel of Turkish delight on our arrival, the food was again scarcely edible and the beds 

were horrible. We became nearly hysterical over our uncomfortable and unhygienic position.  

After toying with our supper we were taken to see an old Canadian monk who had, however, 

been hiccuping for three weeks and was, therefore, not feeling disposed for much conversation. 

Another old monk seemed to delight in telling the poor old boy that according to the doctor it would 

only be seven days before he was ‘in paradise’. So to bed, having attempted to banish smells and dirt 

with talcum powder and hair oil!  

After nearly twenty-four hours on Athos my impressions are simply these: it is all very 

picturesque and peaceful but if one is at all sensitive one should not let oneself be involved in stepping 

back into the squalor of a neo-Middle Ages life. However, I shall doubtless be very glad to have 

experienced it after the event. [I am! D.M. October 1955.] 

 

27 June  

After a night on top of my bed – I refused to sleep between the sheets – and during which we were 

much disturbed by the bells and board beating for the 2am service we left for Karyes at 8.30. The 

Epistasia signed our permits by 9.15 while we were regaled with the inevitable Turkish coffee. We then 

walked mainly downhill to Iviron, a pleasant, large monastery, the first we saw on the east coast and 

the first run on idiorrhythmic lines. It was noticeably freer from smells than the previous ones.  

We wandered round but the church was as usual locked and the monks were asleep. At last, 

however, one appeared and unlocked the church and beckoned us in. It proved a rather embarrassing 

experience. His real intentions were all too obvious as he attempted to clutch and stroke each of us in 

turn by the arm – especially in dark corners! Oh, these monks. We came out rather precipitately. 

We had a meal at 11 (bean soup) and after a boat had been stopped for us left at 11.30 for 

Pantokrator. This is a very pleasant picturesque little monastery with only about fifteen monks in it. 

There we met a Swiss student – existentialist appearance – who told us that the guests were in the 

hands of a Fr Petros who being fed up with the monastic life and having prospects of inheriting a large 

fortune in America ‘couldn’t care less’ and did all the wrong things e.g eating meat on the wrong days 

and taking a shower. On hearing this we changed our minds and instead of going on to Vatopedi for the 

night decided to stay at Pantokrator in the hope of some creature comforts. 

We thereupon had a wonderful bathe on the beach at a discreet distance from the monastery 

(no monkish telescopes appeared at windows as we had half-expected). Between then and dinner we 

admired the lovely view from the guest room and the pavilion. Mount Athos soared to a grey point out 

of a calm, dark emerald sea while the space between included another monastery clinging to the rocky 

coast. 
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We had a very good dinner – fish but well cooked by Fr Petros. There was a rush of 

conversation from an excitable old Greek who was also staying there, though his manners were not 

exactly pretty. Fr P spoke in broken English of his distaste for the monastic life (‘De monks dey go to 

de choich and dey sleep’) but declared that he would buy a farm on Athos and stay there when he could 

free himself from his vows. The Swiss informed us that Fr P had come to Athos to get away from 

women and was still unwilling to leave this misogynist land despite all he had suffered there. 

After forty-eight hours on Athos my impressions are much changed – according to meals no 

doubt – the greatest is that of peace and the second that of beauty. 

 

28 June  

We had originally arranged to go by boat from Vatopedi to Lavra at 10, so O and I set out for Vatopedi 

at 6.45 while A stayed at Pantokrator to mind the baggage. We had a pleasant two-hour walk along the 

luxuriant cliffs – butterflies, lizards, and snakes were fairly profuse in our path. 

We arrived at Vatopedi at 9.15. We were much interested before entering the monastery to see 

a concrete water tank outside – quite incompatible with anything we had seen on Athos up to date. 

Indeed the whole monastery proved much the most modern and hygienic we had seen – a quite 

different standard to the others: the monks clean and in new habits, the guest room comfortably and 

properly furnished, the bedrooms well up to good hotel standard. Two English priests (jolly university 

types) were staying there and endorsed our view that it was another world compared with the other 

monasteries. 

We were given jam, water, and coffee and asked if we would like to see over the library and 

church, an unparalleled gesture at such an hour which involved waking two ‘papas’ from their siesta. 

The church and library were both well maintained. 

In the middle of seeing the library a boat arrived – not the one we had expected – and we had 

to rush away without any brunch. We picked up A at Pantokrator and then almost had a crisis as the 

boatman wanted to turn round at Iviron. Luckily, however, five professors from Salonika University 

appeared who also wanted to go on to Lavra, and they after much haggling not only persuaded the 

boatman to go on but also made him reduce the charge he had previously proposed to us. 

A lovely trip along a rugged wooded coast with Mount Athos towering mistily above us. It 

was very hot when we reached Lavra and we had to toil up a long slope from the harbour. We had 

hoped that Lavra would be of the same standard as Vatopedi – but no – though the sheets were clean 

the comforts were as sparse and the plumbing as primitive as ever. 

We collapsed on our beds – boards over the springs! – but were later given a most welcome 

plate of chips each. At 5 we were shown round the church, library, treasury, etc. with the professors. 

Lavra, the oldest and most sacred of the Athos monasteries, has a priceless collection of books, icons, 

jewelled crosses, etc. but many are in danger of decaying owing to negligent maintenance. In fact, the 

monks were far more excited about a new glass and steel showcase they had bought for the treasury 

than about the treasures themselves. It was noticeable that there were several locks on the door, the key 

of each of which was kept by a different monk. 
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We saw our first refectory – marble-topped round tables and curved benches. Afterwards we 

were ushered into an office and all eight of us solemnly seated round the walls in upright armchairs. 

We thought at least we were to meet the abbot. It transpired, however, that we had to write a suitable 

passage in a visitors’ book. 

Dinner was presided over by the guest master who talked volubly to the professors. Luckily it 

was amusing merely to watch them talking as we could understand not a word of what was being said. 

I think we had our first squid but otherwise the cucumber and potatoes were quite edible and the wine 

was alright. I have never heard a grace gabbled so quickly and inconsequentially – it flowed straight 

into conversation. 

 

29 June  

Up at 4am to catch 5am boat to Agiou Pavlou. A cold trip, as the sun rose, round the most craggy part 

of the peninsula. We passed the sketes and hermits, fantastic communities of little houses perched in 

the most improbably precarious and inaccessible positions. We stopped at one or two places where we 

saw the wretched pale ascetic inhabitants. We picked up an old monk at one place who had come from 

Patmos where it seems they have a higher standard of hygiene. He also got off at St Paul’s where his 

little English was a help to us. 

St Paul’s is in a magnificent position at the mouth of a gorge. We saw their library – the usual 

– not as good as Lavra or Vatopedi. We then slept till brunch at 11 which we had for the first time in 

the refectory with the monks. Talking was not allowed and in view of the fact that we could not 

understand the extracts from some history of Athos which a young monk read aloud during the meal, 

we could only concentrate on getting as much of the messy food as possible down our throats without 

being too revolted by the gobbling and slobbering manners of the monks around us. At the conclusion 

of the meal the monks bowed and scraped and gabbled prayers as the abbot left the hall. 

Afterwards we spoke briefly with a young monk who had been to Australia and seemed to 

find the monastic life very hard. We then slept till 3.30 when we resolved to walk to Dionysiou. 

Having, however, gone down to the seashore as directed, somebody shouted from a rowing-boat 

offshore that the only path was right up on the cliffs. We then negotiated to be rowed round and bathed 

while waiting for the boat to return. 

Dionysiou’s position is also magnificent – almost incredibly constructed on top of a sheer cliff 

over which many of its balconies jutted precariously. There in a fly-ridden guest kitchen we found the 

man who had hailed us from the ‘row-boat’ who proved to be a teacher of Semitic languages at an 

American university, Spiro by name. He never stopped either ‘holding forth’ himself or cross-

questioning and brow-beating some wretched monk or monastic servant. He pronounced himself 

appalled by the state of Athos and shocked by the state of the hermits’ health when the monasteries 

were – in his opinion – quite wealthy enough to provide a medical service. With a typical American-

Jewish approach he was full of schemes to reorganize Athos and to contact wealthy Greeks in America 

e.g. Skouras to raise money for a health service and to build roads, all of which Mrs Loch later told us 

were the last things the monks wanted. They would far rather be left to rot in peace with even less 

contact with the outside world than now. 
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After Spiro had ‘grilled’ an ex-American monk and we had attended the evening service – 

much icon kissing and chanting – we had a goodish meal. And so to bed but as Spiro was in the same 

room as us the inquests went on for some time and were extended to cover the ‘feudal’ set-up of 

education in England. 

 

30 June  

Up at 5am for a boat at 6, but it was an hour late. While we were waiting on the quay Spiro discovered 

a mulberry tree and soon he was half-way up it, guzzling the fruit and getting smothered in the purple 

juice. The boat finally arrived and we embarked together with an elderly Greek who spoke English and 

delighted in teasing Spiro about his Jewish origins, which produced a lecture on misunderstood 

minorities from S. He got off at Gregoriou to continue his researches, leaving us with only some leaves 

of lavatory paper which he had presented to us (we already had some but… ‘You must make sure 

you’ve got plenty of this’) to remind us of a very exhausting twelve hours in his company! 

At Daphni we had to wait several hours for a boat to Prosphorion during which we 

unsuccessfully tried to sunbathe in thundery conditions. The sordid little ‘hotel’ could only offer us the 

usual revolting fish as they were subject to the monks’ fasts as well. 

We finally reached Prosphorion at 4pm where Mrs Loch seemed a little grim about seeing us 

back so soon. However, we had tea and a blissful wash and began to feel better. After dinner, during 

which Mrs L told us firmly that the monks did not expect tourists but pilgrims who would accept the 

conditions they found in the right spirit, we were taken to see the looms below her office. The rugs are 

beautifully designed and are deservedly much valued by all who buy them. It is a great tribute to Mrs 

Loch that as a result of her resurrection of an art which her villagers had almost lost before they left 

Turkey, she was recently asked to exhibit the rugs in Athens together with some from other places in 

northern Greece which have followed her example. 

As we came away Mrs L began talking about her fig trees and showing them to us – I was 

instantly reminded of Ruth Draper’s sketch of an English lady going round her garden – what a spot to 

find her! 

During the evening we heard several more amusing stories about village life including that 

about Robani’s pig whose sty had been erected in several unfortunate places such as by the village 

oven and was now against the wall of the tower itself. 

 

1 July  

5.30 boat to Tripiti followed by a tiring drive over that road again to Salonika…  

 

DAVID MACHIN 

Bradford-on-Avon 
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ON SIGHTING MOUNT ATHOS FROM GALLIPOLI 
 

 
I stood on Chunuk Bair 
 With Anzac Cove below, 
The scene of fearful fighting  
 A century ago. 
 
Around me the white tombstones 
 In regimental rows, 
‘Sed miles sed pro patria’, 
 Thus the old saying goes. 
 
Across the far horizon 
 Of Samothrace’s bay 
I spied the tip of Athos 
 A hundred miles away, 
 
The Christian Holy Mountain, 
 The place of ceaseless prayer, 
The great monastic refuge 
 Six thousand feet in air. 
 
Strange contrast to Gallipoli 
 This sacred Athos wraith, 
Peninsula of warfare! 
 Peninsula of faith! 
 
But shadows of Byzantium, 
 And shades of Ancient Greece, 
The legends of the Chersonnese 
 And Jason’s Golden Fleece, 
 
These are the ghosts that bind them, 
 These are what gave them breath 
Amid the contemplation 
 And mystery of death. 
 

MILES GLADWYN 
London W1 

October 2015 
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ATHOS AND THE SLAV WORLD 
 

Third International Conference 
 

Kievo-Pecherskaya Lavra 21–23 May 2015 
 

Sergey Shumilo, the mastermind of the Chernigov conference held in November last 

year (see Annual Report 2014, pp. 71-5), was keen that FoMA representatives come 

to Kiev. Metropolitan Kallistos was busy, but our Chairman and I accepted the 

invitation. Graham came early to sightsee at leisure; I arrived on the eve of the 

conference, which started on Ascension Day. 

 London in late May was cool, bright, and showery; Kiev was hot and brilliantly 

sunny, and the flowers and its famous chestnut trees were in full bloom. The contrast 

with a cold and dark Chernigov was great. It was good to be met at the airport by a 

chauffeur instead of having to make my own way to my quarters. However, I was 

apprehensive about our accommodation: Pilgrims’ House No. 58 (Dom palomnika 

No. 58) sounded like an austere Soviet hostel with unspeakable lavatories. I need not 

have worried. We each had a suite with a spacious entrance hall, spotless bathroom, 

large bedroom, balcony, air conditioning, free wi-fi, and, thank goodness, no 

television. 

 After an early supper of pancakes and chilled Georgian red wine Graham and I got 

into a taxi whose driver regularly worked for the Lavra and was specially booked for 

us by the reception desk. For just under £15 he took us to the opera house and 

returned us home at the end of the evening. Graham had bought tickets to a 

performance of Verdi’s Macbeth. With an hour to spare, we strolled over to St 

Vladimir’s cathedral, hoping to catch some of the vigil service. The walk through the 

shaded cobble-stoned boulevards with their elegant boutiques and restaurants was 

pleasant, despite the heat. 

 At the cathedral the six Psalms were being read. Curiously, the language being 

used was Ukrainian, not Church Slavonic. The officiating bishop was none other than 

Filaret (Denisenko), the self-proclaimed Patriarch of Ukraine and head of the 

breakaway Kievan Metropolia. The opera was another surprise. I had been dreading a 

travesty of a performance in Ukrainian, such as the Tosca I went to at the Odessa 
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opera house a few years back; but today the orchestra was excellent, under the baton 

of Alla Kul’baba, the first female conductor I had ever seen. I could not make out 

what language was being sung: it was not Ukrainian or Russian; it finally dawned on 

me that we were listening to Italian. 

 The next morning we decided to skip the tour of the Lavra so as to attend the 

Ascension liturgy. We went to the Dormition cathedral, the monastery’s great golden-

domed, white-stuccoed, principal church. The entrance was through a side-chapel, in 

which some seven long queues of penitents waited for confession. The cathedral itself 

was as crowded as city churches used to be in Soviet times. It took me about ten 

minutes to worm my way to the front and have a decent view of the sanctuary. 

Archimandrite Methodios, the abbot of Hilandar, was the chief celebrant. He chose to 

wear no headgear; the other priests and the deacons, who would normally wear 

mitres, or tall purple or black kamilavki, according to their rank, had to serve bare-

headed as well. Two choirs sang, hidden high up to the left and right. One was mixed; 

I feared that they would put on a garish operatic concert, but was relieved to hear a 

familiar Cherubic Hymn and other set pieces I knew. The opposite kliros was the 

famous Lavra monastic choir; it was thrillingly loud and magnificently beautiful. 

Transported by the music, I gazed at the 60-foot, four-tiered iconostasis. It was 

heavily inlaid with gold and contrasted strangely with the main icon of Christ, who 

was in red robes and had a humble, introverted face. 

 We left the service early so as to register and take our seats for the plenary session, 

in the neighbouring refectory, a long hall whose walls and ceiling were covered in 

blue frescos. The opening speeches, delivered by Metropolitan Onoufry of Kiev, other 

senior clergy, politicians, and lay officials were dull, as expected. I listened to the 

simultaneous translation through the headphones. The sound was crackly and partially 

drowned by the booming amplifiers. A team of interpreters working in relays 

translated expertly into Russian. There seemed to be only one translator into English, 

who valiantly tried to keep up. 

 The first session of papers was dauntingly ambitious. Eight talks, each of twenty 

minutes, had to be delivered between 16.20 and 19.00: there could be no allowance 

for extra time and those taking the chair would have to be ruthless in their 

timekeeping. The speakers were warned that the Regláment was strictly twenty 
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minutes; a screen with a stopwatch faced them and, when time was up, Big Ben 

chimes rang out. As a result, most of the papers were gabbled, and some speakers 

ignored the time restriction. D. V. Zubov, who was down to chair my own paper, went 

on speaking for over forty minutes, blithely unaware of the chimes and the repeated 

interruptions of the presenter. Somehow, the first day’s session ended in time for the 

St Panteleimonos monastery librarian and Organizing Committee member, Fr 

Ermolay, to present the jubilee publications commemorating the millennium of the 

Russian presence on Athos. The monastery is publishing twenty-five volumes, of 

which seven have hitherto appeared. The seventh, which is in four parts, comprises 

the complete catalogue of the monastery’s manuscripts. Each of the twenty-five 

volumes is to be made freely available online; eventually, all the manuscript entries of 

volume 7 will have a URL link, so that everyone can access the entirety of any given 

manuscript by clicking on its link. The admirable ambition of this project was greeted 

with warm applause. Fr Ermolay concluded by presenting each of us with a copy of 

the latest edition, volume 7, part 4, a magnificent tome bound in red and gold, printed 

on expensive paper and sumptuously illustrated. 

 That evening we were taken by coach to the Premier Palace Hotel where we were 

treated to a lavish dinner on the eighth-floor terrace. White-gloved waiters in white 

livery and gold epaulettes served us countless dishes, and filled our glasses with 

spirits or European and New World wines. Our table was a characteristically polyglot 

and learned mix. Graham and I sat with Vera Chentsova, a Russian academic and 

vegetarian who was working in the Paris Bibliothèque Nationale; her languages were 

Russian, English, and Greek, and she could understand Ukrainian, having recently 

worked in Harkiv. The other two at our table were the Bulgarianists Nikolaos 

Mertzemekis, a Greek, and his Russian wife, Tatyana Borisova. 

 The rest of the conference was like the Premier Palace dinner: we were treated to a 

tasty but bewildering array of papers – forty-eight in total. Topics ranged from the 

abstrusely academic and specialized to general overviews. I was impressed by 

Tatyana Borisova’s talk on the Bulgarian translations of St Andrew of Crete’s Great 

Canon. Her PowerPoint charts and graphs brilliantly highlighted the merits and 

weaknesses of each translation, and she used statistics to illustrate the frequency of 

certain recurring phrases. Unfortunately, her delivery was rushed: she tried to cram 
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too much into the twenty-minute timeframe. Svetlana M. Shumilo also delivered an 

impressively specialized paper, as she did in Chernigov; however, I found her 

‘Athonite Literary Traditions in the Works of Metropolitan Grigory Tsamblak’ hard 

to follow because of the speed of her delivery. 

 The more general papers were the best, partly because they were easiest to follow 

and clearly put across fewer points. One of these was Graham’s, which I chaired. 

Although he made me nervous by exceeding the time limit, he spoke clearly and 

perceptively on ‘St Theodosios of Trnovo and his Disciples: A Chapter in the History 

of the Athonite Commonwealth’. The paper was saved from being drily academic 

because he spoke from his own experience. 

 Protodeacon Dimitry Bolgarsky, one of the Lavra’s monastic choirmasters, gave 

the most memorable paper. He played us recordings of Byzantine Greek singing and 

the chants of the Lavra to illustrate what he considered to be pure ecclesiastical 

singing as opposed to operatic or concert singing in the secular spirit. Many of us 

heard for the first time a recording of the ethereally bird-like solo of St Paisios the 

Athonite singing the polyelaios. We listened in rapt silence. Of all the papers, the 

seemingly most clearly delivered and well enunciated was, ironically, the least 

intelligible: Maria Yovcheva spoke in Bulgarian, but only Bulgarianists could 

understand because no Bulgarian interpreter was available. 

 The Premier Palace Hotel catered for our luncheons, which were sumptuous 

buffets served in a secluded Lavra courtyard. It was baking hot at the tables, even in 

the shade of their great white umbrellas. The same white-and-gold-liveried waiters 

plying their numerous dishes and drinks looked after us on the penultimate evening as 

we cruised along the river Dnepr. On the last day, after the conclusion of formal 

proceedings, we were taken on a tour of Kiev ending up at a model Cossack village 

for dinner. Charming girls in pretty ethnic costume met us, and gave us a fascinating 

explanation of Cossack life and religious symbols. I was struck by the iconography in 

the wooden church at the centre of the village. The painting was a rare example of 

‘Cossack Baroque’, forbidden by Alexander I. In one of the icons the Mother of God 

was depicted as a Cossack maiden. The faces of all those depicted in the sacred 

images had an inner intensity remarkably similar to that in the icon of Christ on the 

Dormition cathedral iconostasis. 
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 The evening concluded with a gargantuan Cossack feast. As dish after dish piled 

up on the already groaning tables, we were vigorously entertained to Cossack folk 

songs and dances. Well after midnight yet more skewered meats, followed by 

golubtsy (stuffed cabbage), were served. By 1am I started to wilt. Archimandrite 

Methodios and the other Hilandar fathers sitting at the main table looked tired, but 

thanks to their Athonite training they would probably have been able to sit through 

many more hours of feasting. 

 In the end there were speeches – lots of them, fuelled by the good wine and 

general feeling of warmth and bonhomie. Sergey Shumilo was justly extolled for his 

tireless energy and vision: without him, the conference would have been impossible. 

He had told me that a week before our arrival the original sponsors had withdrawn 

their support. He had to spend days and sleepless nights looking for financial support 

from elsewhere, and found it at the very last minute. Furthermore, he had already 

managed to publish the proceedings of the Chernigov conference, a mere six months 

after it had taken place. 

 We are grateful to Sergey for the opportunity to attend a thoroughly stimulating 

event, held in such a wonderful place. Meeting so many scholars and eminent 

churchmen, all of them primarily concerned with the Holy Mountain, was a privilege. 

It is good that the Friends are now associated with the International Institute of the 

Ukrainian Athonite Heritage and with St Panteleimonos monastery. 

 

NICHOLAS FENNELL 

Winchester 
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ST THEODOSIOS OF TRNOVO AND HIS DISCIPLES 

A Chapter in the History of the Athonite Commonwealth49 

 
Just 14 kilometres south of Veliko Trnovo, mighty capital of the second Bulgarian empire, lies the 

attractive monastery of Kilifarevo. Its tranquil setting and modest buildings mask its turbulent history 

and its role as the principal centre of hesychasm and indeed of literary culture for Bulgaria in the 

second half of the fourteenth century. Today it is a women’s monastery with just four nuns. When I 

went there, I had a letter of introduction to Sister Sidonia who is elderly and bed-ridden but enjoys 

receiving visitors in her cell. She speaks good English, having once been a tour guide, and she talked to 

me at great length about the history of the monastery. She is one of the proud survivors of the 

hesychast tradition, a living representative of one of the most important spiritual movements that swept 

through the Balkans in the late Middle Ages. I don’t think she told me anything I didn’t know already, 

but that is not the point. For me to meet her was both spiritually moving and intellectually exciting, like 

many such encounters with true hesychasts on Mount Athos and elsewhere throughout the Orthodox 

world. 

 My paper is very much work in progress, part of a greater whole which has been evolving for 

some time. In his seminal book The Byzantine Commonwealth Dimitri Obolensky refers to what he 

called ‘the alternating current of men and ideas flowing to and from the Mediterranean’ which found, 

and continues to find, ‘illustration in the role of Mount Athos, drawing to itself men from all over 

Eastern Europe who sought training in the monastic life, and then sending back ... the results of their 

labours and learning to their native lands’. This ‘alternating current of men and ideas’ Obolensky 

graphically likens to ‘the pulsations of a living heart’.50 What this means in effect is that for centuries 

the Holy Mountain has been attracting charismatic and talented monastics to its cloisters, inspiring 

them with the essence of Athonite monasticism, and then returning them to their own country or indeed 

to other parts of the world where they have planted spiritual seeds that have borne fruit in the form of 

new or revived monasteries founded on Athonite principles. This is a process that began in the eleventh 

century most spectacularly with the example of St Antony of Kiev who after two extended visits to 

Athos returned to Kiev and was instrumental in the foundation of the monastery in which our 

conference is taking place today.51 

 This process continued to operate with varying degrees of intensity throughout the Byzantine 

period, at particular points during the Tourkokratia, and into the modern period and is still in operation 

                                                             
49		A	paper	delivered	at	the	conference	on	‘Athos	and	the	Slav	World’	in	Kiev	on	22	May	

2015.	
50		Dimitri	Obolensky,	The	Byzantine	Commonwealth:	Eastern	Europe	500-1453	(London:	

Weidenfeld	&	Nicholson,	1971),	p.	383.	
51		See	The	Russian	Primary	Chronicle,	trans.	and	ed.	by	S.	H.	Cross	and	O.	P.	Sherbowitz-

Wetzor	(Cambridge,	MA:	Mediaeval	Academy	of	America,	1973),	pp.	139-40.	
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today. There is no better example in the twentieth century than Archimandrite Sophrony Sakharov. 

Sophrony was born in Russia in 1896. In 1925 he left to become a monk on Athos and remained there 

for twenty-two years, for seven of them living as a hermit in the ‘desert’ of Athos. Moving to France 

after World War II, he devoted himself to publishing the writings of his staretz, St Silouan of Athos, 

and founded a religious community which in 1959 he transferred to England. This community, known 

as the monastery of St John the Baptist at Tolleshunt Knights in Essex, continues to flourish as an 

emblem of Athonite spirituality in ‘post-Christian’ Britain.  

In his book entitled On Prayer Fr Sophrony writes movingly and without any inhibition about 

what happened to him on Athos: ‘There, on the Holy Mountain, I found the circumstances I needed – 

long church services, for the most part at night; simple tasks that demanded no intellectual exertion; the 

opportunity to live under obedience without having to think how the abbot ... regulated the cloister. 

Free from all worldly cares, I could pray without interruption, day and night... There, in that blessed 

place, prayer took possession of me to an even greater degree...’ He goes on, ‘over a long period I was 

witness to the spiritual life of many an ascetic on the Holy Mountain... I was deeply moved to come 

upon God’s elect behind their humble appearance... What I went through on the one hand helped me in 

my duties as a spiritual confessor, at first on the Holy Mountain, to the monks, then later in Europe to 

people of various ages, different mentalities and varying intellectual levels.’52 Sophrony died in 1993. 

His tomb, at the monastery he founded, remains a focus of pilgrimage and his memory is revered by his 

many disciples and spiritual children and grandchildren. From the Essex of Fr Sophrony back to the 

Kiev of St Antony we have already seen the breadth and depth of the spiritual and cultural diaspora of 

Athos that I have chosen to label the Athonite Commonwealth. 

Forgive me. I have jumped about from the eleventh century to the twentieth in the interests of 

providing necessary context for my paper. Let us now return to Sister Sidonia in the monastery of 

Kilifarevo in central Bulgaria. As I said, Sister Sidonia is a witness to the continuing tradition of 

hesychasm that goes back more than 650 years, to the foundation of that monastery in the year 1350 by 

St Theodosios of Trnovo. So who was St Theodosios and why was his foundation so important? 

Theodosios was born near the old Bulgarian capital at the end of the thirteenth century. At an 

early age he became a monk in a monastery near Vidin on the Danube in north-west Bulgaria. After the 

death of his spiritual father he took to wandering from one monastery to the next until one day he heard 

news of the new foundation at Paroria in the far south-west of the country and of the arrival there of St 

Gregory of Sinai. Gregory had only recently been driven from the Holy Mountain by Turkish raids and 

had taken refuge in the Strandzha mountains with a group of disciples. His reputation as a teacher 

preceded him, and as soon as he settled at Paroria he began to receive a steady stream of serious-

minded, high-profile recruits. Theodosios was one of them and he applied himself diligently to learning 

the practice of prayer of the heart and the techniques of hesychasm at Gregory’s feet. The years that the 

Sinaite spent at Paroria, from 1330 until his death in 1346, saw Gregory operating at his most 

charismatic and attracting disciples from all over south-east Europe and Paroria quickly became the 

                                                             
52		Archimandrite	Sophrony,	On	Prayer,	translated	by	Rosemary	Edmonds	(Crestwood,	

NY:	St	Vladimir’s	Seminary	Press,	1998),	pp.	72-107.	
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principal centre of hesychasm in the Balkans.53 After Gregory’s death many of his disciples scattered 

and returned to their homelands, taking with them the fruits of his teaching. The brethren who 

remained at Paroria invited Theodosios to become their abbot, but he refused; and together with his 

friend St Romylos of Vidin he took to wandering again, first through Bulgaria and subsequently to 

Athos. But the Turks continued to make life difficult for them and they had to leave, initially making 

for Thessaloniki, and then going via Veroia to Constantinople. 

By 1350 Theodosios was back in Bulgaria where with the assistance of Patriarch Kallistos I 

(1350-3 and 1355-63) of Constantinople and Tsar Ivan Alexander (1331-71) he founded the monastery 

of Kilifarevo. This monastery became a great centre for the translation of hesychast texts from Greek 

into Bulgarian. Theodosios himself translated the works of his elder, St Gregory of Sinai, and 

translations were also made of early patristic texts and the works of contemporary Byzantine 

theologians as well as lives of the saints, Byzantine chronicles, and accounts of ecumenical councils. 

The typikon of the monastery was that of St Catherine’s monastery, introduced to Paroria by St 

Gregory of Sinai and brought from there by St Theodosios. And Bulgarian monks who travelled 

regularly between Kilifarevo and Athos brought back knowledge of Athonite techniques of hesychasm. 

The founder’s reputation for holiness swiftly turned Kilifarevo into another international centre of 

hesychasm, and in his Life of Theodosios, Patriarch Kallistos, who had also been a disciple of Gregory 

of Sinai at Paroria, comments on the cosmopolitan character of the community: ‘No sooner had he 

settled in the mountainous place called Kilifarevo’, he writes, ‘than rumour flew all around, not only to 

the Bulgarian people, but also to the Serbs and the Hungarians and the Romanians and to those who 

live around Mesembria.’54 This experience and that of his previous sojourn at Paroria bred in 

Theodosios and his disciples a strong belief in the pan-Orthodoxy of hesychasm as well as a shared 

loyalty to their Byzantine mentors. 

Nor did his devotion to mystical prayer prevent Theodosios from taking an active interest in 

contemporary events in the world around him. His pan-Orthodox principles manifested themselves in 

two distinct ways. First he played a leading part in suppressing heresy and in particular opposing a 

                                                             
53  See Kallistos Ware, ‘The Jesus Prayer in St Gregory of Sinai’, Eastern Churches Review, 4 

(1972), 3-22; David Balfour, ‘Gregory the Sinaite: Life and Spiritual Profile’, Theologia, 53 

(1982), 30-62; A.-E.N. Tachiaos, ‘Gregory Sinaites’ Legacy to the Slavs’, 

Cyrillomethodianum, 7 (1983), 113-65; A. Rigo, ‘Gregorio il Sinaita’, in C.G. Conticello and 

V. Conticello, La Théologie byzantine et sa tradition, vol. 2 (Turnhout: Brepols, 2002), pp. 

30-130. 

	
54		The	Life	of	Theodosios,	originally	written	in	Greek,	survives	only	in	a	Slavic	

translation,	edited	by	V.N.	Zlatarski	in	1904;	quoted	in	D.	Obolensky,	The	Byzantine	

Commonwealth,	p.	391.	
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fresh outbreak of Bogomilism in Bulgaria.55 He also took a stand against the Adamites, who advocated 

nudism as a return to paradise, and the Judaizing Christians, who opposed the veneration of icons and 

the institution of monasticism. Secondly Theodosios strongly supported the primacy of Constantinople 

over the recently established patriarchate of Bulgaria, and when the primate of Bulgaria (also 

Theodosios) ceased the practice of commemorating the patriarch of Constantinople in the Liturgy, St 

Theodosios deprecated the behaviour of his immediate superior and wrote a letter of support to his 

friend and fellow hesychast, Patriarch Kallistos. In 1355 Kallistos responded with a letter to 

Theodosios and the community at Kilifarevo, strongly condemning the uncanonical actions of the 

Bulgarian primate. For twenty years there was tension between Constantinople and Trnovo until 1370 

when the hesychast monk Euthymios, a disciple of Theodosios, became patriarch of Bulgaria. But for 

two decades the pan-Orthodox loyalty of the hesychasts had been able to withstand the forces of 

nationalism in Bulgaria and prevent a schism that could have created a permanent split in the structure 

of the Byzantine Commonwealth. As Anita Strezova has written,  

 

Through hesychasm ... different parts of the Byzantine Empire were linked with each other 

and to its centre. In a way, hesychasm became a cultural tradition common to Greeks, Slavs 

and Romanians and assumed the role of an intermediary, analogous to the role played by the 

Cyrillo-Methodian movement of the 9th, 10th and 11th centuries.56 

 

Theodosios himself may have found life in Kilifarevo more difficult after the spat between the 

patriarchs. For whatever reason, some years later he and a group of disciples left the monastery that he 

had founded and moved to Constantinople where Patriarch Kallistos found them accommodation in the 

monastery of St Mamas. There St Theodosios died on 27 November 1363. His last words, supposedly 

addressed to his disciples on his deathbed, are recorded in the Life written by the Patriarch and 

constitute a summing up of all that was essential to hesychast teaching.57 Theodosios died, as he lived, 

a humble hesychast, following the traditions of Athonite spirituality that he had learned at the feet of 

his elder, St Gregory of Sinai. Yet his legacy was momentous. 

The disciples of St Theodosios were numerous, influential, and drawn from a broad cross-

section of the Balkans. They included such diverse and high-profile figures as St Cyprian, Metropolitan 

                                                             
55		See	D.	Obolensky,	The	Bogomils:	A	Study	of	Balkan	Neo-Manichaeism	(Cambridge:	

Cambridge	University	Press,	1948),	p.	262.	
56		Anita	Strezova,	Hesychasm	and	Art:	The	Appearance	of	New	Iconographic	Trends	in	

Byzantine	and	Slavic	Lands	in	the	14th	and	15th	Centuries	(Canberra:	ANU	Press,	2014),	

p.	27.	
57		The	entire	speech	is	quoted	in	English	translation	in	Muriel	Heppell,	‘The	Hesychast	

Movement	in	Bulgaria:	The	Turnovo	School	and	its	Relations	with	Constantinople’,	

Eastern	Churches	Review,	7	(1975),	15.	
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of Kiev and All Russia,58 the scholar, monastic, and missionary Gregory Tsamblak,59 and St Romylos 

of Vidin who played a key part in bringing hesychasm to Serbia.60 In this short paper there is time to 

examine the career of only one of them, St Euthymios of Trnovo.61 

St Euthymios was born at Trnovo in about 1325 to a noble family and was tonsured a monk at 

Kilifarevo soon after its foundation in 1350. He became St Theodosios’s closest disciple and 

accompanied him to Constantinople for his final years. After the death of his spiritual father he 

remained for a while at the monastery of St Mamas and subsequently moved to Athos in about 1365. 

There he began as a monk of the Great Lavra and immersed himself in the practice of hesychasm as 

well as developing skills as a copyist of manuscripts and a writer, skills that he subsequently took with 

him to the Bulgarian monastery of Zographou. The combination of his spiritual qualities, acquired from 

his close relationship with St Theodosios, and his intellectual abilities as a scribe and a scholar marked 

him out as the leading representative of the third generation of hesychasts in the school founded by St 

Gregory of Sinai. 

 By 1371 Euthymios had returned to Trnovo where he served as abbot of the monastery of the 

Holy Trinity which had recently been founded just outside the city by Tsar Ivan Alexander. Here he 

established a scriptorium and literary school which were to develop into a major centre of scholarship 

of international renown and influence. On the strength of his learning he was elected Patriarch of 

Trnovo in 1375 and remained in that position until Bulgaria was absorbed into the Ottoman empire in 

1393. Deprived of his throne, he retired in exile to the monastery of Bachkovo in the foothills of the 

Rhodope mountains where he ended his days around the turn of the century.62 

                                                             
58		On	St	Cyprian	see	D.	Obolensky,	Six	Byzantine	Portraits	(Oxford:	Clarendon	Press,	

1988),	pp.	173-200.	
59		On	Gregory	Tsamblak	see	Muriel	Heppell,	The	Ecclesiastical	Career	of	Gregory	

Camblak	(London,	1979);	Francis	J.	Thomson,	‘Gregory	Tsamblak,	the	Man	and	the	

Myths’,	Slavica	Gandensia,	25:	2	(1998),	5-149.	
60		On	St	Romylos	see	M.	Bartusis,	K.	Ben	Nasser,	A.	Laiou,	‘Days	and	Deeds	of	a	

Hesychast	Saint:	A	Translation	of	the	Greek	Life	of	Saint	Romylos’,	Byzantine	

Studies/Etudes	Byzantines,	9:1	(1982),	24-47;	K.	Pavlikianov,	‘The	Bulgarians	on	Mount	

Athos’,	in	G.	Speake	and	K.	Ware	(eds),	Mount	Athos:	Microcosm	of	the	Christian	East	

(Oxford:	Peter	Lang,	2012),	pp.	65-70.	
61		On	St	Euthymios	see	D.	Obolensky,	The	Byzantine	Commonwealth,	pp.	434-42;	id.,	

‘Late	Byzantine	Culture	and	the	Slavs:	A	Study	in	Acculturation’,	Ch.	XVII	in	The	

Byzantine	Inheritance	of	Eastern	Europe	(London:	Variorum,	1982),	pp.	16-26;	Maurice	

La	Bauve	Hébert,	Hesychasm,	Word-Weaving	,	and	Slavic	Hagiography:	The	Literary	

School	of	Patriarch	Euthymius	(Munich:	Sagner,	1992).	
62		Bachkovo	is	still	a	functioning	monastery,	though	all	that	remains	of	its	eleventh-

century	Georgian	foundation	is	the	remarkable	ossuary	containing	tombs	of	the	
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 Euthymios set ambitious targets for his literary reform. He firmly believed that not just the 

purity of Orthodoxy but the very basis of public education and morality depended on the accuracy and 

readability of the liturgical texts. In his opinion the texts that were in current circulation were 

unacceptably defective in both respects. The translations from Greek originals contained many 

mistakes and inelegancies arising from misunderstanding or incompetence, and subsequent copying 

had further corrupted the texts. As a result, standards of writing were in decline; and the corrupt nature 

of the sacred texts left the door open to heresy. A number of heretical movements were operating in 

Bulgaria at the time, not least that of the Bogomils, in opposing which we have already seen St 

Theodosios playing a leading part. 

 Evidently Euthymios and his school were aiming to replace the whole corpus of Slavonic 

versions of the sacred books, including the scriptures, with completely new translations from the Greek 

and one of the reasons for this was their devotion to hesychasm. In spelling, punctuation, and grammar 

they were to take as their model the versions made nearly five centuries earlier by the disciples of Sts 

Cyril and Methodios and in syntax to follow closely the Greek originals. This archaizing emphasis on 

linguistic purity and adherence to Greek models was in line with the declared ambitions of the 

hesychasts to purify the religious life and support the primacy of the Byzantine Church in matters of 

faith and doctrine. It was no doubt also intended to result in a supranational form of Slavonic that 

would operate as a lingua franca for all Slavs. The patristic texts that were selected for retranslation 

into Slavonic included a good many of those that were especially favoured by the hesychasts, such as 

the works of St John Klimakos, St Symeon the New Theologian, St Gregory of Sinai, and St Gregory 

Palamas. With his own writings Euthymios set the style for hagiography and panegyrics in Slavonic for 

the next century, a style that was ornate, rhetorical, and coloured by emotion. His models in form and 

content as well as style were the Lives of the saints composed by the hesychast patriarchs, Kallistos I 

and Philotheos Kokkinos.  

 Euthymios’s linguistic reforms achieved widespread acceptance and were rapidly passed on to 

Serbia, Romania, and Russia. According to his pupil and encomiast, Gregory Tsamblak, his disciples 

were drawn ‘not only from the Bulgarian peoples ... but from all the northern peoples as far as the 

Ocean and from the west as far as Illyricum ... He became their teacher in piety and they became 

instructors in their homelands.’63 Gregory continues with a wonderfully melodramatic image of 

Euthymios as a second Moses: 

 

                                                                                                                                                                              
founder’s	family	and	superb	contemporary	wall-paintings.	Georgian	influence	survived	

into	the	fourteenth	century	but	by	then	the	monastery	was	largely	in	Bulgarian	hands.	

Endowments	flowed	from	Bulgarian	rulers	including	Tsar	Ivan	Alexander	who	is	

portrayed	among	the	frescos	in	the	entrance	to	the	ossuary	which	he	sponsored.	
63		Quoted	by	J.	Shepard,	‘The	Byzantine	Commonwealth	1000-1550’,	in	M.	Angold	(ed.),	

The	Cambridge	History	of	Christianity,	vol.	5:	Eastern	Christianity	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	

University	Press,	2006),	p.	37.	
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When he [Euthymios] had destroyed all the old [books], this second lawgiver, descending 

from the top of the spiritual mountain and carrying in his hands [the books] (similar to the 

Tablets written by God) at which he had labored, delivered to the Church in truth a heavenly 

treasure – all new, all true, in accord with the Gospel, unshakable in the force of the dogmas, 

like the water of life for the souls of the pious, like a knife for the tongues of the heretics, like 

fire for their [heretics’] faces. And he cried out with Paul: ‘The old has past away. Behold! 

Everything has become new’ [2 Cor. 5: 17].64 

 

One of Euthymios’s disciples at Bachkovo himself had a pupil called Constantine Kostenecki 

who was born in Bulgaria about 1380 but moved to Serbia about 1410. There he came to play an 

important part in the cultural life of the despotate under Stefan Lazarevic (1402-27) and between 1423 

and 1426 he wrote a popular treatise On Letters which survives in a single manuscript of the mid-

seventeenth century now in Belgrade.65 Obolensky is surely right to describe Constantine as ‘a poor 

historian and a linguistic pedant’.66 His work is unbelievably prescriptive and the omission of a single 

apostrophe is enough to cast the perpetrator into outer darkness, but it does tell us something about the 

theory and practice of Euthymios’s reforms. Harvey Goldblatt has made a study of Constantine’s 

treatise and writes: 

 

The author of the [treatise] stresses that the Bulgarian prelate had primarily been concerned 

with the art of restoration. Some Orthodox Slavic authors had opted for a more tolerant 

attitude towards linguistic change. However, Patriarch Euthymius had condemned the 

insertion of local traditions within the official standard of the Slavic language. He had 

‘brought illumination’ by undertaking the difficult task of ‘stabilizing anew the foundation 

under an old pillar and restoring what was antiquated’. Thus, an immense revision of 

liturgical books took place in the Trnovo lands under Euthymius’ direction because he was a 

‘master of Slavic letters’. Like Ezra, Euthymius had the skill to engage in the art of scriptural 

restoration.67 

 

Constantine professes himself to be appalled by the corrupt state of sacred texts in common use and 

proclaims that only in Trnovo and on Mount Athos are there Slavonic texts that are untainted by 

heresy. He calls for a rigorous code of practice to be applied by all scribes that would involve slavish 

                                                             
64		Quoted	by	H.	Goldblatt,	Orthography	and	Orthodoxy:	Constantine	Kostenecki’s	Treatise	

on	the	Letters	(Florence:	Le	Lettere,	1987),	p.	33.	
65		See	E.	Turdeanu,	La	Littérature	bulgare	du	XIVe	siècle	et	sa	diffusion	dans	les	pays	

roumains	(Paris,	1947),	pp.	155-9;	H.	Goldblatt,	Orthography	and	Orthodoxy,	passim.	
66		D.	Obolensky,	The	Byzantine	Commonwealth,	p.	435.	
67		H.	Goldblatt,	Orthography	and	Orthodoxy,	p.	356.	Italics	in	the	original.	
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adherence to Greek models in matters of spelling, grammar, and style and the most literal translation of 

Greek texts, even at the expense of clarity of meaning. Taken at their face value, such reforms would 

scarcely have resulted in the elegance and rhetorical effects that Euthymios was striving to achieve. 

 Euthymios’s own writings were making their mark on Romanian scholars by the second 

quarter of the fifteenth century. Manuscripts of two of his biographies and three panegyrics were 

copied in the monastery of Neamts in Moldavia in 1439 and 1441, though it is not known how they 

came to be there. It is however known that his liturgical works reached Moldavia via the Bulgarian 

monastery of Zographou on Mount Athos. Until the middle of the fifteenth century there was little 

Slavonic literature circulating in the monasteries and courts of Moldavia and Wallachia that was not 

translated from the Greek and derived from the Balkan Slavs. 

 The diffusion of manuscripts of Euthymios’s own writings is interesting and significant. For 

his 1901 edition of the Life of St John of Rila, for example, Emil Kaluzniacki identified twenty-three 

manuscripts, of which three are on Mount Athos (at Hilandar, St Paul’s, and Zographou), four in 

Bulgaria (all of them at Rila), two in Serbia, two in Austria, three in Romania, two in Ukraine, and 

seven in Russia. The American scholar Maurice Hébert has pointed out that Euthymios wrote his Lives 

of the saints as if they were icons, leading the reader to good and so to God, and as vehicles for the 

dissemination of hesychasm.68 The fact that manuscripts of them found their way into some of the most 

spiritually receptive monasteries of the East Slav world (especially the Trinity-St Sergius Lavra, 

Volokolamsk, and Solovki) shows how successfully they achieved this aim. 

 Meanwhile the reforms had already spread as far as Russia. According to the Russian scholar 

A.I. Sobolevsky, a remarkable change may be observed in manuscripts of texts translated from Greek 

into Church Slavonic and used by the Russians between the mid-fourteenth century and the mid-

fifteenth.69 Both New Testament and other sacred texts display marked differences in terms of 

language, script, and spelling between manuscripts copied in the first and second of these periods, the 

latter displaying close similarities to those originating from the Balkans during the century from 1350 

to 1450. Also during that period the number of patristic texts available to the Russians in translation 

almost doubled. All these changes Sobolevsky attributes to the powerful literary influence of the 

Southern Slavs. Furthermore the changes seem to have been accepted without the sort of violent 

reaction that greeted similar attempts of Patriarch Nikon to introduce liturgical texts and practices of 

the contemporary Greeks three centuries later.70 As Obolensky remarks, ‘No doubt in 1400 religious 

nationalism in Russia was still in its infancy, and the Byzantines, who sponsored these textual 

emendations, still enjoyed a towering prestige.’71 

                                                             
68		M.	L.	Hébert,	Hesychasm,	Word-Weaving,	and	Slavic	Hagiography,	p.	489.	
69		A.	I.	Sobolevsky,	Perevodnaya	literatura	Moskovskoy	Rusi	XIV-XVII	vekov	(St	

Petersburg,	1903),	pp.	1-14.	
70		See	Robert	O.	Crummey,	‘Russia	and	Ukraine	in	the	Counter-Reformation’,	in	M.	

Angold	(ed.),	The	Cambridge	History	of	Christianity,	vol.	5:	Eastern	Christianity,	pp.	317-

21.	
71		D.	Obolensky,	‘Late	Byzantine	Culture	and	the	Slavs’,	p.	18.	
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 That the reforms of Euthymios were able to travel so far and so fast within the Byzantine 

Commonwealth may be atributed to a number of factors. As is clear from the careers of men such as St 

Gregory of Sinai, it was not uncommon for monks to move from place to place at regular intervals 

either in search of a spiritual father or teacher of hesychasm, or to disseminate the practice of prayer of 

the heart, or simply to avoid the consequences of their own worldly reputation. Most of the leading 

protagonists of the hesychast movement travelled widely and most shared a common background, 

having received at least part of their training on Mount Athos or at Paroria or Kilifarevo. The steady 

advance of the Ottomans across the Balkans following the battle of Kosovo in 1389 and the fall of 

Trnovo in 1393 no doubt gave added impetus to this movement, though since their travels were within 

the same cultural sphere it should not be asumed that their reasons for moving were necessarily 

political.72 At least as important as any political motivation were the strong personal links between 

them, especially the bond between spiritual father and disciple than which there is no more sacred and 

unbreakable relationship in Orthodox monasticism. As can be shown from a comparison with the 

careers of other leading disciples of St Theodosios, they operated primarily on the basis of their 

common membership of what has been called the ‘hesychast international’.73 All of them maintained 

links, either directly or indirectly, with the religious and cultural powerhouse of Byzantium which 

despite its reduced political strength continued to provide the literary and spiritual models for the whole 

of Eastern Europe.  

 But, as Jonathan Shepard writes, ‘to treat the imperial–ecclesiastical complex as sole pillars of 

a “commonwealth” would be to disregard “the Holy Mountain”, at once landmark and generator of 

spiritual movement, and known to fourteenth-century writers as “the workshop of virtue.”’ He goes on, 

‘The “workshop of virtue” on Athos served as a kind of seminary or haven for advocates of the new 

rigorism; the bonds forged there or in their own foundations transcended existing institutional 

frameworks.’74 The products of that seminary went back into the world as faithful ambassadors not 

only for hesychasm but for an entire cultural diaspora that we have now termed the Athonite 

Commonwealth. 

GRAHAM SPEAKE 

Oxford 

                                                             
72		Jonathan	Shepard	writes	that	‘to	speak	of	a	“hesychast	movement”	is	misleading	if	it	

implies	a	hierarchical	leadership	directing	a	programme,	or	card-carrying	members	

with	agreed	objectives.’	But	were	the	leaders	of	the	Kollyvades,	for	example,	any	more	

hierarchical	than	the	hesychasts?	If	we	are	happy	to	speak	of	a	Kollyvades	movement	in	

the	eighteenth	century,	why	should	we	not	speak	of	a	hesychast	movement	in	the	

fourteenth?	J.	Shepard,	‘The	Byzantine	Commonwealth	1000-1550’,	p.	39.	
73		The	term	‘hesychast	international’	is	first	attributed	to	A.	Elian,	‘Byzance	et	les	

Roumains	à	la	fin	de	Moyen	Age’,	Proceedings	of	the	XIIIth	International	Congress	of	

Byzantine	Studies	(London:	Oxford	University	Press,	1967),	p.	199.	
74		J.	Shepard,	‘	The	Byzantine	Commonwealth	1000-1550’,	pp.	36-9.	
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GREEKS AND RUSSIANS ON ATHOS, AS OBSERVED IN 1883 BY THE 

ENGLISH TRAVELLER ATHELSTAN RILEY75 

 

In 1883 Greek Athos was becoming impoverished and diminishing; the Russian 

community was in the ascendant. The brotherhood of St Panteleimonos monastery 

had increased to 800, more than twice that of the largest and wealthiest of the Greek 

monasteries. Four thousand Russian pilgrims were arriving on the Holy Mountain 

annually, and many were staying on permanently. The two Russian sketes were 

expanding; properties all over Athos were being bought by Russians and converted 

into burgeoning cenobitic houses. This expansion was orderly, thanks mainly to the 

first Russian abbot of St Panteleimonos, Archimandrite Makary (Sushkin).  

 He was able with seemingly inexhaustible energy both to run his vast monastery 

and look after all of Russian Athos. By now, his mainstay and adviser, the Elder Fr 

Ieronim (Solomentsov), was on his deathbed. Together they had attempted to increase 

their influence, both outside Athos and among the Greek Athonites. They had tried to 

acquire dependencies, such as in Revenikia in Chalkidiki and even as far away as 

Myra in Lycia; and they had attempted to buy the ailing Stavronikita monastery. They 

had managed to persuade Agiou Pavlou monastery to support them at the Holy 

Community. 

 Fr Makary was the first and most important point of contact between Russian 

Athonites and Russian diplomats.76 He was also an important mediator in disputes. He 

and Elder Ieronim had pleaded with Iviron monastery on behalf of Benedict Barklay 

and the Georgian monks. Now Fr Makary was trying to help settle the differences 

between the Prophet Elijah skete and its ruling monastery, Pantokrator. This dispute 
                                                             
75  A paper delivered at the conference on ‘Athos and the Slav World’ in Kiev on 23 May 

2015. 
76  A. Smirnov, Ambassadorial Secretary to the Thessaloniki Embassy, assessed Makary’s 

importance at the time thus: ‘Thanks to the personality of Fr Makary, St Panteleimonos 

monastery has become as it were an intermediary between the Thessaloniki embassy and 

consulate on the one hand, and the whole of Russian Athos on the other.’ Quotation taken 

from L. A. Gerd, ‘Russky Afon 1878-1914 gg. Ocherki tserkovno-politicheskoy istorii’, 

Russky Afon, Vypusk 7 (Moscow: Indrik, 2010).  
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was symptomatic of the ill feelings between the Greek and Russian Athonite 

communities. Although Russian diplomats had decided to intervene as little as 

possible, Constantinople Ambassador I. A. Nelidov, wishing to lend weight to the 

skete’s demands, arranged to withhold the income due to the Greek monasteries from 

their dedicated lands in Bessarabia. The monasteries had already been suffering from 

loss of revenue from their Moldavian and Wallachian dependencies. 

 Athens was taking a more active part in the Greek–Russian conflict than the 

Russian diplomatic corps and foreign ministry. In the summer of 1883 Professors N. 

Damalas and P. Pavlides arrived on the Holy Mountain to support the Greek 

community and bolster its resistance to the Russians. Meanwhile, Ecumenical 

Patriarch Joachim III urged Prime Minister H. Trikoupis to moderate his aggressively 

nationalist policy on Athos. The patriarch sent a three-man delegation there in a bid to 

resolve the Prophet Elijah skete dispute. 

 Such were the simmering phyletic tensions in 1883 on the Holy Mountain when, 

on the evening of the Feast of St Panteleimon,77 two twenty-five-year-old Englishmen 

landed at Vatopedi harbour. One of them was Athelstan Riley, the author of Athos or 

the Mountain of the Monks, which recounts in detail their six-week visit of the Holy 

Mountain.78 The other was the Revd. Arthur Edwin Brisco Owen, whom the Bishop 

of Lichfield had just ordained to the priesthood.79 Travelling with them was 

Theophilos, Bishop of Xanthe and Kavalla, whom they had met on their way to 

Athos. 

                                                             
77  26 July/9 August. 
78  A. L. Riley, Athos or the Mountain of the Monks (London: Longman, Green & Co, 1887). 

The son of a prosperous barrister, Athelstan Riley married the daughter of a viscount and 

acquired a title, having bought a substantial property on Jersey. He became a hymnographer 

and lay representative of the Church of England. He went to Eton and Pembroke College, 

Oxford, from which he gained BA Hons in 1881. Curiously enough, according to 

http://www.hymnology.co.uk/a/athelstan-riley, he left Oxford without taking a degree. The 

Pembroke archivist, however, confirmed to me that he did gain his BA Hons in 1881, but was 

unable to find out what class he was awarded. 
79  An old Harrovian, Owen took a third-class degree (third in Classical Mods and a third in 

Natural Sciences Final Honours) at Oriel College, Oxford, in the same year as Riley. 
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 Few Englishmen had ventured as far as Athos before the end of the nineteenth 

century. Robert Curzon, one of the most recent visitors of note, whose memoirs Riley 

frequently consulted, had travelled to Athos almost half a century previously.80 In the 

1880s far-flung European destinations in the Near East became an exotic lure for the 

more intrepid Victorian traveller, thanks to improved transportation links.81 

 A potentially fraught journey became an agreeable jaunt because all doors opened 

to the young men. Their first port of call was the Ecumenical Patriarchate in 

Constantinople, where they met Joachim III. He informed the Bishop of Xanthe about 

them and gave them a letter of recommendation for the Athonite Holy Community. 

His glowing endorsement shines through the standard florid wording of a patriarchal 

missive: ‘The bearers of this […] letter, […] the most famous gentlemen Arthur 

Brisco Owen, priest of the Bishop of Canterbury’s English Church, and Kyrios 

Athelstan Riley, a man of letters, both clever persons and lovers of ancient 

monuments …’ Bishop Theophilos went further, presenting the Englishmen to the 

Athonite elders as ‘very learned persons […] The first is the Most Reverend […] 

Arthur Brisco Owen […], Professor of Theology in the University of Oxford; and the 

other, the Most Illustrious Kyrios Athelstan Riley, Professor of Literature in the 

University of Oxford.’82 The ‘professors’, with their recently acquired BAs, and 

particularly Owen, who had gained a modest third-class degree, must have blushed. 

 What was it that so impressed the patriarch and the bishop about these no doubt 

charming but callow youths? They were typical representatives of the Victorian elite 

who had the money and time to travel; ex-public schoolboys, Oxonians, and of gentle 

birth, they were what foreigners believed to be typical Englishmen – representatives 

                                                             
80  Robert Curzon, Visits to the Monasteries of the Levant (London, 1837). 
81  ‘Three	years	ago	an	improvement	in	railway	connection	placed	Constantinople	within	

five	days	of	Paris.	The	Oriental	express	running	direct	from	the	capital	of	France	to	the	

ferry	across	the	Danube	at	Rustchuk,	in	communication	with	a	train	to	Varna	and	a	

steam	packet	sailing	thence	to	Constantinople,	enables	the	traveller	to	undertake	with	

but	little	difficulty	a	journey	to	the	great	metropolis	of	the	East,	and,	if	he	be	of	the	more	

adventurous	sort,	to	prolong	his	voyage	to	the	maritime	cities	of	Asia	Minor,	or	wander	

along	from	island	to	island	in	the	Greek	Archipelago.’	Riley,	op.	cit.,	p.	1. 
82  Ibid., pp. 87 and 85. 
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of the empire and the major Great Power. Furthermore, both were ambassadors of the 

Church of England, little known in the Near East, and were earnestly interested in 

Church unity. The patriarch declared, ‘with Anglicans we have no fault to find’, 

whereas ‘the Protestants and the Americans proselytize.’ 

 The Athonite community accorded the Englishmen such respect that Owen was 

allowed to celebrate the Anglican Eucharist in his Vatopedi quarters and even in St 

Panteleimonos, which was otherwise strict towards its foreign visitors in church 

matters.83 The whole of Vatopedi crowded into one of Fr Owen’s eucharists. 

 On the Holy Mountain they enjoyed other privileges due to their nationality. The 

British ensign flew from the mainmast of the ship bringing them to Athos. They rode 

unchallenged through the Karyes main street, in which only pedestrians were allowed. 

Arriving late to church at a major feast in Vatopedi,84 they were able to get to their 

special seats next to the bishop’s throne with the help of two soldiers, who forced a 

pathway for them through the densely packed congregation. The Englishmen were 

lucky to be accompanied by the bishop because they were greeted everywhere with 

honour, at times even with peals of bells and vested clergy. They were also given the 

best guest-rooms, had food specially cooked for them, and met the senior 

representatives of every house they visited. 

 Riley was able to describe the Holy Mountain first-hand and in great detail. He 

visited nearly all twenty monasteries, most of the main sketes, and some important 

kellia. The value of his book is generally accepted to be its accompanying 

photographs. Many of the monasteries suffered devastating fires in the nineteenth 

century. Simonopetra was almost burnt to the ground in 1891; Riley and Owen’s 

photograph of it was the only visual record of how it had looked previously. 

 The text of Athos or the Mountain of the Monks seems at first glance to be of 

limited historical interest. Riley gives an entertaining, if at times flippant, account of 

his peregrinations. The Englishmen did not always behave with becoming dignity, as 

                                                             
83  e.g. the Englishmen were not permitted to enter the sanctuary in the churches of the 

Russian monastery. 
84  18/31 August, The Placing of the Cincture of the Mother of God in the Church of 

Chalkoprateia. Riley calls it ‘the festival of the Holy Girdle’. 
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when Owen shook with suppressed giggles during their reception at the Holy 

Community. Furthermore, some of Riley’s descriptions might seem insultingly 

dismissive to the modern reader, as when he describes the bishop as lazy, rotund, and 

‘a pattern Oriental’.85 Nevertheless, Riley writes affectionately; his humour is 

sympathetic and gentle. 

 An important aspect of Riley’s text is the consistency of its detail. The architecture 

of each house is described precisely; like the eighteenth-century Russian pilgrim, 

Grigorovich Barsky, Riley provides accurate measurements and lists the main 

religious buildings.86 In nearly every house they visited, Riley recorded the numbers 

of its monks and lay servants.87 This provided an accurate demographic of the 

Athonite population because the statistics were provided first-hand by the heads of 

houses or their senior representatives. Vatopedi was the most populous and 

prosperous Greek monastery: it had 220 monks and 130 lay servants. The next largest 

Greek brotherhood belonged to the Lavra, with 170 monks and 100 servants. The 

brotherhoods of the poorest Greek houses, such as Pantokrator, Stavronikita, and 

Konstamonitou, numbered fewer than 50. By contrast, the Serai, which was of course 

merely a skete, had 230 monks and 60 servants.88 Of the 800 St Panteleimonos 

monks, 450 were living ‘within the walls, together with 150 servants, and all [were] 

Russians, with the exception of very few Greek monks of the most ignorant type and 

one or two Bulgarians’.89 

 Riley found the Russian Athonites enigmatic, in part owing to the language 

barrier. He communicated in French with the bishop, and knew classical Greek; his 

Athenian dragoman, Angelos Melissinou, spoke English like a native and seemed an 

efficient Greek–English interpreter. Two translators had to be employed in meetings 

                                                             
85  Riley, op. cit., p. 40. 
12  This is particularly interesting when he speaks of the Serai and the Prophet Elijah skete, in 

neither of which the great central churches had yet been built.  
87  With the notable exception of the Prophet Elijah skete. 
88  Although it had ten more monks than Vatopedi, its servant numbers were less than half, 

probably because in the Russian houses tasks were generally done by the monks themselves 

and most of the ‘servants’ were to become novices prior to entering the brotherhood. 
89  Riley, op. cit., p. 245. 
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with the Russians, however. The second time they met Abbot Makary, conversation 

dried up embarrassingly, ‘owing to the difficulties of language’.90 

 Naturally, Riley described Russian Athos from a Greek point of view. His source 

was notoriously unreliable because it was supplied mainly by Professors Damalas and 

Pavlidis.91 When a visit to the Russian monastery was proposed, 

the professors would not go with us, being in high dudgeon at the unceremonious 

way in which they had been treated at Russico. As […] Damalas was a notorious 

anti-Russian and a frequent correspondent of certain Athenian journals of 

Russophobist complexion, this, perhaps, was not to be wondered at.92 

 Riley did his best to remain impartial in his description of the Greek–Russian 

conflict: ‘I give these stories chiefly for the sake of showing the bitterness of the 

struggle now undoubtedly going on at Athos, though there is great reason for 

believing that these tales are only exaggerations of the truth.’93 Unfortunately, as 

Riley was a British subject, he was unable to hide his hostility towards Russia: ‘But 

no unprejudiced traveller in Russia or her dependencies can fail to see that she is the 

enemy of England, and that her thirst for territory gravely threatens the peace not only 

of this country but of Europe.’94 

 Riley shared something of the Greeks’ incomprehension and alarm at the rapid 

expansion and tireless industry of the Russian Athonites, as can be seen from his 

description of St Panteleimonos monastery: 

                                                             
90  Ibid., p. 322. 
91  They proposed plans aimed at dissuading the patriarch from bowing to Russian diplomatic 

pressure, improving schooling of the Greek Athonites, who were generally perceived as 

uneducated, ensuring that the Greek consul in Macedonia visited the Holy Mountain at least 

once a year, and setting up a shipping agency to bring in more Greek pilgrims so as to counter 

those from Russia, whose numbers were almost 4,000 per year. They even suggested that 

Greek Athonites ask for British citizenship in order to be protected by the Great Power. Gerd, 

op. cit., p. 32. 
92  Riley, op. cit., p. 387. 
93  Ibid., p. 249. 
94  Ibid., p. 250. 
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Russico is a go-ahead colony [...] The whole place is more like a small town than a 

monastery […]; for all around it and down to the water’s edge are workshops, and 

storehouses, and dwelling houses; and still the monks are building more, so that the 

great monastery is increasing in extent year by year.95 

Although he did not subscribe to the Greek fear that the Russians were planning to 

use Athos as a military base in order to gain a foothold in the Aegean, he doubted 

their motives: 

It cannot be disguised that Russico has more concern with politics than religion, and 

that unless the Russian colonization of Athos receives a check the greatest political 

complications will ensue. […] I am fully persuaded that Russico is mainly a 

government affair supported by government money, and indirectly, if not directly, 

under government control.96 

Riley’s account also contained elements of Greek paranoia: 

The danger which they fear is that Russia will claim the promontory as her own 

when sufficient Russian subjects have been imported to outnumber the Greeks, and 

that thus a great blow will be struck at the authority of the Oecumenical Patriarch 

and at the pre-eminence of the Greek Church, the ultimate aim of the Russians being 

to remove the patriarchate to Moscow, or in some other way to subject the mother to 

the daughter Church and both to the Czar and his ministers.97 

Riley was intelligent enough to understand that some of the Greek fears were mildly 

absurd: 

Many are the tales told of lights seen at night on the mountain moving between 

[Russico and St Andrew’s], the evidence of secret communications carried on under 

the cover of darkness. The bitterness of feeling between the two parties may be 

imagined from the fact that the Greeks attribute the frequent fires which have taken 

                                                             
95  Ibid., p. 241. 
96  Ibid., p. 242. The misconception that the Russian colonization of Athos was a government 

strategy has been perpetuated even by comparatively recent Greek Athonite historians. See, 

for instance, Μοναχός Δωροθέος (Βατοπεδινός), Το Ἅγιο Ὄρος, Μύηση στήν Ἱστορία καί τή 

ζωή του (Katerini: Tertios, 1985), vol. 1, p. 422. 
96  Riley, op. cit., p. 243. 
97  Ibid. 
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place in their monasteries during the last fifty years to Russian incendiaries. The real 

mainspring of all these Russian plots is said to be not the abbot Macarius, but a 

certain ghostly man (πνευµατικός) who lives in great retirement at Russico.98 

The ghostly figure was, of course, the Elder Ieronim.99 

 Although the Greek version of the Russian Question makes for colourful and 

amusing reading, it is of limited historical worth. The real value of Riley’s text is his 

unbiased, factual descriptions. We learn that a significant number of the Greek 

monasteries were impoverished, owing to recent devastating fires, and the 

confiscation of dependencies both in Bessarabia and Romania. The monasteries 

particularly affected were those with the smaller brotherhoods.100 Riley also noted that 

the idiorrhythmic houses were less clean, less organized, and more laid back. All the 

Russian houses were cenobitic. The Englishmen attended the liturgy of the Feast of 

the Dormition in the Russian monastery, where, Riley observed, ‘Contrary to the 

usual rather slovenly performance of the complicated Oriental rites, everything was 

done in the most exact manner, and went smoothly and with dignity.’101 Furthermore, 

in marked contrast with those of the Greek houses, the St Panteleimonos library was 

ordered and actively used by the brethren.102 He and Owen ate and slept better in the 

cenobitic houses, despite the meagre fare, which never contained meat.  

 The Englishmen were lucky enough to meet the protagonists of the Greek–Russian 

conflict: Abbot Makary, Patriarch Joachim III, and the Athenian professors. Riley’s 

                                                             
98  Ibid., pp. 248-9. 
99  Although on his deathbed (he was to die two years later), the Greeks evidently feared him. 

Riley’s description of him is clearly based on the professors’ stories. Riley goes on to recount 

flippantly how the elder gained terrifying powers of prophetic foresight because of a network 

of informants working in the St Panteleimonos dependencies. 
100  Riley seemed not to be aware that Aghiou Pavlou, another of the smaller Greek 

monasteries, continued to receive revenue from its Bessarabian dependencies. This was 

perhaps in return for the support it lent St Panteleimonos in the Holy Community. See Gerd, 

op. cit., p. 35. 
101  Riley, op. cit., p. 254. Riley refers to the Dormition as the Assumption. 
102  Ibid., p. 256. 
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description of them, based on brief meetings, reveals little, but it brings to life what 

would otherwise be remote historical figures. 

 Patriarch Joachim III was a consummate if controversial politician and 

churchman.103 He was forced temporarily to retire to the Holy Mountain in 1885, two 

years before Athos or the Mountain of the Monks was published. The Englishmen 

were thus granted their audience with him towards the end of his first reign. 

His Holiness was sitting in a good-sized, airy room, furnished in the French style 

with a row of high-backed chairs and a sofa covered with crimson velvet. A few 

sacred pictures hung round the walls, amongst them an engraving of Murillo’s 

Madonna in the Louvre. A small writing table covered with books, at which the 

Patriarch sat, completed the furniture. 

As we entered his Holiness rose and gave us his hand. We all sat down, and he 

remarked that he was very glad to see me again (I had had a short interview with him 

in 1882), and pleased to make the acquaintance of my friend, who, he hoped, was 

satisfied with Constantinople. Then O[wen] drew from the pocket of his cassock our 

commendatory letter […]  

The Patriarch took the document and read it through carefully from beginning to end, 

and then began it again and read the whole of it for the second time. Apparently he 

was much pleased with it, for he said ‘Polycala’ (Very good) several times, and then 

handed it to the Grand Logothete, or principal layman, who was the only other 

person in the room.  

                                                             
103  Many Greeks saw him as a friend of the Russians and untrustworthy, especially as he 

seemed actively to support the latter while still Bishop of Thessaloniki. Once he acceded to 

the patriarchal throne, however, he was more concerned with strengthening discipline and his 

authority on Athos. He strove to curb both Turkish interference in Athonite affairs and 

seditious meddling from Athens. He was also disturbed by the rapid growth of Russian Athos 

at the expense of the Greeks. Writing to the Deputy Procurator of the Holy Russian Synod, 

Joachim said of the Russian Athonites, ‘they aim for wealth and profit, have broad dealings 

with the world, attract enormous benefactions and undertake huge constructions … [thus 

increasing] the worldly aspect of Mount Athos.’ Quoted from a letter of the patriarch’s to V. 

K. Sabler, 24 February 1889, quoted by Gerd, op. cit., p. 49. 
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The episcopal seal of wafer and tissue paper hardly excited less interest than the 

contents of the letter, and both Patriarch and Grand Logothete twisted it every 

possible way to see how it was done.104 

 Riley and Owen were also fortunate enough to meet Abbot Makary, not only in 

the arhondariki (the guest reception room of the Russian monastery), but also in his 

kellion. Fr Makary was a tirelessly busy man, yet he courteously received the visitors 

and gave of his precious time. 

The abbot Macarius […] was sitting at the top of a long narrow room with chairs all 

round it, on this occasion occupied by guests and monks. [He] is a fine-looking, 

middle-aged man, with a long beard just beginning to grow grey, not unlike a 

Western abbot in his manners. The expression of his countenance is shrewd, his 

presence dignified, and his air commanding; altogether the sort of man one would 

expect to find at the head of the 1,600 Russian monks of the Holy Mountain. Over 

his habit he wears a pectoral cross.  

He rose to receive us and shook us warmly by the hand, saying he was much pleased 

to see us. Glyko and ‘tchai’ were served, and we conversed, through two interpreters, 

about the Anglican and Oriental Churches, the monastery, and other kindred topics. 

However, he could not stay long with us, as the monks required his presence in the 

refectory; so courteously wishing us good-bye he took his departure.105 

 Athelstan Riley had achieved more than he set out to do with his book: 

I have endeavoured to describe with some minuteness […] the present condition of 

the Athonite monasteries and their contents, in order to furnish those few travellers 

who may visit the peninsula with a short handbook for their journey; and also that 

future historians of the Holy Mountain may have certain statistics and information 

for comparison with their own times.106 

Riley’s text gives us a view of life on the Holy Mountain at a crucial stage in its 

modern development. The picture he paints is better than a mere series of 

                                                             
104  Riley, op. cit., p. 30. 
105  Ibid., pp. 252-3. 
106  Ibid., p. 398. 
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photographic stills or statistics, for it is enhanced by a vivid portrayal of the people 

involved and of the issues facing them. 

 

NICHOLAS FENNELL 

Winchester 
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SYNDESMOS AND MOUNT ATHOS 

The Twenty-First Annual Spiritual Ecology Camp 

St Paul’s Monastery: 26 July–5 August 2014107 

 

 

A third decade has begun since the first Spiritual Ecology Camp on the Holy 

Mountain, organized at Vatopedi in 1993.  

The 2014 diakonima took place at the picturesque monastery of St Paul, 

located under the impressive rocky cliffs of Mount Athos. Ranked number fourteen in 

the hierarchy of the twenty monasteries, St Paul’s hosted our group for the second 

time. In 2006 a record number of twenty-eight young men from ten different countries 

found spiritual refuge and offered assistance to the monks in their everyday tasks, 

becoming familiar with the authentic Athonite way of life. Eight years later a group 

composed of seventeen young adults and coming from seven different countries has 

continued the tradition.  

We gathered at Ouranoupolis to take the boat to Daphne and from there to St 

Paul’s. From the outskirts of this town it was possible to make out the wild forest 

terrain which appeared to be completely devastated: a grey testimony to the 

monstrous fire of August 2012. Ouranoupolis was evacuated until the flames were 

finally extinguished between Hilandar and Zographou monasteries. According to the 

monks at Zographou, the fire was stopped not by the Greek firefighters, nor by their 

Bulgarian counterparts who came as a reinforcement, but by the divine intervention of 

the Virgin Mary through her wonder-working icon kept at Zographou.  The port of 

Daphne, where our cohort changed boats, was loud and dusty as usual, and the gift 

shops seemed to be flourishing despite the decreased flow of pilgrims during the last 

few years. Within about forty minutes the St Anne brought us to St Paul’s, founded in 

the tenth century by the hermit St Paul of Xeropotamou. The monastery looks quite 

                                                             
1		Unfortunately	this	report	was	received	too	late	for	inclusion	in	last	year’s	Annual	

Report.	For	notices	on	the	previous	twenty	camps,	kindly	refer	to	the	relevant	pages	in	

the	Annual	Report	of	the	Friends	of	Mount	Athos	(1994–2013).	Thanks	once	again	are	due	

to	the	Friends	of	Mount	Athos,	whose	assistance	contributed	enormously	to	the	success	

of	this	event.	
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spectacular owing to its location on a 140-metre-high slope that dominates the valley, 

and to its impressive fortification wall that encircles it from the east.  

Landing at the shore of St Paul’s was especially exciting for me. I had 

attended the Spiritual Ecological Camp here back in 2006, as a sixteen-year-old boy. 

Since then the landscape has changed considerably owing to the major construction 

works in the vicinity of the monastery. Vast clouds of dust were the side-effects from 

heavy machines that were, on the one hand, diverting the river-bed that descends from 

the mountain, and on the other, opening up a new road to the monastery’s entrance. 

The medieval arsanas of St Paul’s was also under heavy reconstruction, while a 

newly built chapel marked a sacred space high on the ridge, south of the main 

complex. Yet another chapel that stands half-way from the port to the monastery has 

been fully reconstructed, as has the surrounding area which is being prepared to 

become a flourishing garden. This is the exact place where, according to tradition, the 

Virgin Mary met Mara Branković, a Serbian princess and widow of the Ottoman 

Sultan Murad II (1421–51), who had approached to donate to the monastery the Holy 

Gifts of the Magi. She was duly prevented by the Mother of God from proceeding on 

account of her gender. Mara returned to her ship, leaving her holy treasure behind. 

The year of this event, 1470, is engraved above the entrance to the aforementioned 

small nineteenth-century chapel.   

Instead of waiting for a bus, some of our team chose to walk the distance from 

the port to the monastery in a kind of procession led by a few Russian monks. They 

were carrying a large icon of the Virgin as a gift from their monastery to the St Paul 

community. The paved square in front of the gates, arranged with pots of flowers and 

a stylish kiosk that overlooked the valley, was one more sign of the monastery’s 

progressive  management. The heart of the entire monastic complex is the katholikon, 

the main church, located in the middle of the enclosed space and dedicated to the 

Meeting of the Lord. Built in the early nineteenth century in a somewhat neo-classical 

spirit, this white marble building maintains the thousand-year Athonite conception of 

a triconchal, cross-in-square edifice with a large narthex and exonarthex and a few 

additional chapels. Nine red-painted domes crown the roof.   

The church’s atmosphere is in some ways uncommon for Mount Athos 

because the walls are devoid of rich wall-paintings, whereas the marble iconostasis is 

adorned with Western-style icons of the early twentieth century. One more peculiarity 

– and I must admit a very comfortable one – was the church’s air-conditioning 
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system, surely a precedent for the Holy Mountain. But as the abbot of the monastery 

had told us in 2006, human progress is not evil but a blessing when used for good 

purposes – in this case, to create suitable conditions for prayer. One icon, the miracle-

working Virgin Myrovlitissa (myrrh-flowing), stood out because of its gilded surface 

that shone brightly from the light of the candles. This is a late Byzantine, Palaeologan 

painting that possibly covers an even older representation of the Virgin. Among the 

other precious objects kept in the sanctuary are relics of St Basil the Great, St Gregory 

the Theologian, St Panteleimon, and St Maximos the Confessor, among others. Here 

also is a fragment of the True Cross as well as a massive, heavy, iron cross of four 

equally long extensions. According to tradition, this cross belonged to the founder, the 

aforementioned St Paul of Xeropotamou.  

But, undeniably, the most renowned possessions in the monastery are the Holy 

Gifts – gold, frankincense, and myrrh – of the three Magi who, led by a star from the 

East to Bethlehem, came to offer them to the Christ Child. Today, twenty-eight pieces 

of gold have survived the passage of time. In the past (we are not sure when), in order 

to preserve the fragments of frankincense and myrrh, Constantinopolitans melted 

them together in the form of small dark balls. The gifts are kept in numerous 

reliquaries for security reasons. In recent years some of these sacred objects were 

taken for veneration to Russia, Bulgaria, and Romania.  

The gates of the monastery close at sunset, which marks midnight according to 

Byzantine time. At 4am the talanto heralds the morning office. Those who were able 

to rise at that hour were rewarded with a magnificent view of the night sky: a 

multitude of illuminated stars, the Milky Way, and an occasional falling star. The 

abbot was never absent from the services in spite of his eighty-four years. Elder 

Parthenios, the long-time hegoumenos of St Paul’s (since 1974), is highly respected 

by the entire Athonite community. Still very vital and energetic, and with the bearing 

of an Old Testament prophet, he often took part in the reading and chanting of the 

sacred texts. At around thirty minutes into Matins it was his custom to perambulate 

through the dark church, candle in hand, in order to discover who was absent.  

During our stay at the monastery there were several important feasts. That of 

the Prophet Elijah (2 August) was celebrated with a dignified all-night vigil that 

began at 8pm and ended at around 3am. This was followed by a four-hour rest before 

the celebration of the Divine Liturgy. In a gesture of hospitality we were, during the 
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services, invited to sit in the two side conches – places reserved for the choristers as a 

general rule.  

But it was not the church, but the spacious archondariki, that we first visited 

upon our arrival at the monastery – a repetition of what happened eight years before. 

And there to greet us was the same Bristol-born Fr Evdokimos with his welcoming 

smile and his fine British sense of humour. After the standard kerasma with raki, 

loukoumi, cold water, and coffee, we were accommodated on the top floor of a two-

storey building – a xenonas for pilgrims, conveniently located just outside the 

monastery entrance. Its ground floor houses a gift shop where pilgrims could buy 

books, icons, wine, herbs, and even T-shirts with the double-headed eagle and the 

symbols of the monastery. It should be mentioned that the father responsible for this 

shop invariably offered or simply gave away small gifts, such as icons, prayer ropes, 

etc.  

Eight years ago it seemed unusual to me that our accommodation was outside 

the main complex, but in recent years the practice of isolating lay guests from the 

monks has become common practice on Athos, especially with newly erected or 

renovated guest-houses such as at Hilandar and Zographou. Nonetheless we felt 

welcome and were, for the period of our stay at St Paul’s, accepted into the 

community’s life. We attended services, dined in the refectory, and participated in 

tasks. Here we sensed a spirit of devotion to Christ, brotherly love, humility, and 

discipline. That same spirit pacified any potential dissonances that might have 

resounded among the group with its diversity of backgrounds, cultures, ages, and 

socio-economic status. Surely it was the authentic ecumenical spirit of the Orthodox 

Church that united us. Over the years the teams have largely been populated by Poles 

and Russians, though a faithful group from Bulgaria have also been in attendance. For 

the first time in many years we had two young men from Ukraine in spite of that 

country’s escalating bellicose situation.  

We were separated into two large, bright, and comfortable rooms with four 

bunk beds in each and a shared common bathroom facility. The building was partly 

surrounded by a long balcony which offered magnificent views over the slopes 

beneath the monastery, across to the deep-blue Aegean Sea, and to the ‘finger’ of 

Sithonia. Every evening at around 9pm we enjoyed spectacular fiery sunsets, as well 

as tender moonlights dancing on the waves at night.  
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Directly opposite the main entrance of the church, in accord with ancient 

practice, was located the trapeza, the monastic refectory. Normally, two meals were 

served daily, one immediately after the Divine Liturgy and the other after Vespers. On 

Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, however, the monks keep a fast and eat only 

once a day. Of course, there was on these days an additional meal served to the guests 

and workers. With the exception of fasting days, the food was olive-oil-based soups 

and salads, cold water, wine, cheese, home-baked bread, vegetables, and fruit. Fresh 

fish was served on special feasts and on Sundays. The refectory, a vast T-shaped 

space, is distinguished neither by marvellous frescos such as those at Dionysiou, 

Hilandar, and Docheiariou, nor by ancient marble slabs, such as those brought from 

Constantinople and used as tables at Vatopedi. Nevertheless its intriguing collection 

of Russian nineteenth- and early twentieth-century icons evokes a unique aesthetic, 

rather unusual for a community where ethnic Greeks prevail.  

Here we might mention that, in its early history, St Paul’s was a monastery 

populated by Slavs, especially ethnic Serbs. In the fifteenth century the foundation 

was patronized by the Branković dynasty, which explains why Princess Mara brought 

the Gifts of the Magi here and not elsewhere. Aside from the relics, only a few 

remnants of its Slavic past have been preserved. Unfortunately nothing is known 

about the old katholikon. The recently conducted excavations north of the present 

church have not provided any significant results in that direction. Four centuries after 

its foundation, the monastery was destroyed by pirates and reconstructed by two 

Serbian nobles. Over the ensuing decades, Serb benefactors, especially the despot 

Džordže Branković (1428–56), revived the monastery both spiritually and materially. 

He commissioned a chapel dedicated to St George, his patron saint, which is still 

intact. At our request Fr Prokopios, the guest-master, showed us the remarkable 

fifteenth-century frescos that bear inscriptions in Greek and medieval Slavonic. A 

small mosaic panel in the middle of the chapel’s floor is a humble reminder of the 

great floor mosaics at the Lavra, Vatopedi, and Iviron, executed in the opus sectile 

technique of the tenth century. Wall paintings from another chapel of the Slav past, 

presumably dedicated to St Nicholas, are preserved immured in the corridors of the 

monastery’s west wing. Later, during the Ottoman period, St Paul’s, like most of the 

Athonite monasteries, prospered as a result of the munificence and philanthropic zeal 

of the Danubian princes of Moldavia and Wallachia. The majestic tower, designed as 

a shelter and final refuge for the monks in case of enemy attack (equipped with a 
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water source and a chapel), was built in 1522 by the Voivode Neagoe, as is confirmed 

by the Cyrillic inscription engraved above the tower’s entrance. Finally, in the 

eighteenth century, there was a downturn that lasted until the early nineteenth century. 

The Serbian presence waned and the monastery was totally Hellenized. But that is no 

more the case; and although the lingua franca of the monastic community is Greek, 

there are many Russian, Romanian, American, and West European-born monks that 

together form the brotherhood. 

  Of course the principal reason for our presence on the Holy Mountain was to 

contribute to the diakonimata. This provided an opportunity to get to know the 

simple, hard, everyday life of the monks behind the facade of the beautiful chanting 

and the solemn processions. Our regular jobs consisted of cleaning the katholikon, its 

side-chapels, the guest-rooms, bathrooms, and corridors. In addition, there was 

window washing, floor mopping, kitchen work (such as tidying up the trapeza after 

one meal and preparing for the next), and peeling vegetables. There was always 

plenty of work in the courtyard (weeding the flower beds). We were all equal in these 

tasks – the student and the professor, the low-paid worker and the politician. Such was 

the diversity of people in our group!  

Among our supervisors was Fr Prohoros, a very tall and thin monk in his 

forties, who was responsible for the kitchen. He always looked very austere but often 

showed generosity to us, providing us with additional food, biscuits, and watermelon. 

The same kindness was shown by the guest-master, Fr Prokopios, a respectable and 

hearty man from the town of Serres, who would prepare tea or coffee with biscuits 

before and after every small task. Fr Prokopios also took us on a tour of the 

monastery. Those who assisted in the cleaning of the guest-rooms and the monastic 

wing were impressed by the contrast between the renovated, stylish, and even 

luxurious premises and the neglected corridors of the monks’ cells. On their old and 

worn-out doors were hung paper or plastic icons. Somewhere in this place of humility 

was also the cell of the abbot which was not distinguished in any way. Actually his 

room was visible from the balcony of our hostel, so we often saw him praying at his 

window during the time set for rest and sleep.  

On 10 August the monastery was expecting hundreds of pilgrims, delegations 

from other monasteries, representatives of the state, and other VIPs for the coming 

feast of the founder, St Paul of Xeropotamou. Every part of the monastery had to be 

clean for the occasion, and Fr Gavriil, assistant to the guest-master – a young man in 
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his twenties -  was a perfectionist in this respect. Aside from other talents, Fr Gavriil 

possessed one of the finest voices on the peninsula and regularly chanted at the 

services. All the monks were well disposed towards us; yet, at the same time, they 

kept an appropriate distance but often asked about our names, places of origin, and 

occupations, in order to pray for us.  

Russian speakers came to know Fr Savvatios, a Russian monk and recent 

arrival on Mount Athos from the Optina monastery. Though not yet a full member of 

the St Paul’s brotherhood, he was a colourful personality, slightly eccentric, 

humorous, and always ready to bring us some of his home-made kvas (a Russian non-

alcoholic drink, made of fermented grain). His one request was that we send him 

some CDs of Orthodox films and chants which he would give to pilgrims.  

The Spiritual Ecology Camp offered us the possibility to visit many other 

places on Athos. One afternoon we took the path to Nea Skiti (New Skete), a 

dependency of St Paul’s. It resembled a small village with dispersed huts, a tower, 

and a kyriakon (main church). Here we venerated the tomb of Elder Joseph the 

Hesychast, a prominent figure in Orthodox mysticism of the twentieth century, and 

continued to the skete of St Anne, situated right above a deep abyss. At one point the 

path led us to a spectacular viewpoint facing the picturesque red roofs of Nea Skiti, 

grouped along the shore. Exhausted by the walk, we were welcomed at St Anne’s by 

Antonis, an elderly man who helped the monks during the summer as archondaris. 

After the inevitable kerasma we were kindly invited to enter the church, where 

Antonis had prepared a surprise for us: multi-lingual booklets of the Akathistos 

Hymn. 

The bravest and most fearless of our team spent the night at St Anne’s with the 

plan to climb the 2,033 metres to the peak of Athos. The five-hour walk proved to be 

quite difficult, but it was worth the effort because of the beautiful wilderness, the 

spectacular mountain, and the majestic views. Luckily there were some water springs 

on the way and the path was well marked with signs. Just before the final rocky 

stretch, we reached the shelter called Panagia where climbers could spend the night 

next to a small, modest church and a well, full of delicious cold water. Contrary to our 

expectations, the top of the mountain is no longer a place of silence and meditation. 

Feverish works were in progress: a team of Albanian masons, reinforced by caravans 

of mules, was rebuilding the church of the Transfiguration and was widening the path 

which had been carved in the rocks. The noise was unbearable, but admittedly the 
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repairs were also indispensable. The way back was not easy but somehow, with God’s 

help, we managed to return to St Paul’s before sunset.   

The 2014 Annual Spiritual Ecology Camp ended successfully on 5 August. 

We had come to know much about Mount Athos: its cultural heritage, the natural 

environment, spiritual advice from the monks, and valuable discussions which 

allowed us to approach the unique lifestyle on the Holy Mountain.   

 

GEORGI SENGALEVICH 

Sofia 
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SYNDESMOS AND MOUNT ATHOS 

The Twenty-Second Annual Spiritual Ecology Camp 

Vatopedi Monastery: 28 July–7 August 2015 

 

Free from the burden of the past, without preconceptions, receiving life afresh and 

new in the present moment. This is the divine invitation that is always being extended 

to us and yet, such as we are, and such as are the conditions of our daily lives, it is a 

huge challenge to accept. In fact, it is a demand to which we are rarely equal. So the 

Holy Mountain acts as a call to turn again to the depths and simplicity within, which 

lie behind our complicated lives in the world. 

Having been a previous member of the footpath team, a serendipitous meeting 

with Dimitri Conomos at the breakfast table of the 2015 Madingley conference 

presented me with the opportunity to join his group for the 2015 camp. So it was that 

I, a solitary Anglican, made my way from Canterbury to Ouranopoulis, arriving on the 

eve of our departure. Making the short walk from the Zeus Hotel to the Pilgrims’ 

Office of the Holy Mountain to meet my companions the following morning, I am 

touched by that rare and liberating sense of anonymity which sometimes descends 

upon us. I am about to meet and spend a long period with a group of people I have 

never previously encountered. It is a rare opportunity to step outside the established 

roles of daily life. I know nothing of the daily life of my companions, nor they of 

mine, yet the simple fact of our presence together there testifies to an invisible bond. 

Our party gradually assembled outside the Pilgrims’ Office on the morning of 

our departure but the diamonitiria seemed not to have been authorized! Happily, the 

situation was rapidly resolved by Dimitri who made the necessary call to Vatopedi. 

There was time for a quick coffee in the café by the quay while we settled the 

finances for the boat trip and made introductions. Then we were on our way. 

Each time I have visited Mount Athos, my heart has warmed to the Byzantine 

bustle of Daphne when the boat comes in. Already the concerns of the world – 

money, entertainment, comfort – seem to have receded. The concern here is 

something else and it is felt and sensed as something more or less tangible. Our first 

night was spent in the monastery of Xeropotamou where, as a non-Orthodox attending 

the evening service, I was summarily banished to my room by a rather zealous young 

monk. Whilst I do not really understand this exclusive perspective, I was not offended 
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at all and quite accepting of it. This surely says something about the change in inner 

state that being on the Holy Mountain can effect. 

Travelling the following day, we arrived before the imposing walls of 

Vatopedi, a monastery in which I have spent some time on each of my previous visits. 

Pilgrims are very welcome here and indeed it seems that a conscious choice has been 

made by the abbot to embrace them in substantial numbers. It was good to engage in 

conversation with a friendly young Australian monk and to be put to some work in the 

kitchens, peeling vegetables. So the pattern of our days unfolded – the long early-

morning service, breakfast in the unique atmosphere of the Vatopedi refectory (never 

has a little wine at 8am tasted quite so good), on some days a little work in the 

kitchens, engaging conversations with my companions from the UK, Poland, Africa, 

Romania, Australia, and Russia, the occasional much-needed afternoon nap, and 

early-evening walks down by the Vatopedi quayside. 

Something of a highlight on this trip was a walk undertaken with two 

companions to visit the monasteries of Esphigmenou, Hilandar, and Zographou, 

spending the night at Hilandar. At Esphigmenou a young monk, despite only a 

smattering of English, attempted to explain something of the monastery and its 

history. The forbidding ‘rebel’ status and stark declaration of ‘Orthodoxy or death’ 

emblazoned on the monastery’s walls had made me somewhat hesitant beforehand, 

and so I was touched by his efforts to communicate and his patent sincerity. At 

Zographou the kindness of Fr Clement and his pleasure in receiving us also remain 

imprinted in my memory. Despite the commendable openness of Vatopedi to large 

numbers of pilgrims, I could not help but reflect on the saying of popular wisdom that 

‘every stick has two ends.’ The kind of intimacy experienced in that brief visit seems 

less possible amid the comparative busyness of Vatopedi. The material poverty of the 

monasteries of Zographou and Esphigmenou as compared to Vatopedi was also very 

evident. Yet the ecstatic quality in the chanting of the monks towards the end of the 

morning service was experienced at Vatopedi.  

Some business to be attended to back in the UK meant hurriedly rearranging 

my flight and leaving two days earlier than anticipated. I thus happened to travel back 

on the boat from Daphne to Ouranoupolis with Dimitri and another of our party, 

where our quiet conversation touched on matters of family, Orthodoxy, music, 

Australia, and doubtless other topics since forgotten. My last night was spent in 

Ouranoupoulis at the Zeus Hotel. An evening meal of prawns and a cold beer by the 
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waterside, enhanced by the sunset and the service of a friendly and pretty young 

waitress, were indeed a pleasure.  

A friend of mine once joked that the modern world was ‘a struggle for 

dominance between the forces of Islam and Coca Cola’. I do not think he intended his 

amusing description to be taken too literally but it captured something essential in the 

dilemma of modern life. So it is hard to pin down or express quite what Mount Athos 

is for me as a pilgrim and visitor but it is surely that something that calls to the inner 

man. Certainly it is remarkable that a place given entirely to the spiritual life still 

exists in twenty-first-century Europe. The beauty and isolation of the land and sea are 

very striking but, forced to choose one word, I would have to say that Mount Athos 

possesses a certain ‘magic’ (not exactly an accepted theological word, I know) which 

draws you to it. Whatever one calls it, I am sure that it will call me to come back 

again. 

CHRISTOPHER SOLOMON 

Canterbury 

 

If you look out from the seafront in Ouranoupolis, the shoreline towards the south 

recedes quickly around a series of steep promontories until whatever comes next is 

obscured by mist rising off the water. Standing there on the beach, hoping for a sight 

of the Holy Mountain, I had no idea whether what I could see was this or not. But the 

next morning, as the boat took us down the peninsula, stopping at each little dock 

along the way, I gradually became aware of the scale of what the mist had kept 

hidden. One by one, the monasteries of the west side rounded into view, perched on 

steep slopes above the water, and then all of a sudden the entirely unexpected bulk of 

Mount Athos itself towered out of the sea ahead of us, like a gigantic storm cloud 

erupting from somewhere on the edge of the horizon, its sharp point pressed against 

the sky. Here was a landscape and architecture, in its scale and coherence, the like of 

which I had never before encountered except in the mythical world of the Lord of the 

Rings. This was my first impression of Agion Oros, the one it presented to me from 

the water, before we disembarked at Daphne. Once we were on shore, its appearance 

was much more ordinary, even though distinctly eccentric: a mêlée of pilgrims and 

monks milling about outside a café and a handful of gift-shops; we had to watch our 

bags and make sure we were waiting for the right bus and at the same time contend 

with a ragbag army of feral cats begging for food in the inimitable way that only cats 
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can master. Judging by their numbers and their obvious enthusiasm for reproduction, 

these feline mendicants must certainly account for the bulk of the Holy Mountain’s 

population; after them came the pilgrims; and then the monks who currently number 

something over two thousand. On my last morning on the Mountain, back in Daphne, 

waiting for the boat to arrive, I remember witnessing an exquisitely beautiful image of 

these oddly matched cohabitants: I watched as an old monk sat outside the little police 

station, facing a cat whose fur was as black as his habit, and as the cat squatted at his 

feet and looked him in the eye, the monk fed her methodically with globs of bright 

white ice-cream which he flicked from a spoon in her direction. Which of these two 

was nearer to God it would be difficult to say, but it seemed that, whatever the 

peculiar grace it was that they enjoyed, they shared it with one another with 

uninhibited generosity. 

We were a group of pilgrims from many lands. The first stop on our itinerary 

was the monastery of Xeropotamou, where we spent one night before catching the bus 

to Vatopedi which was our base for the rest of the week. Vatopedi had the atmosphere 

of a bustling hive: there were pilgrims everywhere, the majority in their twenties and 

thirties, busy about some activity in the kitchens or talking quietly in little groups or 

resting after the liturgy or after a hot and dusty hike from another monastery. The 

monks were quite distinct. There was something almost insect-like about them. They 

moved with the speed and purpose of ants, they appeared to glide and swoop like 

giant bats. There was something of the wild beasts about their long hair and unkempt 

beards. On the faces of some of them the effects of age seemed to have undergone a 

kind of transformation, having made them look more beautiful as they grew older, 

until they had acquired an almost angelic clarity. They swooped in and out of the 

katholikon, surrounded by images of Christ, the Theotokos, the saints, and the Last 

Judgement. Looming above them were the largest and most elaborate chandeliers I 

have ever seen, so highly polished that they seemed to glow with an interior light all 

of their own, preternaturally golden. But despite the rarity of the surroundings and the 

demanding regime of fasting and prayer, a lot of what was going on seemed to be as 

ordinary and mundane as the bulk of human life is anywhere. On the Holy Mountain, 

one of the monks told me, you have people at every stage, from spiritual infants to 

mature and holy elders, just as there are in the world, only here everything is arranged 

as you would want it to be. If you do indeed want things to be arranged like this, and 

if you embrace it with all your heart, it seemed that the life of Agion Oros could truly 
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be a blissful one; but not everyone responds to it in such a way or as quickly and 

easily as others. While we pilgrims dipped our toes and did our best to accommodate 

the deprivations of food and sleep, in order to remind us of the aim of all this the 

walls of the guesthouse were adorned with framed portraits of the elders and spiritual 

fathers who were dear to the community and to whose feats of asceticism we were 

encouraged to aspire. Most prominent among them was that of Elder Joseph the 

Hesychast, who exemplified this life to an exceptional degree and whose image and 

name are ubiquitous in the monasteries and books of his numerous spiritual children. 

His influence, it seems, was responsible for repopulating large parts of the Holy 

Mountain whose monastic communities had previously dwindled or collapsed, and his 

presence was felt everywhere. 

From Vatopedi we made excursions in twos and threes to spend a night or two 

in other monasteries where we had some personal interest or connection. I was the 

only one for whom it was the first visit to the Mountain; the others had steps to retrace 

and memories to revisit. However, a friend back in England had told me about 

Simonopetra and on the strength of his recommendation I had decided to do all I 

could to get there. I set out on the eve of the feast of St Mary Magdalen with the hope 

of catching a bus from Daphne in order to avoid the precipitous climb from the dock. 

However, in Daphne there was no bus and it was announced on a sign that 

Simonopetra was not celebrating the vigil this year and would accept no pilgrims: 

their katholikon was under renovation and full of scaffolding. But in the course of 

asking directions I happened upon a monk and a pilgrim who were travelling together 

to Simonopetra. They took me under their wing and we decided to ignore the 

warnings, to carry on regardless, and to take the boat. After we had made the gruelling 

ascent from the sea to the monastery, perched on St Simon’s towering rock, the 

monks did not have the heart to turn us away. The glasses of ouzo and the loukoumi 

with which they greeted us were all the sweeter for our exertion and they found us a 

small undecorated room with three narrow beds on the rooftop, surrounded by the 

building work. The view afforded by the crow’s nest balconies of Simonopetra, 

suspended high on the walls above the sea, was breath-taking; the deep-blue water 

below, stretching without interruption to the horizon, the spectacular skyline of the 

mountain to the south, dwarfing everything and appearing so close as to invite ascent. 

The katholikon was full of pilgrims, nearly all of them young men, and there was of 

course a long and elaborate vigil despite what had been advertised. It rolled on and on 
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in the flickering candlelight like some enchanted dream, the chandeliers being made 

to swing on their chains as if they were in the cabin of a ship, the chant rising and 

falling beneath them like the waves. 

The following morning my travelling companions took me with them to St 

Andrew’s in Karyes to visit an elder whose cell was nearby and I spent one night at 

the skete before returning to Vatopedi and thence to Ouranoupolis and back to ‘the 

world’. I came away from the Holy Mountain laden with purchases from the 

monastery’s gift-shop but also with things that I had unexpectedly been given by the 

people I had met there. It seemed to be a half-enchanted place, like walking back in 

time into the wilderness of the Desert Fathers and yet simultaneously forward towards 

the horizon of eternity, a land of miracles and visions, of wonder-working icons, of 

strange rumours and legends, of severe ascetic endeavours and heroic penance; but it 

was only partly like this, the other part being ordinary and mundane, and marked by 

the same distortions of pride, envy, avarice, and all the other sins that find a home 

everywhere. Of its otherworldly aspect it feels impious to speak too much in public 

outside the Holy Mountain. It is difficult to do so in a society as secular and cynical as 

that of modern Britain without feeling that one risks exposing sacred things to 

ridicule. At the same time Mount Athos’s worldly aspects cannot easily be discussed 

without colluding with the same spirit of corruption which they manifest. Amid all 

this the most important things seem to be far too personal and precious to be divulged 

except to the closest of friends and confessors. They are the sorts of things which, 

following the example of the Panagia, the patron of the Holy Mountain, it is perhaps 

best simply to ponder in the heart and to allow to bear whatever fruit they will in their 

own time. 

 

DANIEL DOLLEY 

Oxford 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

 

 
The Art of Seeing. Paradox and Perception in Orthodox Iconography. By Fr Maximos Constas. 

Alhambra, CA: Sebastian Press, 2014. Pp. 263. $30.00 paperback. ISBN 978-1-936773-19-0.  

 

Fr Maximos (Constas) is emerging as one of the most significant young Orthodox theologians. After 

the beginnings of a stellar career at Harvard Divinity School, he went to Mount Athos and became a 

monk at Simonopetra. He is now emerging as a learned monk, Senior Research Fellow at Holy Cross 

Greek Orthodox School of Theology, not far from his earlier stamping ground at Harvard, with an 

increasing number of significant publications to his credit. Last year he published a long-needed critical 

edition of the Ambigua of his patron saint, St Maximos the Confessor, with an English translation in 

Dumbarton Oaks Medieval Library; in 2012 he participated in a major conference on the Confessor in 

Belgrade with a stunning paper on the reception of Maximos’s thought in Eastern and Western 

Christendom with profound implications for the nature of theological reflection today (the proceedings 

were published as Knowing the Purpose of the Creation through the Resurrection in 2012 by the 

Sebastian Press, which has also published the book under review). Several other projects are under 

way. 

In the volume under review Fr Maximos turns to the nature of Orthodox iconography. It is a 

quite remarkable book. There are many books on icons, at least nowadays, but they tend to be either 

scholarly with no particular interest in the religious significance of icons (for example, the works 

written by the growing number of art historians interested in iconography) or deeply concerned with 

praying with icons, but with limited scholarly pretensions. This book is concerned with the meaning of 

the icon within the Orthodox tradition and yet yields to none in its scholarly credentials. At times this 

makes real demands on the reader; nothing is asserted without justification through careful argument. It 

is however beautifully written: the frequent insights are expressed in compelling language. On page 

after page, one finds oneself looking at even familiar figures in icons with fresh eyes, often as if seeing 

them for the first time. The book consists of four lectures, originally given quite separately. Together 

they make a satisfying book, the unity being provided, not by a series of complementary themes, but by 

the mind and eye of Fr Maximos. First, there is a long discussion of one of the most famous and 

influential icons: the sixth-century icon of Christ Pantokrator from Sinai, one of the very earliest 

surviving panel icons. Chapter Two looks at various depictions of the Annunciation. Chapter Three is 

concerned with the depiction of St George in both texts and icons. The final chapter is called 

‘Revelation as Concealment: Towards a Theology of the Icon Screen’. 

The first chapter is the longest and focuses on the curious asymmetry of the Sinai Christ, with 

the radiance of the right-hand side of his face sharply contrasting with the darkness of the left-hand 

side. It is a contrast that has often been commented on, but never with such scholarship and 

discrimination as here. The contrast has often been related to the union of divine and human natures in 
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Christ. Fr Maximos demonstrates the unlikelihood of such a contrast in Justinian’s sixth century, when 

Christology was concerned with various ways of emphasizing Christ’s unity. His own take on this 

starts from relating the contrast between right and left to the different propensities of the two sides of 

the brain, so that, in looking at the icon, our own perception is drawn to the right-hand side of Christ’s 

face while the darkened and disfigured left-hand side recedes from view, without vanishing altogether 

from our perception, resulting in a quite complex apprehension of Christ in the icon. The contrast has 

often been noticed, but not related to the parallel contrast in our perception of it. Fr Maximos then leads 

us through various ways of assessing this contrast, surveying much scholarship, both art historical and 

theological, until he finally suggests that we should see the icon in the light of the Psalmist’s singing of 

God’s ‘mercy and judgement’. There is no split in Christ; rather in beholding the icon we are made 

conscious of the union of judgement and mercy in God, a union in which, through the Incarnation, 

God’s mercy prevails. It is a long chapter and in places will be found hard-going. It is worth it, 

however: sixth-century theology cannot be made easy, and the final grasp of the significance of the 

icon is convincing and worth the effort to attain.  

To the second chapter, on depictions of the Annunciation, Fr Maximos brings his close 

acquaintance with the early developments of devotion to the Mother of God, which he gained in his 

doctoral thesis on the homilies of Proklos, fifth-century Patriarch of Constantinople. Fr Maximos draws 

our attention to a host of associations in depictions of the Annunciation in which the Virgin is depicted 

as spinning the purple and scarlet thread for the veil of the Temple: the veil that will be rent asunder at 

the moment of the death of her Son. Central to Fr Maximos’s understanding of these depictions of the 

Annunciation is the way in which Christ’s self-emptying, kenosis, in the Incarnation is through the veil 

of the flesh and the well in the garden ‘extended to and mirrored in the life of Mary’ (p. 134). The 

chapter on St George is similarly full of fresh and arresting insights into what is involved in being a 

warrior of Christ: the vocation of all Christians, and central to the notion of the monastic life as 

‘angelic’, for the angels are depicted as an armed host.  

The final chapter is especially rich: revelation as concealment, the paradoxical way in which 

God’s revealing of himself, pre-eminently in the Incarnation, reveals one who remains concealed. This 

insight is related to the function of the iconostasis, which similarly reveals by concealing. What might 

have remained a good idea becomes something much more, as the theology of the icon screen is 

patiently developed by reference to the reflections on the Divine Liturgy of the fifteenth-century 

follower of St Gregory Palamas, St Symeon of Thessaloniki, who was contemporary with the 

emergence of the iconostasis as we know it today. In his closing pages, pregnant with profound 

suggestions, Fr Maximos draws, too, on Fr Pavel Florensky (and might have referred to Foundoulis’s 

ideas in questions 51 and 52 of his Apantiseis, and doubtless elsewhere), leading to his final reflection: 

‘Divine transcendence, divine hiddenness, remains absolute, and yet providentially reveals itself by 

concealing itself in a sacred veil, which is at once the revelation of, and means of participation in, the 

very life of God’ (p. 237). 

 

Fr ANDREW LOUTH 

Darlington 
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Seeking Perfection in the World of Art: The Artistic Path of Father Sophrony. By Sister Gabriela. 

Second edition. Tolleshunt Knights: Monastery of St John the Baptist, 2014. Pp 278, 10 colour plates, 

39 b/w illus. £12.00 hardback. ISBN 978-1-909649-00-2. 

 

Archimandrite Sophrony (1896-1993) is well known both for his monastic foundation of St John the 

Baptist in Essex and for his writings. But we know much less about his life before becaming a monk on 

Mount Athos in 1925, in particular his work as an artist painter in the world as Sergei Simeonovich 

Sakharov. This work, an enlarged edition of the 2013 first edition, aims to fill that gap, and to show 

how his artistic vision influenced his later spiritual life, especially the development of the Essex 

monastery. Like a good artist, his aim in the spiritual life was to discover the essence of the matter at 

hand and then align everything to the attainment of that end, no matter how outwardly unusual these 

means might at first appear.  

As a nun who worked closely with him on numerous iconographic projects in the last ten 

years of his life, Sister Gabriela is eminently suited to write this book about Fr Sophrony's artistic path. 

She is able to furnish us with information gleaned not just from his published works, letters, and 

newspaper articles, but also from her many conversations with him.  

The book covers his artistic path during the five main phases of his life: art studies in Moscow 

(1918-22); life in Paris (1922-5) to pursue further his artistic aspirations; as a monk on Athos, first at St 

Panteleimonos monastery (1925-38), where little artistic work was pursued, then nine years as a hermit 

when he did paint some icons; life back in Paris (1947-59), during which time he wrote about St 

Silouan and a monastic community grew around him; and finally his move to Essex in 1959 to 

establish the monastery of St John the Baptist, where one could say that all his labours until his repose 

in 1993 were the creation of an artistic sensibility. The final chapter discusses his insights into 

iconography in general.  

During his early artistic career, most notably from 1918 until 1921 when he studied at The 

Second Free Art Studios, Sergei Sakharov was not an Orthodox believer but, in common with many 

other artists of the time, he explored more esoteric directions such as oriental mysticism and sophism. 

The two key factors of this period of Sergei’s life, when through the influence of his teacher Wassily 

Kandinsky he was largely engrossed in abstract art, were a search for the infinite and the belief that 

through abstract art it was possible to create things entirely new from nothing, ex nihilo.  

The turning-point came in 1922. As he later wrote in his book Wisdom from Athos, ‘I soon 

realized that it was not given to me, a human being, to create “from nothing”, in the way only God can 

create.’ And later, in We Shall See Him As He Is, ‘... in my art I tried to sense, beyond visible reality, 

the invisible timeless essence which afforded me moments of exquisite delight. However, the time 

came when increasing mindfulness of death entered into outright conflict with my passion for 

painting.’ His gradual realization that what his being yearned for was not an impersonal essence but the 

Person of Christ helps explain Fr Sophrony's later stress on the personal, hypostatic nature of our 

relationship with God, and the importance of the face in icons.   

I have two just two caveats to my praise of the book. The first is that, out of the author's 

humility and deference to her spiritual father, the book it is not I think entirely objective about Fr 
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Sophrony's abilities as an artist. With regard to his liturgical art, I personally think he was a better 

conductor than a player, by which I mean that his gifts lay not so much in his ability as an icon painter 

as in giving artistic direction, such as overseeing all the design details of the monastery and in 

mentoring its iconographers – most notably Sister Gabriella herself, who is a gifted iconographer, 

probably more so than Fr Sophrony. The other caveat concerns not the book as such but the 

conclusions one might be tempted to draw from it: the reader should not take Fr Sophrony's early 

conflict between his art and the pursuit of a deeper spiritual life as normative for all. Although he 

personally experienced profound conflict between his spiritual life and his work as a painter in the 

world, for many people their artistic life supports their life of communion with God.  

These two points aside, this is a splendid book, particularly praiseworthy for filling us in on Fr 

Sophrony's formative early years before becoming a monk, and for showing us how profoundly his 

artistic vision informed his approach to the spiritual life. 

 

AIDAN HART 

Shrewsbury 
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An Experience of Life on Mount Athos. By Tim Vyner. Thessaloniki: Agioritiki Estia, 2014. Pp. 239. 

Numerous colour and b/w illustrations. €25.00 paperback. ISBN 978-618-80861-4-2. 

 

In 2015 Agioritiki Estia, the cultural centre of Mount Athos in Thessaloniki, celebrated the fifteenth 

year of its operation. Tim Vyner’s exhibition of paintings opened in November 2014 and ran until the 

following April, the first in a rich programme of artistic anniversary events. Together with the 

promotion of eponymous and anonymous art inspired by life on Mount Athos, one of the main aims of 

Agioritiki Estia has been from the outset the compilation of a register of artworks by artists who at 

various times, from the dawn of the fifteenth century to the present day, have visited Athos and 

recorded their impressions.  

Tim Vyner is the third modern artist to be hosted in the gallery of Agioritiki Estia, the other 

two being Markos Kambanis and Doug Patterson. The exhibition, entitled ‘An Experience of Life on 

Mount Athos’, was the result of three visits to the Holy Mountain made by Vyner, the first recipient of 

the Doug Patterson/Royal College of Art/Agioritiki Estia bursary, in the year 2013: March/April, 

July/August, November/December. The passing of the seasons, each with its distinctive light and 

colours and variety of human activities that characterize it, emerges from both the conventional and the 

electronic palette of the artist. It is this dual capacity, both as heir to the great British tradition of 

aquarelle, yet with an innovating mood, and also as a connoisseur of modern technology in the field of 

visual arts, that has enabled Vyner to capture the ecclesiastical and the secular that intertwine and 

comprise the very essence of the Athonite state.  

In his Foreword to the catalogue of the exhibition, Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew defines 

Mount Athos as the ‘city of virtue’, where ‘the ineffable life in Christ … is experienced self-

sacrificially and therefore longingly in prayer, fasting and vigils, under the sleepless all-seeing eye of 

God’. This spiritual dimension of Mount Athos does not preclude the use of technology, which rather 

should serve the lofty aims of the monks as citizens of virtue. As a matter of fact, the Athonites have 

always maintained a lively interest in technology, and proof of this is the built environment on the 

peninsula, with its imposing monastic complexes that deafeningly break the silence and solitude of the 

place.  

In his diary Vyner perceptively records this fact in terms that may seem contradictory: ‘While 

the fathers are often shy and do not want to be drawn or photographed individually, they do understand 
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the nature of my project. They always give their time to show me special paths to interesting places, 

unusual views, individual collections and artifacts.’ He goes on, ‘They were also extremely curious 

about my methods of working. Detailed watercolours were often discussed … And when I played back 

the history of each drawing using the iPad the fathers would smile in recognition of the technology.’  

A many-layered perspective on the Athonite microcosm is revealed by the approach of the 

artist, as his eye is fascinated equally by the depth of the divine mysteries and the lightness of minor 

events of daily life. With regard to the former, his atmospheric, shadowy interiors and twilight-fading, 

lavender exteriors testify to the unalterable character of worship on the Holy Mountain; while for the 

latter, Vyner’s work stands as a valuable witness to the changes that take place on the peninsula in the 

treatment of the land, with the introduction of new tools and techniques for cultivation and 

construction, and with new modes of transport. In other words, the visual result in Vyner’s work is a 

colourful mosaic of episodes in an exploded serial cartoon glorifying life on this holy ground, which is 

an earthly tutorial on death as the gateway to the life beyond.  

This particular poly-prismatic way in which Vyner observes and records the fluctuations of 

the world around him gives his work, apart from its artistic value, a unique anthropological interest that 

characterizes him as an artist. And this is why the curator of the exhibition, Syrago Tsiara, describes 

Vyner as ‘a reportage artist of our time’.  

As a record of Vyner’s masterly devotion and vivacity, which the visitors to the exhibition 

will have experienced when gazing on the watercolours and iPad projection screens, a comprehensive 

bilingual (Greek/English) catalogue was published, which includes a helpful introduction by Dr Tsiara, 

Director of the Thessaloniki Centre of Contemporary Art. Along with the catalogue, twenty leaflets 

corresponding to the twenty Athonite monasteries were issued in a collectors’ limited edition; these 

contain selected work from the artist’s sketchbooks and first-hand observations made during his 

wanderings on the pathways of the Holy Mountain.  

 

PHAIDON HADJIANTONIOU 

Thessaloniki 
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